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Abstract

Second Life Grid® is a platform for creating contiguous and persistent virtual worlds, 

particularly the well-known Second Life® virtual world, where all three-dimensional content 

is created by its own users (a feature supported by the platform). Developed by the Cali-

fornian company Linden Lab (Linden Research, 2009a), Second Life was implemented 

using a distributed computing model, through the development of both a client application 

(freely distributed) as well as the server software (simulator). However, since the public re-

lease of the client applicationʼs source code in January 2007 (Linden, P., 2007), thus allow-

ing the platformʼs communication protocols to be examined, a group of programmers has 

been developing a server application known as OpenSimulator (“Homepage,” 2009, July 

12), which lead to the creation of alternative, Second Life-”compatible” virtual worlds (ac-

cessible through the same client application), but which are not being hosted or managed 

by Linden Lab. Since Second Life remains the core virtual world of this community of us-

ers, one way in which OpenSimulator has been used is as a low-cost prototyping environ-

ment for three-dimensional environments whose ultimate goal is deployment in the Second 

Life world. However, there is still no interconnection between the Second Life and Open-

Simulator virtual worlds, and it is thus deemed necessary to create transfer mechanisms 

between them, which might be either manual or automatic. A pair of such transfer mecha-

nisms was developed under the scope of this academic work, and that is described in this 

document.

Keywords: Second Life, OpenSimulator, OpenMetaverse, Content Transfer, Linden 

Lab, Virtual Worlds
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Resumo

A Second Life Grid® é uma plataforma para a criação de mundos virtuais contíguos e 

persistentes, tal como o bem conhecido Second Life®, onde todo o conteúdo 

tridimensional é criado pelos próprios utilizadores (uma característica da plataforma). 

Desenvolvido pela empresa californiana Linden Lab (Linden Research, 2009a), o Second 

Life foi implementado com um modelo de computação distribuída, através do 

desenvolvimento tanto da aplicação cliente (distribuída gratuitamente) como do software 

do servidor (simulador). Quando o código fonte da aplicação cliente foi disponibilizado 

publicamente em Janeiro de 2007 (Linden, P., 2007), isto permitiu que fossem 

examinados os protocolos de comunicação, encorajando um grupo de programadores 

independentes a desenvolver uma aplicação servidor conhecida como OpenSimulator 

(“Homepage,” 2009, July 12), o que resultou na criação de mundos virtuais alternativos, 

«compatíveis» com Second Life (e acessíveis através da mesma aplicação cliente), mas 

não alojados pela empresa Linden Lab. Dado que o Second Life se mantém como o 

principal mundo virtual desta comunidade de utilizadores, uma das utilizações dadas ao 

OpenSimulator é enquanto plataforma de desenvolvimento de protótipos de ambientes 

tridimensionais a muito baixo custo, cujo objectivo final será a implementação em Second 

Life. No entanto, ainda não existe uma interligação entre o Second Life e os mundos 

virtuais criados com OpenSimulator, pelo que se considerou ser necessária a criação de 

mecanismos de transferência de conteúdos entre ambas as plataformas, seja de forma 

manual, seja de forma automática. Ao abrigo do presente trabalho académico, 

desenvolveu-se um par de mecanismos de transferência, descritos neste documento.

 Palavras-chave: Second Life, OpenSimulator, OpenMetaverse, Transferência de 

Conteúdos, Linden Lab, Mundos Virtuais
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1. Introduction

Since the advent of advanced common graphics cards that became widespread and 

cheap enough to incorporate hardware-based rendering of three-dimensional meshes, as 

well as apply all kinds of rendering techniques to create quasi-photo-realistic imaging in 

real-time, at several frames per second, a new generation of applications was suddenly 

made possible. Heavily employed in the entertainment industry, most notably for computer 

games, these graphics cards became standard on all kinds of personal computers — first 

on desktop models, later coming standard on laptop models as well — bringing high-end 

3D rendering into the mainstream.

One of those applications that became increasingly widespread and popular was the 

access to immersive, realistic virtual worlds, where regular users, even without advanced 

3D modelling training, can create their own content — that is, content that is not in the 

least optimised for fast rendering. So far, by and large, the most popular and successful 

such virtual world has been Second Life, a product of the California-based company Lin-

den Lab, which started operating in 1999 and launched their own virtual world engine and 

platform in 2003.

Having a previous academic interest in computer graphics and distributed networking, 

virtual worlds, which merge both technologies, became an area of fascination for myself, 

having registered as a Second Life user in July 2004. Through an extensive personal re-

search of its capabilities, initially in the entertainment aspects of it, my own professional 

background in designing a country-wide Internet infrastructure, and, later on, Web-based 

applications to run on top of the Internet, naturally captured my continuing interest in Sec-

ond Life. After all, this was a technology that ran on top of the Internet and allowed integra-

tion with existing applications — the major difference (albeit one of several!) being the user 

interface, which is three-dimensional and controlled from the viewpoint of an avatar, as 
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opposed to the usual kind of web-based applications, almost exclusively based on a 2D 

paradigm where interaction occurs by pointing a mouse on top of design elements.

Since 2007, through a new company — Beta Technologies — created specifically to 

address the business use of Second Life, my professional focus has been developing con-

tent and programming applications inside the virtual world of Second Life, bringing corpo-

rations, universities, and other organisations into this virtual world, to take advantage of 

this new paradigm of social networking, communication, collaboration, and remote applica-

tion access, as Iʼll explain further ahead in chapter 3.

Linden Lab, besides developing the technology, is a 3D content hosting provider — 

they lease server space for users to store their content in a persistent way. Thus, as a de-

veloper for Second Life, my company is constantly acquiring new server space for devel-

oping content for clients.

Unlike web development, which can initially be done on internal web servers at a de-

velopment company (or in some cases even run on someoneʼs desktop or laptop), and 

then gets deployed on the final infrastructure only when the development is finished, con-

tent development in Second Life can only be developed on Linden Labʼs servers. For a 

medium-sized project, which might take several months to finish, this increases the costs, 

as the server lease is paid since the very first moment of development. Other uses without 

a clear budget, such as creating prototypes, doing research, developing experimental con-

cepts, all these require server space to be leased in advance, and might, in several cases, 

hinder the development of Second Life-based projects, something Iʼve witnessed several 

times in my business activity, but use another technology with lower ongoing costs.

But also since 2007 there exists a viable alternative. Thanks to Linden Labʼs release of 

their client applicationʼs source code, the communication protocol was reverse engineered, 

and a free open source alternative developed by a group of enthusiastic volunteers. 
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Dubbed OpenSimulator, this project, which is still at an early stage of development, nev-

ertheless shows already much promise. Even though its feature list is not yet at the same 

level as Linden Labʼs own proprietary server software, it is close enough to allow projects 

to be deployed and accessed on it, using the same client application as Second Life. From 

the usersʼ viewpoint, the virtual world is, in fact, identical.

For standalone projects, or internal projects which will never require being open to the 

public, deployment under OpenSimulator might be, indeed, an alternative. For companies 

developing content and programming applications for the general public, Second Life, with 

its wide user base, remains a quasi-mandatory location, one that requires content and ap-

plications to be hosted on Linden Labʼs servers. OpenSimulator does not offer a method 

for Second Life deployment. Content created in OpenSimulator can be readily deployed on 

any other virtual world based on OpenSimulator — but not on Second Life. Furthermore, 

content originally deployed on Second Life cannot be “saved” anywhere. Although a few 

mechanisms exist to allow users of Second Life to login with Linden Labʼs central servers 

and visit other virtual worlds created with OpenSimulator or Second Life Grid, this technol-

ogy is still experimental and on its first stages, and currently being subjected to an IETF 

workgroup for standardisation — a process which will not finish before late 2010.

Furthermore, since the costs of keeping content hosted on Linden Labʼs servers for a 

long time are relatively high, content developers cannot archive previous content for their 

portfolio. A customer that wishes their content to be displayed for a few months, then ar-

chived for a while, and restored again at a later stage, cannot do so. Rotating pre-

assembled content, using just a single server, is also impossible. In fact, once content is 

deleted in Second Life, it has to be recreated from scratch, and manually assembled, pain-

fully, a piece at a time. Linden Lab currently does not offer neither a backup/restore serv-

ice, nor a remote archiving facility, and it is not known if they will ever offer either service.
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To address both this issues — backup/restore and content transfer across virtual 

worlds using the same protocol, but not the same server technology — a strategy was de-

vised to create a working tool that would allow this to be possible and described in this 

document. During the development of this work, several technological alternatives have 

been announced and/or made available for backup and restore of Second Life content, 

including into OpenSimulator servers. These technologies are presented on chapter 5. 

This work was developed independently from those technologies, and includes a solution 

for content transfer from OpenSimulator to Second Life (not just restore of back-up Second 

Life content), something which one source announced but as not yet made available (vd. 

chapter 5, p. 57).
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2. Technology

Virtual worlds are synthetic, computer-generated simulated environments where user 

interaction usually is made through avatars, that is, an element of the simulated environ-

ment which embodies the human user. These may normally assume a textual or graphical 

form, including full three-dimensional representation (Biocca & Levy, 1995), although other 

choices exist. Most virtual worlds are single-user games, where the player controls his/her 

avatar and all other virtual characters are controlled by the computer. Some allow several 

users to connect their computers to each other for multi-user play. However, for the pur-

pose of this document, I will be restricting the concept to an increasingly popular variety: 

virtual worlds which are hosted at remote servers, and allow not just a few but rather a 

large number of users to log in simultaneously. Further, I will restrict the concept to those 

virtual worlds which users, accessing through interfaces that conveying stimuli according 

to their interaction with the world (usually visual — through the three-dimensional repre-

sentation of the environment surrounding the avatar — and aural, through sounds, music, 

or voice). The currently most common interfaces are a computer terminal (where the im-

ages are displayed), a keyboard and a mouse. The simulation itself is not the focus of this 

dissertation and is not deemed a feature of the concept: it can be more or less realist, rec-

reating physical parameters close to the ones experienced in the real world (for instance, 

avatars might be bound to a simulation of Newtonian physics while they interact with the 

environment) or totally fantastic (without collisions or gravity, etc.).

Even within this restricted scope, the expression “virtual worlds” is vast enough to en-

compass a large array of products, technologies, platforms, and software development 

tools. For the purpose of this document, the focus will be on the virtual world model as 

proposed by Rosedale and Ondrejka (2003), implemented under the commercial brand 

Second Life.
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Broadly speaking, Second Life is a virtual world that can be analysed along the follow-

ing specific distinctive dimensions:

• management of user-generated three-dimensional content, dynamically, collaboratively, 

and in real time

• user creation and editing of content

• content persistence

• space contiguity

I will provide a perspective of how these dimensions are approached by various virtual 

worlds, and their relationship with worlds based on the Second Life Grid and OpenSimula-

tor platforms, which are at the centre of this dissertation, as explained in the previous 

chapter. It will be necessary to briefly explain each of these characteristics comparing 

them to other virtual world platforms.

a) Management of user-generated content

The majority of virtual worlds, specially commercial ones, categorise their users in two 

main types: content producers (usually graphic designers, 3D modellers, and program-

mers) and content consumers (platform users). Usually “new” virtual worlds opening to 

the public will have a large quantity of pre-generated content, created by the content pro-

duction team of the company launching the platform. This content is normally created with 

external 3D modelling tools (like for instance Blender, Autodesk Maya or Autodesk 3D 

Studio, among others), where the several objects and avatar skeletons are modelled and 

later on imported to the servers running the virtual world simulator.

Depending on the kind of platform, this content might later be modified or not by the 

content consumers (the clients). When the platform is designed to support a game, typi-

cally the ability to change existing content is necessarily limited, as the changes might 

change the rules of the game and give unfair advantages to some users, or prove legally 
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problematic due to lack of control over the nature of that content. On the other hand, in 

most modern 3D virtual world environments, scenes are pre-rendered (using light and 

shadow maps) and seriously modifying existing objects would destroy the graphical quality  

of the immersive environment. User-changeable content is thus limited to mostly cosmetic 

changes within a reasonable scope (also called crafting as opposed to content creation). 

In non-gaming platforms, essentially designed for socialisation (for example, There.com or 

IMVU), the aspect of user personalisation can be far larger (as the “game” aspect will be 

not so relevant; although individualisation will be), in some cases even allowing platform 

users to add new elements not originally planned by the platformʼs designers.

Rosedale and Ondrejka describe the limitations of this model which they call static 

content, specially as regards its distribution. In virtual world platforms without user-

generated content — like, for instance, the popular game World of Warcraft® by Blizzard 

Games — all content is pre-loaded on the playerʼs computer (either through CDs/DVDs, or 

by downloading additional content over the Internet). The servers supporting this virtual 

world do not need to worry about managing the rendered scenes, but simply deal with the 

information regarding avatarsʼ positions over the game space, the avatarsʼ inventory (a list 

of items carried/assigned to each avatar), the communication between avatars (either 

through text chat or VoIP servers for voice communication among the players), as well as 

tracking down gaming data for each player, such as the score, their skill levels, their pro-

file, and so on.

In static content systems, pre-rendering scenes from the virtual world allow these to be 

conveniently stored away on each playerʼs hard disk. This means that almost all applica-

tion processing, the 3D rendering, the physical simulation of objects and avatars (and their 

mutual interaction), is all done at the level of the playerʼs personal computer (or game con-

sole). Servers will only track down the state of the playersʼ interaction, by using synchroni-
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sation messages with information about avatar position and their actions (shooting a gun, 

entering a vehicle, recharging batteries, recovering from combat injuries, and so on).

However, with dynamic content, there is some fundamental difficulty in distributing it 

(i.e. pushing it from the servers to all clients, simultaneously) as well as its rendering. 

Since new content can be added at all times by any user, and since itʼs impossible to pre-

dict when that will happen, pre-rendering any scenes and their local storage is not practi-

cal, since they may rapidly become obsolete. Itʼs also not acceptable to have long waiting 

periods until the user loads the new content in their computer — or, worse, until all users in 

the same scene load all content: since each user might be connected differently to the 

Internet, the waiting time will be different for each of them. The typical approach of 

dynamic-content virtual world platforms, such as Croquet (Stearns et al, 2006), Active-

Worlds (ActiveWorlds, 2009a), and indeed Second Life and OpenSimulator, is to stream 

information about virtual world content to each client, as content becomes available, un-

available, or changes (I describe Second Lifeʼs and OpenSimulatorʼs implementation fur-

ther ahead).

But an even worse problem is the storage: if users can create content without restric-

tions, there is a potential for this content to grow too large for any typical user computer to 

be able to hold: Second Life, for instance, had 2.2 billion items by mid-2008, requiring 250 

terabytes (Kingdon, 2008) of hard disk storage — orders of magnitude higher to what any 

personal computer owner currently has at their disposal. Clearly, a different approach is 

required to deal with all this content. There are two approaches: Croquet and other tech-

nologies employ a peer-to-peer distributed model, where each userʼs computer holds 

some content and streams it to other users as needed – an approach adequate for some 

shared co-operation situations, but not for situations where content must be available re-

liably, regardless of online status, bandwidth or trustworthiness of usersʼ computers.
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Other platforms, such as ActiveWorlds, Second Life, and Open Simulator (and Cro-

quet, if so desired by system implementers), store all data on remote servers, and stream 

it to users computers on demand.

Rosedale and Ondrejka, in their seminal paper presenting the Second Life technology 

model, specify that they have chosen to send all information regarding the virtual world 

environment through streaming, implemented over UDP and with great fault tolerance to 

packet loss and out-of-order packets (Fitzgerald, 2007). This approach implied that the 

three-dimensional graphical elements used in the virtual world environment refrained from 

using complex polygonal meshes (which are common in almost all current-generation 3D 

graphic engines), but instead, for optimizing communication of data, emphasize the use of 

three-dimensional graphical primitives (cubes, cylinders, spheres, etc.) to which parame-

ters for scaling, cutting and distortion are applied. More complex objects are created from 

these graphical primitives (prims, for short) by aggregating them (in Second Life terms, 

“linking” them together). This allows a very compact description of the many graphical 

elements which can be transmitted using very small packets. The textures applied on each 

face of the graphical elements are also compressed using progressive JPEG2000 (JPEG, 

2007) and sent to the client application via streaming, so that progressively increasing 

resolutions can be displayed as the image data is received. A local cache on the client ap-

plicationʼs computer, with a configurable size, allows the temporary archive of images, 

primitives, and inventory items, to further limit the bandwidth use to new content, content 

deletion, and content changes. 

Rosedale and Ondrejka defended this approach by expressing their viewpoint that it is 

more closely oriented to the way most virtual world users experiment the environment. Ac-

cording to these authors, users travel quickly around until they find something theyʼre look-

ing for. Therefore, itʼs not so important to do precise, detailed rendering during the way — 
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the concern of keeping a high level of detail during the quick movement is secondary. 

Once a user arrives at the final destination, he/she can then patiently wait until the content 

surrounding its avatar completely loads, so that it can be explored in all its detail. This 

model of using the virtual world, in a way, is similar to navigating through Web pages, 

where a user frequently doesnʼt wait until all images load on a page that bears little interest 

to them, but that only serves to provide them with a hyperlink to “jump” to the final page, 

where the user will wait until everything loads.

The specific characteristics of the Second Life platform forced Rosedale and Ondrejka 

to design new data representation models to deal with dynamic content, thus avoiding 

more popular formats like VRML/X3D1 or .OBJ2 meshes, since those were not felt to be 

appropriate for this kind of environment.  

b) User creation and editing of content

Another specific aspect of each platform, when it allows dynamic creation of three-

dimensional content, is how that creation or building effectively takes place. In the case of 

Second Life and OpenSimulator, the protocol supports direct editing, creation, and de-

struction of content, tasks for which the client application (Second Life Viewer) provides a 

graphical point, click & drag interface. The client application is distributed for free in pre-

compiled versions, and its open source code (with a GPL3 license), for Windows, Apple 

Macintosh, and Linux. Besides not only allowing users to visualise, create, destroy, and 

edit all existing content available in the virtual world, it includes all tools to create that very 

same content. It also includes a simple programming editor for object-object and object-

avatar interaction, using a programming language developed by Linden Lab, using C-style 
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syntax, and called Linden Scripting Language (LSL). Since client software accesses Sec-

ond Life or OpenSimulator worlds transparently, all this is also true for OpenSimulator 

worlds.

Among other platforms, only Croquet allows client software to dynamically create, edit, 

and manipulate virtual world content; in most virtual worlds (e.g., ActiveWorlds), the typical 

approach is for users to create content in specific modelling tools and then simply upload 

pre-modelled content into the virtual world.

The possibility provided by simultaneous content visualisation by several users, com-

bined with the built-in toolsets for creating and editing content in the client application, al-

lows a surprising combination: the ability for users to create collaborative content coopera-

tively, in real time, and simultaneously. This effectively allows content creators to work as a 

group or team of 3D modellers, where all view the result of their efforts immediately.

In this regard, it must be said that while both Second Life/OpenSimulator and Croquet 

enable this direct creation/destruction/editing to happen cooperatively, in real time, and si-

multaneously, only Second Life/OpenSimulator has click, point & drag editing tools “out of 

the box”. Croquet users have only interaction mechanisms, and while any Croquet user 

can program an editing interface and use it, no such interface has become widespread in 

the way that the Second Life editing interface is readily available.
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On the picture above, two avatars are editing an object at the same time (in this case, 

a couch). The floating window on the left side shows the content creation tools (the exam-

ple shows the sizing parameters for the object currently being edited). Visually, the object 

under editing has a wireframe representation on top of its regular representation (showing 

that way which prims it uses), with the edges “glowing”, neon-like, in aqua or yellow. A rep-

resentation of the Cartesian axes in the primary colours green, blue, and red shows the 

position of the geometrical centre of the object (and by clicking and dragging on the arrows 

allows the easy displacement of the object along the respective axis). Only the users that 

are actively editing the object will have this kind of visual representation. However, all other 

users that are passively watching the object modelling will know itʼs being edited, since a 

“beam” of coloured spheres (particles) will emerge from each avatarʼs hand and point to 

the object being edited (pink and orange, on the picture). As the object gets modified — in 

Figure 1. Two avatars editing an object
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size, position, shape, or by applying new textures or colours on its sides — all the changes 

will almost immediately be visible to all users in the same scene.

This fascinating use of Second Life as a cooperative content-creation environment 

has, however, introduced a new problem: once created and further changed, especially if 

itʼs a cooperative work, who owns the intellectual property to the finished item?

In 2003, Lawrence Lessig, Law professor at the Stanford Law School, met with the 

management and development teams of Linden Lab, and persuaded them to adopt a 

model allowing the easy identification of intellectual property rights of each user, by tag-

ging it uniquely to all created objects (Au, 2006a). Up to that moment, all virtual world con-

tent was exclusively owned by the company providing the access to the virtual world, no 

matter who actually created it4. Linden Lab has therefore implemented an automatic 

mechanism for identifying intellectual property, usually known as permission system 

(vaguely inspired on file system permissions under the Unix series of operating systems 

(Lavigne, 2000)). All assets5 created in the Second Life environment are automatically 

tagged with a creator name (the user actually owning the intellectual property rights over 

the created object) and an owner name (user with a license to use that specific asset; 

“use” can be loosely defined as “being allowed to display that asset inside the virtual 

world”). Assets can be freely copied (“full permissions” — basically, releasing the asset 

under a BSD open source license (OSI, 2006)), copyable but not transferrable (the owner 

can freely use the asset, and copy it at will for personal use, but its use licence cannot be 

transferred to a third party), transferrable but not copyable (the owner can give it away or 
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sell it to a third party, but not make copies of it), or none of the above (the owner cannot 

sell it, give it away, or copy it, even for their own personal use). An additional option is the 

ability to modify the asset (if itʼs an object, that means being able to resize it, change its 

properties, or aggregate it to our own creations— via primitive linking). And finally, to allow 

selling content to other users, itʼs possible to tag a price to the asset (if itʼs an object), us-

ing an internal micro-payments gateway. For all purposes, when a user gets a copy of an 

asset and pays its pre-defined price, this asset is licensed by its creator for use within 

Second Life, under the terms established by the permission system.

The system is actually even more complex, since it allows co-authorship (an asset can 

be assembled from an aggregation of several graphical primitives, each with a different 

author; the objectʼs faces can have textures created by other designers; or the object can 

be programmed by a user that has no modelling skills whatsoever). Itʼs even possible to 

share an object with a group of users, or even to co-own the object collectively through a 

group of users and not by individual authors themselves. This permission system is ex-

tremely complex and has been revised over the years, being in constant evolution. In ef-

fect, it is a consequence of the ability of content co-authorship and co-ownership, and of 

the requirements to guarantee that all authors keep their intellectual property rights to the 

content.

Any attempts to manipulate the permission system with the purpose of changing its 

intellectual property rights to give illegitimate access to it without the authorʼs explicit per-

mission is considered a violation of Second Lifeʼs Terms of Service (Linden Research, 

2009e) (usually resulting in the expulsion of the infringing user), and can even be used as 

a reason for litigation in court.
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The ability to freely establish transactions of digital content inside the virtual world en-

vironment, relying upon the enforcement of intellectual property rights, using a micro-

payment system incorporated in the client application, allowed the emergence of a self-

contained virtual economy, where dozens of content creators open their virtual shops to 

sell that content (like on the image above) (Ondrejka 2004b). A plethora of works in this 

are available (e.g., the SL Business Directory (SLBiz2Life, 2009), or Linden Labʼs Show-

case (Linden Research, 2009d)).

c) Content persistence

Analysing Second Life only from the perspective of the three-dimensional content 

shown on the client application, itʼs not obvious how the back-end infrastructure actually 

operates, in terms of the type of servers it requires to keep it working. Rosedale and On-

drejka (2003) are deliberately vague in their white paper and omit the crucial details — un-

Figure 2. Avatars in front of a shop 
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like the client application, which is freely distributed with its source code, the server soft-

ware is proprietary and unlikely to be released6.

However, by analysing the mentioned white paper, as well as through direct observa-

tion of the workings of the platform by using it, as well as after reading some comments 

made by Linden Lab employees when explaining some details of their operation, itʼs pos-

sible to gather a few more hints about the underlying infrastructure, even though without 

much detail.

The main purpose of all the infrastructure is to guarantee content persistence. As seen 

earlier, itʼs impossible to locally store all the content of Second Life on a userʼs computer. 

But the centralisation of all content in the same cluster server would be unable to deal with 

almost a hundred thousand simultaneous users, consuming an average of 40-100 Kbps of 

bandwidth (sometimes peaking at 1 Mbps). A distributed solution is more adequate to deal 

with the distribution and (decentralised) archiving of all content. The option taken when 

designing Second Life was to split the virtual landscape in square regions of 256 x 256 

metres, each one managing locally all the content inside the region. The users, thus, con-

nect to a regionʼs server, where the server software (simulator) establishes all content 

streaming connections for each client application. Each region is interconnected with the 

four neighbouring regions, thus creating visual contiguity — unlike many virtual worlds 

where avatar interaction occurs in “rooms” or isolated areas, Second Life is a large, con-

tiguous geographical landscape (with about 1.800 km2 (Barnes, 2008), slightly smaller 

than the Portuguese district of Viana do Castelo, Portugalʼs smallest (“Lista de distritos 

portugueses ordenados por área,” 2009), or the island of Hawaii). An estimate placed 
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Second Lifeʼs land mass at about nine times the size of the popular 3D game World of 

Warcraft (Tobold, 2007).

The image above shows a small section of the map, zoomed out, where the division of 

regions in identically-sized squares is very noticeable.

In their white paper, Rosedale and Ondrejka (2003) imply that they expected this sys-

tem to be infinitely scaleable, assuming an uniformly distribution of avatars across the 

whole virtual world. However, they also mention that itʼs not enough for each simulator to 

be self-sufficient: some information has to be centralised.

Figure 3. Aspect of the map
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For instance, when a user logs in to the virtual world, a central authentication server, 

common to all Second Life regions, has to be queried, since each user has an unique 

identification token. The avatarʼs presence in the virtual world also needs to be centralised 

to allow all users to know if someone is currently online or not — no matter in which region 

their avatar currently is. The communication between avatars through instant messaging, 

going beyond the borders of each region, goes through a central server (although a rout-

ing mechanism could be used, that was not the implementation of Linden Lab). And finally, 

although the content itself is locally held on each regionʼs simulator memory, a global in-

dex of all assets is required to know on which region the content actually is, when that 

specific content has to be retrieved for local display, as well as the content itself (which is 

not directly accessible by the Second Life client application), which is stored on a very 

large and fast cluster array providing network file services (Linden, K., 2009). Content 

(namely, the objects) is actually written to text files (in XML) and served via common 

HTTP, which allows several common techniques of caching web pages to be adopted. Al-

though the index only needs to store the references to the archived content, it still needs to 

be universally accessible through a single entry point.

Thus, contrary to Rosedale and Ondrejkaʼs expectations, the architecture has several 

“bottlenecks” where scalability meets with challenges — namely, on the so-called “central 

servers”, even though these wonʼt need to bear the burden of actually transferring 

bandwidth-intensive content to the client applications (which is by far the largest network 

resource-consuming operation on the grid), they will still need to deal with data archival of 

millions of user registrations and constant queries for content originating with a hundred 

thousand users that are simultaneously online on Second Life, 24 hours a day, as well as 
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with the necessary interaction among the thirty thousand or so Second Life regions (physi-

cally running from less than 10,000 physical servers7).

An ingenious design of local caches, at several levels, with a high degree of complex-

ity, help to keep the infrastructure healthily dealing with the incredible demands made. 

Thus, it was designed to allow client applications, after authentication, to communicate 

only with the region where the avatar is located (as well as with the four neighbouring re-

gion simulators). All the requests made to the central servers go mandatorily through the 

regionʼs simulator, so that the answers to those requests can be locally cached. Linden 

Lab has revealed a long time ago that almost all software they employ is open source, and 

that the server simulators run a variant of Debian Linux, on top of which MySQL, Apache  

(Apache Software Foundation, 2009) and Squid8 (for caching) are deployed. The commu-

nication between servers, and between simulators and central servers, mostly uses a 

RESTful API over HTTP (Scholz, 2007), thus allowing Squid to operate as a reverse proxy 

server (also known as http accelerator) by storing the requests for later usage.

Thus, when a client application requires a content element (an asset) that is not stored 

on the local regionʼs simulator, the simulator requests the central asset server to retrieve 

the requested content. When the answer is received, the local simulator will contact the 

remote simulator and request a copy of the content. This is locally cached and sent via 

streaming to the user. Furthermore, most content (especially textures and some kinds of 
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three-dimensional objects, as well as the avatarʼs inventory) is also locally stored at the 

userʼs personal computer.

This approach has the advantage that all simulators, given enough time, will not only 

have a copy of their own local content, but a large part of the most used content in all of 

Second Life. The benefits are obvious: when crossing a region into the neighbouring re-

gion, the probability that most of the new content to already be locally cached is quite high, 

thus not requiring any requests to the remote central asset server where the content was 

originally stored. Therefore, although globally the 2.2 billion assets available in Second Life 

are stored on a central file server cluster, a large part of those assets — namely, the ones 

most frequently requested and used — are very likely already stored on a local cache. 

This also means that if some simulator fails, the probability of retrieving all content (from a 

neighbouring regionʼs cache) is very high. Similarly, even if the central asset server storing 

the content archive loses its database consistency or even disappears altogether (due to a 

massive hardware failure), itʼs possible to recover a large amount of all content just by re-

trieving it from local caches (even though this operation would probably take days or 

weeks)9. Although there have obviously been many failures — hardware, software, net-

working — the plain truth is that content in Second Life is effectively very persistent and 

has a relatively low probability of becoming totally lost.

The need to archive all this content on behalf of the users (since these donʼt contribute 

to it; they just cache the most requested assets locally on their own computers) obviously 

has costs. Here is where Linden Labʼs business model becomes apparent: for all pur-

poses, Linden Lab provides three-dimensional content hosting services, in a permanent 

and persistent way. One can view this business model as an ”extension” of Web page 
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hosting — with the difference that in Second Life, content is not two-dimensional Web 

pages, but three-dimensional assets. Linden Labʼs model is, however, very abstract and 

not related at all to the usual Web hosting metrics (like disk space, available bandwidth, 

monthly traffic, or even percentage of CPU consumption).

Since a simulator keeps all persistent content in a square region with 256 x 256 me-

tres, Linden Labʼs hosting services are measured in terms of how many square metres (of 

virtual space) the user wishes to lease. Similarly, as content is measured in the number of 

graphical primitives it uses, Linden Lab has established that a single region can hold, at 

most, 15,000 graphical primitives. A parcel of a region (in the real estate sense!) will thus 

have an upper limit on the total number of graphical primitives that can be stored in the 

proportion to its area (Linden Research, 2009b). The metaphor for measuring the cost of 

hosting three-dimensional content, using terminology from the real estate business, is 

ironical, but conceptually, the virtual world of Second Life is a common space shared by 

millions of users, not so different from real space — thus real estate concepts and words 

actually make some sense, even though theyʼre a further level of abstraction of more con-

ventional metrics. They are more easily understood by users. Even today, a World-Wide 

Web user might ask their hosting provider “how many web pages can I host on 20 MBytes 

of disk space?” since the concept of a Web site as a set of pages (like a book) is more 

immediately understood. However, as Web-based applications started to have a high de-

gree of highly dynamic content, the old “page-based” concept of measuring the size of a 

Web site made little sense and was discarded. With Second Life, Linden Lab opted by the 

reverse approach: “hiding” the technical terms related to persistent content storage from 

the user, and instead offer the service of “virtual real estate”.
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d) Space contiguity

Virtual worlds designers tend to adopt one of two approaches when laying out the map 

for their environment. One possibility is to use a single, contiguous space, where users 

can interact in the same landscape. This approach doesnʼt scale well, however — even 

though the size of the land mass might be defined by the virtual world designers, in prac-

tice, they tend to keep it within boundaries. Having those allows each area to have a lim-

ited number of graphical elements to be rendered for each scene and store it all in a single 

server that hosts the content. The server will not have to deal either with avatars that cross 

boundaries or content that moves from one boundary to another: each boundary, in effect, 

defines a contained area, like a “smaller” virtual world by itself. This approach, for in-

stance, has been used by There.com: several isolated areas that are physically discon-

nected (you have to “jump” across a fictitious ocean to reach the other areas), but each 

area has a different size.

Figure 4. Aspect of the map, showing continents
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Many other virtual worlds restrict this even further: to keep the number of users in a 

scene small (and controlled), each area is just a “room”, disconnected to everywhere else. 

Users jump from room to room without any sense of contiguity. Interaction happens inside 

rooms, even though in some cases, users might chat to each other using instant messag-

ing technologies that work across all rooms. Each room can have a fixed size, an upper 

bound, or the size might vary depending on the designersʼ estimate of usage (low-usage 

areas might be bigger, or high-usage areas might be allocated to faster servers). This is 

the approach used by virtual worlds like IMVU, Kaneva, vSide, Sony Home®, Metaplace, 

among others.

 From the usersʼ perspective, this approach looks less like a “world” but more like a 

“series of rooms”. There is no true spatial relationship between rooms: a room is always 

“next” to any other — a jump away. Thus, the idea of “neighbourhood”, a good building 

block for starting communities of users, is lost on these kinds of environments — the de-

signers usually create special rooms for social engagement (clubs for parties, auditoriums, 

even shopping areas), hoping that users look for “popular rooms” to interact there first, and 

invite their new online friends to jump to their “home room” later for further entertainment.

MMOGs tend to adopt a different strategy. Since one of the purposes of the game is 

usually exploring the virtual world, it has necessarily to be a contiguous area, and large 

enough to be worth exploring. To deal with the huge number of simultaneous online users, 

the solution is usually copy all content on different servers, and allow a set limit of users 

per server. This is known as sharding (Waldo 2008). The advantage is that it allows a 

world of very large size; the disadvantage, of course, is that although users login to the 

same world, they can only see, meet, and interact with users on the same “shard” (al-

though itʼs often possible to communicate through instant messaging with users on the 

other shards).
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Second Life, as explained before, uses a different approach. It deals with simultane-

ous connections by spreading them out across around 30,000 tiled regions of the same 

size. Each “tile” has up to four neighbours, and crossing regions is done by having the 

avatar just walk10 across one into the other. Users can interact with items across regions, 

as well as with other users on the neighbouring regions (although a few limitations exist, 

theyʼre almost negligible — e.g. you canʼt sit or take objects across regions). So although 

users will know when they walk across regions (there is a slight delay when crossing, usu-

ally less than a second), the illusion of visual contiguity is reasonably good. Ondrejka 

(2004a) argues that replicating the contiguity of the real world on the virtual one makes it 

not only more appealing for the users, but it also encourages community-building, and, 

from a strictly technical point of view, allows the supporting platform to scale better.

Linden Lab has originally created some very large land masses (as seen on the pic-

ture above) and it was expected at the beginning that most of the virtual world would be 

totally contiguous. As we will see on the next chapter, a new service introduced by Linden 

Lab after the launch of Second Life — private islands — contributed to a disaggregation 

of the visual contiguity. Nevertheless, unlike other platforms, the Second Life Grid was de-

signed to combine the best of both approaches: visual contiguity on a single environment 

(all users login to the same grid) while dealing with the problem of simultaneous users 

placing a limit on how many avatars can be on a single “tile”.

Visual contiguity creates important social ties (you can walk across streets to meet 

your neighbours), and defines the environment as a space that is subject to urban plan-

ning. Although each user is free to create what they wish on the land parcels they own, 

there are many planned communities around Second Life, where relatively large areas are 

jointly built by different users, planning several regions for visual contiguity across them 
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(e.g. streets and roads that go across the regions, as well as terrain features like rivers, 

the ocean, or mountain ranges), to accommodate for a large number of users sharing the 

same environment. This is a feature not available on most virtual worlds with user-

generated content, where “rooms” cannot be joined.
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3. The Second Life Grid Platform

While some of the technical details of the Second Life Grid platform have already been 

described in the previous chapter, this doesnʼt suffice to describe it in the detail necessary 

for the purpose of this dissertation (content transfer between Second Life Grid and Open-

Simulator platforms).

Although many of the technical terms used in Second Life are common to several ref-

erence works about virtual worlds, its specificity, according to the fundamental points noted 

on the previous section, created a new technical jargon, closely tied to Second Life as a 

platform (Second Life Grid), and which unfortunately hasnʼt been systematically record-

ed11.

I will examine several of the key aspects of the Second Life platform to support a bet-

ter understanding of the challenges faced when designing a tool that allows content trans-

fer between virtual worlds using the Second Life protocol. Several of those aspects, al-

though not always apparent, will condition the implementation of that tool, in aspects that 

are often not obvious.

a) The client application

The first impression about Second Life usually comes from the contact with the client 

application, which has defined many of the terms, although their incorrect use is frequent 

(but became common and widespread). The graphical interface, developed over OpenGL 

and absolutely similar across the Windows, Mac, and Linux versions, is quickly shown on 

the following image:
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Although the expression “downloading Second Life to the computer” is a common ex-

pression, due to the apparent similarity with other virtual world applications, where the ap-

plication includes all content (the online component just deals with user-to-user interac-

tion), itʼs more correct to talk about a client application, as has been used in this document 

— because the application will not work as a “standalone” application without a connection 

to Linden Labʼs grid servers, as explained in the previous chapter. Thus, the application is 

conceptually similar to a Web browser (its size is approximately four times the size of the 

popular Mozilla Firefox) and the designation of 3D browser gained some usage. More cor-

rect is to call it Second Life Viewer, a term coined by Linden Lab, and thus better describ-

ing it as an application used to “view” Second Life (which in this context means the virtual 

world). However, this term tends to place the focus on the content visualisation, neglecting 

Figure 5. User interface with its many transparent windows
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that it also allows content modelling and programming the interaction between objects 

and objects or avatars.   

b) User interface and “modes”

The influence of 3D modelling applications is more visible when in creating (building) 

mode, but the truth is, this building mode is very subtle (since modelling occurs in real 

time without interrupting the scene visualisation or the interaction with other avatars or ob-

jects). It would thus be more appropriate to call the rendering area for the 3D content as 

the viewport to distinguish it from the interface. However, due to design considerations, the 

application was developed with the interface elements being streamed out of the grid 

servers. Although these days the design elements (mostly the applicationʼs icons) are dis-

tributed with the application itself, there is a certain level of “promiscuity” between the 

viewport and the user interface. For instance, in the image shown before, the element with 

concentric circles shown on the top right corner, as well as the two buttons on the bottom 

right corner (Menu and AO) are not user interface elements, but 3D elements modelled 

and programmed inside the virtual world and “attached” to the userʼs screen (these ele-

ments are known as head-up displays, using the same interface concept as seen on mod-

ern aviation consoles, both on civil and military aircraft). On the other hand, unlike what 

happens with several commercial design/modelling applications (like Adobe Photoshop or 

Autodesk AutoCAD), the many rectangular areas floating on top of the viewport, with a 

transparent background, cannot be “detached” and positioned outside the viewport. In 

terms of the OpenGL graphics pipeline, the user interface is part of the viewport and one 

of the last layers to be rendered by Second Lifeʼs 3D rendering engine, which was devel-

oped from scratch by Linden Lab.

The user can also enter what is called appearance mode, where each detail of the 

avatar can be uniquely configured by setting a series of sliders (using a set of around 200 
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sliders). In this mode, the avatar seems to be frozen in place, but actually the changes to 

its shape and clothes happen in real time and are immediately visible to all users in the 

same scene. Linden Lab also introduced two types of possible visualisation: third-person 

mode (as on the image above), and mouselook mode (first-person), where the camera is 

set to be behind the avatarʼs own eyes. Originally, the third-person mode used a fixed 

camera, four metres behind the avatar and six metres above the ground, but these days 

the cameraʼs position is totally configurable, completely detached from the avatar, and it 

can be set via programming.

c) Asset types

Linden Lab is not limited to host three-dimensional objects on their servers. In effect, 

there are several types of “items” that are remotely stored, namely:

• isolated graphic primitives (known as prims) — cubes, cylinders, torii, etc.;

• objects created by aggregating graphic primitives (known as linksets — the objectʼs 

name is given by the root prim, which, in building mode, is identified by having a yellow 

edge; child prims are displayed with a light blue edge; Second Life does not support a 

hierarchical model of aggregation);

• groups of objects (or groups of isolated graphic primitives, or a mix of both) which can 

be stored in inventory12 under the same name, but that when deployed on the virtual 

world “lose” all relationship and notion of being grouped together;

• textures, which are not limited to be applied on object surfaces, but used for many other 

purposes, as we will see; the internal representation is always using the JPEG2000 for-

mat, although Linden Lab recommends that the texture upload is made with the TARGA 

(TGA) file format (Truevision, 1991), to ensure a higher quality;

• sounds, using the WAV format (IBM & Microsoft, 1991);
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• animations for the avatars, in the BVH format (Character Studio, n.d.), which can be 

combined into gestures (triggered by user-defined chat commands) or programmed into 

objects that will animate the avatar;

• clothes for the avatars, which can be applied to several layers (thus allowing a jacket to 

be worn on top of a shirt, for example); clothes are technically a special texture, to which 

a colour (“tint”) can be assigned, and having a set of parameters (length, fit, texture 

roughness, etc.) which are set using the appearance mode (shoes are a special texture-

based asset too, although avatar-based shoes have become literally out of fashion and 

are seldom used);

• avatarʼs skin, which includes three textures, one for the head, a second one for the torso 

and arms, and another for the lower part of the body (hair is a special mesh that can 

also get a tint and a texture; meshed hair is quite limited in terms of styles, so currently 

avatars tend to attach whole linksets to their skull instead);

• avatarʼs shape, which includes all parameters set on appearance mode for the avatarʼs 

body;

• notecards, which emulate text-only files that can be freely exchanged between users 

inside the virtual world, and which are edited on a plain text editor provided within the cli-

ent application;

• scripts, which are similar to notecards (they use a variant of the same text editor), but 

contain the source code of LSL programmes, and can be dragged and dropped inside 

objects to make them interact with the environment;

• landmarks, which are similar to bookmarks on Web browsers, namely, they provide an 

easy way to get immediate access to a specific region in Second Life, and, like all other 

items, can be freely exchanged among users.
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Collectively, all these item types are known as assets, and they have an universally 

unique identifier (UUID) (Leach et. al., 2005) within the whole of Second Lifeʼs name-

space. There are also a few “special” types used internally by the simulator software to 

describe, for example, inventory folders (see below).

Although from the the perspective of the user, all these items seem to be similar (they 

show up as items with their own icon on inventory), their storage is quite different, an their 

retrieval requires different means. Objects (primitives, linksets, groups) created on a simu-

latorʼs region arenʼt stored by Linden Lab at all; they remain in the simulatorʼs memory and 

have no persistence (although a simulatorʼs region will save a snapshot of the entire re-

gionʼs objects to hard disk every hour, keeping those snapshots for two weeks); they only 

acquire persistence when taken into inventory by a user. At that moment, the objectsʼ pa-

rameters are serialised (using LLSD, a XML DTD defined by Linden Lab (“LLSD,” 2009)) 

and sent to the asset server cluster (Linden, K., 2006 and personal communication, 

June 28, 2009).

All uploadable assets — textures, sounds, and animations — are handled differently. 

Theyʼre immediately sent to the very large and very fast asset server cluster as soon as 

the upload completes. Images are processed after uploaded, their original format (BMP, 

TGA, JPEG, PNG, GIF) is not preserved as everything is converted and stored to 

JPEG2000 instead. Animations also have a few parameters that can be applied by the 

user before stored — its priority (when two or more animations are running for the same 

avatar, higher priorities will override lower priorities), if itʼs a looped animation, and some 

special settings for the hand pose. Notecards and scripts are directly created on the asset 

server too, which is write-only, and thus can be optimised that way; editing notecards/

scripts will simply create new versions and delete the old ones. Scripts are special be-

cause as soon as theyʼre compiled to bytecode, an “invisible” asset for that bytecode is 
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also created on the asset server as well, and uniquely bound to the script that originated it. 

Users will never see the bytecode; under the old LSL virtual machine, bytecode was com-

piled by the Second Life viewer, and uploaded just like a regular asset; under the new 

Mono virtual machine, the server will compile the bytecode on behalf of the user, which is 

more secure and less prone to malicious code injection.  

The asset server cluster is not a database server — files are simply written to disk and 

thus can be cached very efficiently at several levels. Object descriptions, notecards and 

scripts (and probably landmarks too) are actually plain text files. 

d) Inventory

Second Life allows users to have their three-dimensional content in two “states”: visi-

ble in the 3D environment for all users (and thus, in this state, the content can interact with 

the environment, other elements, or avatars); or stored in inventory, which is not much 

more than a list of items that a particular avatar currently owns, but currently not visible 

anywhere on the virtual world.

Rezzing13 is the act of deploying an object by dragging it out of inventory and placing 

it visually inside the 3D environment. When that happens, the description of the object 

stored on the asset server is sent to the regionʼs simulator, which deserialises it, stores it 

on the local simulatorʼs memory, and sends an update to all clients logged in to the same 

scene, thus making the object immediately visible to all (Linden, K., 2009).

Each avatar has its own inventory, which is displayed on the client application as a file 

system with folders and sub-folders. A special folder, called Library, is read-only and 

shared among all users, and contains free content created by Linden Lab and some users 
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who freely gave their content away for this specific purpose. Each inventory item is shown 

with a small icon representing its asset type. There is no specified limit to inventory size.

Objects also have their own inventory, although it has some limitations: the content is 

not arranged hierarchically inside objects, and all items are always alphabetically ordered 

and no two items can have the same name (this is enforced by the system, which will 

automatically rename items dragged inside an objectʼs inventory). Also, apparently there is 

a limit to the size of the objectʼs inventory (empirically, it is recommended not to place 

more than a hundred items inside it). Even so, itʼs possible to use it as a content storage, 

although the original reason for the itemʼs inventory was simply to put scripts inside it.

Conceptually, the inventory is implemented on the central servers as a database of 

references to objects (called by Linden Lab as the “Resident Inventory Database”). There 

are several independent databases, and users are randomly assigned to one when the 

avatarʼs account is first created — thus, the table space is partitioned. Each inventory item 

references one or more assets on the asset server cluster, and, as said, inventory folders 

are actually “special” assets as well. For performance reasons, the more recent versions of 

the Second Life client application try to download and cache locally all item references (but 

not the actual items). Some objects, however — as well as textures on a scene — are in-

deed cached locally as well, but the precise mechanism which flags an item for local cach-

ing has not been researched.

e) Other region-related terms

As said before, all regions have exactly the same size, forming a square of 256 by 256 

metres (65,536 m2). Traditionally and historically, a region of visually contiguous regions is 

known as mainland; this term became popular after Linden Lab has introduced a new 

service, private lease of whole regions independent of the mainland, and known as private 

islands since they were visually separated by (non-sailable) “ocean” from the mainland. 
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This lease includes special features not available on mainland regions, known as Estate 

Tools.

The mainland is not a single land mass. Linden Lab has visually arranged it over sev-

eral continents, whose names are not present inside Second Life itself, but often referred 

on Linden Labʼs announcements or press releases. Smaller groups of (privately held) re-

gions are sometimes called mini-continents. A set of regions (contiguous or not) can be 

aggregated under an estate (which allows estate-wide settings, common to all regions in-

side the same estate). All the regions accessible to avatars, visually contiguous or not, pri-

vately leased or rented from Linden Lab on the mainland, are collectively known as grid. 

Linden Lab operates several grids. The more preeminent one is the Main Grid (code-

named “Agni”), by far the largest one, and limited to adults. This is what is mostly known 

by the users as being “Second Life”. There is a much smaller grid, the Teen Grid, which is 

limited to teenagers only (aged 13-17). Linden Lab keeps a very small grid for testing pur-

poses only, usually on older and slower hardware, but with a copy of all inventory, called 

Preview Grid (code-named “Aditi”), which is open to all adult users. All the other grids ran 

by Linden Lab are for the internal development teams only and not open to the public.

Recently, Linden Lab has created a mixed tam of employees and volunteer users (the 

Architecture Working Group, (“Architecture Working Group,” 2008)), which, after 15 

months of meetings and discussion, has developed a set of specifications for future proto-

cols allowing the integrarion of Linden Lab-operated grids and third-party grids. The actual 

state-of-the-art in this development was a very preliminary sketch of the so-called Open 

Grid Protocol (OGP) (“Open Grid Protocol,” 2008), which, until this date, only allows the 

“teleport” (instant transfer of the userʼs virtual presence) between different grids, but with-

out any content transfer. This protocol allows a user to be uniquely authenticated on Lin-
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den Labʼs central servers and use the authentication token as a means to log in to different 

grids.

OGP was mostly an “internal” development — in the sense that it didnʼt reach beyond 

Second Life and Second Life-compatible grids (i.e. those running OpenSimulator, Simi-

an14, or similar libOpenMetaverse15-based software). Since February 2009, a consortium 

mostly led by Linden Lab, IBM, Sun, and the Open Source Applications Foundation, with 

participation by Intel, Forterra, Croquet Consortium and Solipsis, the so-called MMOX 

Charter Group (IETF, 2009), is working under the banner of the Internet Engineering Task 

Force (IETF) to provide an open standard for virtual world integration, dealing with all is-

sues of the intercommunication protocol.

The MMOX group 16 is focusing on three aspects of this (future) protocol:

1. LLSD17, or Linden Lab Structured Data, an abstract type system for representing 

application layer objects along with serialisation rules for protocol messages be-

tween these objects;

2. OGP Base, a messaging abstraction to support the unique needs of VW interac-

tions;

3. Guidelines for using a public-key infrastructure (X.509-compliant) to authenticate 

protocol endpoints (IETF, 2008).

The group expects to finish their work by the end of 2010, but it is currently not known 

exactly how long after that a  protocol implementation will surface.
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As will be seen, there is an alternative protocol that allows inter-grid communication 

(and not just presence authentication, but also content transfer), called Hypergrid, which 

is discussed later on chapter 4. b), and which currently is only available on OpenSimulator-

based grids.
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4. OpenSimulator

a) libOpenMetaverse

Before Linden Lab announced that it would release of source code of the client appli-

cation, a small team of enthusiastic programmers tried to figure out the underlying com-

munication protocol of Second Life. To achieve that, they used a simple procedure involv-

ing a proxy: the Second Life client would contact an intermediary server, which would, in 

turn, pass the requests to Linden Labʼs grid and receive its responses. The role of the in-

termediary server was to capture the two-way communication. Through a series of ex-

haustive testing — moving the avatar, opening inventory, etc. — it was therefore possible, 

bit by bit, to figure out the communications protocol. Thus the libOpenMetaverse18 (origi-

nally known as libSecondLife) project was created, with the ultimate purpose of document-

ing the protocol and incorporating it in other applications, like, for instance, the remote con-

trol of an avatar via commands sent from a Web page. There have been several applica-

tions of this project, among them, off-line mapping of the Second Life grid (allowing the 

visualisation of terrain and parcels on the many regions); accessing programmatic func-

tionality not available to LSL19 scripts (like inviting users to join groups); or making back-

ups of objects in an avatarʼs inventory (Linden Lab does not provide any content backup 

services).

The resulting library was written in C# and uses the Mono20 framework. Its develop-

ment has been relatively constant. However, since its beginnings, it had two major goals: 
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allowing the development of an “alternative” client application to Linden Labʼs own, and, 

eventually, the development of alternative simulator software.

When the client applicationʼs source code was released in early 2007, the project was 

able to move forward much faster, as now it became possible to directly validate how the 

protocol worked, using, as a reference, Linden Labʼs own source code. Very early on, the 

libOpenMetaverse project was able to decode a large part of the protocol, allowing the ap-

plication types mentioned earlier to become a reality.

b) OpenSimulator

As the focus moved away from creating an alternative client application — since Lin-

den Labʼs own source code for their client application was freely available, thus easily al-

lowing all kinds of changes to it — a new project was created, this time addressing the de-

velopment of the simulator software running server-side. As the communication protocol 

was by now reasonably well-known, and using as a basis for development the libOpenMe-

taverse library of functions, the OpenSimulator (“Homepage,” 2009, July 12) project man-

aged to immediately reuse the existing code-base as a foundation for its work.

Itʼs not legitimate to claim that OpenSimulator is a “clone” of Linden Labʼs simulator 

software used on the Second Life grid. As previously explained, Linden Lab has not re-

leased any official documentation, or even functional specifications, on the internal func-

tioning of the simulator sofware. Rosedale and Ondrejkaʼs (2003) white paper is too vague 

to even serve as a base for a functional description of Second Life. Some documentation 

(“Server architecture,” 2007) is scattered on the Official Second Life Wiki, referring to the 

main components of Linden Labʼs developed architecture, but the very same document 

warns that the description is by no means exhaustive, but just an enumeration of the sev-

eral components to help independent programmers working on the client application, who 

need to know how it connects to the many servers. Therefore it becomes obvious that the 
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development of the OpenSimulator serevr software leads to a completely different result. 

However, itʼs clear that the result will be similar in feel to Linden Labʼs own simulator soft-

ware — at the very least, because the client application will be able to connect to any of 

the two simulator types and show identical results, as long as both still correctly implement 

and respect the protocol (“Protocol,” 2009), in the same way that it isnʼt legitimate to claim 

that the Apache Web Server (Apache Software Foundation, 2009) is a clone of Microsoft 

Internet Information Server (Microsoft Corporation, 2009), although both implement the 

same protocol (HTTP) to communicate with the several different Web browsers (Fielding 

et al, 1999).

However, it is clear that, no matter how many differences exist between both — on the 

code itself, on the user interface, on the features — there will be at least a few conceptual 

similarities. Both have to implement the same protocol. Both have to deal with the same 

class of problems.

An unexpected advantage of the Second Life protocol communicating only with the 

simulators (as opposed to communicating with several different types and kinds of servers) 

is that the development of OpenSimulator only had to deal with the communication be-

tween the client application and the simulator server. Thus, on a first phase, OpenSimula-

tor only allowed the simulation of a single region, storing all the content locally, and in ef-

fect replicated all of Linden Labʼs central servers. Note that the communication protocol 

between the several Linden Lab servers is fundamentally non-public corporate informa-

tion21. However, for the OpenSimulator project, this was not relevant for the development: 

all that was necessary was to assure that the client application was able to communicate 
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with the simulator, and that the responses were adequate to the requests. The way the 

data was organised and archived on OpenSimulator was an entirely independent decision 

for the project.

Very soon the core developer team of OpenSimulator recognised the need to incorpo-

rate other open source projects in its own code to accelerate development, instead of wor-

rying about incorporating, one by one, all features of Second Life. On the other hand, 

since itʼs an independent project, where each enthusiastic programmer has their own 

ideas, it would be reasonable to expect that there would be different ways of implementing 

the same feature set, and that each programmer would prefer their own way. And, lastly, it 

would be expectable to assume that certain programming areas would need, on a first 

phase, very simplified versions with limited functionality to obtain quick results, relinquish-

ing to a later stage the detailing and perfecting of the code.

This naturally led — in a very similar way to how the Apache Web Server was devel-

oped — to a modular structure of the code, based on plug-ins for almost everything, where 

each area would be neatly packaged in an independent module, and replaceable at whim 

by the programmers. A configuration file would define which modules were to be actively 

loaded and would allow them to be easily replaced. Thus, areas like the physics simulation 

engine (allowing avatars to “feel” gravity and inertia, or effectively “bump” into solid ob-

jects), the in-world compilers, the interconnection with other regions (or even other grids!), 

the content archiving on a RDBMS22, the integration with other services not available on 

Second Life (like the simultaneous communication via IRC 23), the economy transactions, 

an automatic backup model24, the ability to use web-based APIs to make direct requests to 
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the simulators (without requiring in-world programming), among several other areas of the 

application, were explicitly pushed into isolated modules and developed independently. It 

is thus possible to add new features, still under heavy development and testing, by putting 

them into isolated modules, without interfering with the solid and thoroughly tested fea-

tures.

Itʼs not known if Linden Lab has adopted a similar strategy for their own software. The 

announcement that after four intense years of development, and after several failed at-

tempts, the physics simulation engine (Havok, 2009) was finally upgraded from version 1.0 

to 4.0 (Linden, S., 2008), tends to infer that Linden Labʼs simulator software is far more 

monolithic. The core team of OpenSimulator, which is about the same size than Linden 

Labʼs own software development team25, developed, over a period of 18 months, the inte-

gration of not less than four different physics engines (any of them can be used as a mod-

ule, and the same grid can run different physics engines on different simulators). The pos-

sibility of Linden Labʼs grid running different versions of the simulator software and of dif-

ferent client applications was the result of a long and painful work over a period of two 

years (Linden, S., 2007) — allowing the testing of different versions without shutting down 

the whole grid (previously, each new version of the client application required a different 

and specific version of the simulator software). OpenSimulator doesnʼt even address this 

question: an OpenSimulator grid can have all simulators running different versions without 

any problem, and this was planned from the start. Changing Linden Labʼs virtual machine 

that runs LSL applications to a Mono-based virtual machine, also took about two years of 

development and testing — without adding any new features, except the increase in per-

formance and a reduction of simulator resources. The announcement of using different 
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programming languages (beyond LSL) is still pending and will probably be in a distant fu-

ture. By contrast, OpenSimulator, which is written in C# and runs over Mono (on non-

Windows computers), naturally uses since the beginning Mono virtual machines to run in-

world LSL applications. But the system is sufficiently modular to allow three different in-

world compilers to be used, each at different stages of reliability and performance. A few, 

still experimental, allow the compilation of in-world scripts written in JavaScript, VisualBa-

sic, or C# — the choice is made by the user — and can even combine different languages 

inside the same region, as one would expect from a Mono-based system. And, finally, the 

team behind the development of the Open Grid Protocol, with IBMʼs support, after one 

year of development, finally allowed the teleporting of avatars between grids (Linden, H., 

2008), but without any content transfer. In only six weeks, a single solitary programmer 

developed an alternative protocol, named Hypergrid (“Hypergrid,” 2009), which allows te-

leporting with all inventory content, between any grid running OpenSimulator. The code 

itself is quite simple and springs from the ease of extending the several OpenSimulator 

modules. Actually itʼs even possible to add independent, stand-alone servers to existing 

grids, run oneʼs own set of central servers, have several parts of oneʼs own grid with either 

oneʼs or otherʼs own set of central servers, or have a compact solution with a single self-

contained region running on a personal desktop computer for private use. All this function-

ality is available today.

Itʼs clear that OpenSimulator does not yet reproduce the full feature set of Linden 

Labʼs own simulator software. A notable feature missing is the lack of user groups, and an 

incomplete implementation, still on its early stages, of the complex permission system. Not 

all the features of LSL have been replicated (although new features have been added). 

Region crossing on Linden Labʼs grid (ie. moving from one simulator to the visually adja-
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cent one) is currently almost flawless, occuring without any perceptible change; on Open-

Simulator grids, the delay is large enough to be noticeable.

It is also very important to underline that the development stage of OpenSimulator 

should be considered strictly “early alpha”, that is, too unstable for intensive use. The 

documentation is relatively scarce, limited mostly to instructions for compiling and installing 

the software. There are a few class diagrams, and a relatively extensive namespace map-

ping, but adding new features is not an easy task for a beginner, who will not know where 

to ask for help to change the code. And, finally, thorough debugging of the code has been 

a secondary priority, while adding new features has come first on the programmersʼ list.

However, like any emerging new technology, it is extremely promising, and its devel-

opment is achieving an impressive rhythm. At the moment this document was written, 

OpenSimulator can perfectly be used on a daily basis for large-scale projects, using low-

cost servers with very low specifications26.
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5. Content transfer between grids

a) The issues

Although the Hypergrid protocol did neatly solve, in a very simple and efficient way, the 

transfer of content between grids running OpenSimulator, it didnʼt deal with content trans-

fer between OpenSimulator and Linden Labʼs own grid.

Let us take an example of a typical strategy for content development in the Second 

Life environment. If it is relatively large, it will require a considerable amount of investment 

during the entire modelling phase. Each region — or simulator — leased to Linden Lab 

has an initial setup cost of US$1000, plus a monthly fee of US$29527 (Linden Research, 

2009b and 2009c). A project requiring several regions, taking many months of develop-

ment until itʼs ready to be released to the public, thus requires a substantial lease cost on 

top of the cost of development of the content itself.

An alternative would be to develop all content on OpenSimulator, using existing serv-

ers, or even old, end-of-line personal computers which are still internally available on most 

organisations, and do all development in that environment. When the development phase 

is complete and the project ready to open to the public, all content would simply be moved 

over to Linden Labʼs own servers, thus incurring land lease costs only from that date on-

wards. This development methodology would reduce the development costs, and is very 

similar to, say, Web development, where initially a website is developed internally onpri-

vate servers, before being deployed on production servers.

Unfortunately Linden Lab does not allow this kind of approach. Although itʼs perfectly 

possible to do a full backup of an entire OpenSimulator grid (all tools are available from the 
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software bundle itself), Linden Lab does not provide any service to allow that content to be 

uploaded to their own grid. Furthermore, the file format used by OpenSimulator is not even 

fully standardised (there are some recently new parameters associated with graphic primi-

tives that have different implementations/interpretations and are thus saved differently), 

and, worse, it changes ever so slightly from version to version, although an initial effort of 

providing with some documentation has been made (“OAR format 0.2,” 2009). For all pur-

poses, however, the “documentation” has to be reverse-engineered from the (mostly) un-

documented source code for OpenSimulatorʼs many modules.

There is also no standard for backing up just a part of the content, and no standard for 

backing up an avatarʼs inventory (or just part of it), or even just a linkset with its textures 

(and eventually the content inside the linkset). There are some tools that allow this, which 

use their own file formats, as well as some rudimentary examples, in several different 

stages of development, on how to implement those kinds of features. The best example is 

the OAR Format (“OAR format 0.2,” 2009) which allows backing up a full region; and a se-

rialisation description for a single linkset, given its UUID.

It is possible that the major reason for a lack of a standard backup file format is merely  

because Linden Lab never felt the need to make their own (internal) file format public. As 

seen before, region simulators will make a snapshot of all content in a region, from mem-

ory to disk, using presumably a serialisation technique (which could be the same used by 

their asset servers for storing inventory assets — or it could be a simple memory dump of 

the server28 ). Content persistence, on Linden Labʼs grid, is not guaranteed, not because 

users make regular backups, but because Linden Lab does them on behalf of their users.
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However, since January 2007, Linden Lab has published a data representation format 

to be used for describing data circulating between Second Lifeʼs servers, which was 

named Linden Lab Structured Data (“LLSD,” 20099). Itʼs a formal language based on 

XML (“LLSD#DTD,” 2009) that defines the many data types and their representation.

Allegedly, this format is internally used by software modules that donʼt communicate 

directly, but that use some form of API (in some cases, a RESTful API over HTTP calls) to 

pass parameters among themselves and require a data representation format that is ade-

quate for that purpose. This suggests that LLSD was mostly meant as a data serialisation 

format and not necessarily a data archival format. Nevertheless, Linden Lab also offered a 

standard way of annotating the data to make them human-readable — which encouraged 

the developer community of libOpenMetaverse and OpenSimulator to adopt this format to 

describe backup file formats, thus allowing their implementation to be a simple exercise of 

XML parsing, which can be achieved by the many libraries available for almost all pro-

gramming languages. Linden Lab aided this effort by publishing some documentation of 

their internal LLSD representation of some messages containing assets29. Thus, what was 

not officially documented, was at least inspired by the conventions used by Linden Lab, 

and for all purposes, LLSD has been adopted by the libOpenMetaverse and OpenSimula-

tor programmers as both their internal data serialisation representation and content archi-

val file format. However, each tool (and even different versions of the same tool) have 

adopted different conventions to represent the same objects; in spite of some effort of 

making them compatible with each other, this work is still at a very early stage.

I present here an example of a linkset as described by a minimalist application (to be 

described in full in the following sections and chapters).
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Code 1. Linkset Example

<llsd>
  <map>
    <key>2231604</key> // Internal reference (in simulator
    <map> //  memory)
      <key>position</key> // Vector representing the absolute
      <array> //  position of the root prim on
        <real>0.111699998378754</real> //  the current region
        <real>0.0970000028610229</real>
        <real>-0.10419999808073</real>
      </array>
      <key>shadows</key> // obsolete reference (shadows are
      <boolean>0</boolean> //  now enabled from the client)
      <key>rotation</key> // Quaternion representing the
      <array> //  absolute rotation of the root
        <real>-0.871960580348969</real> //  prim in the current region
        <real>0.460688710212708</real>
        <real>0.165444821119308</real>
        <real>0.0088695976883173</real>
      </array>
      <key>textures</key> 
      <array> // Information about several
        <map> //  texture properties applied to
          <key>glow</key> //  one of the faces
          <real>0</real> // Glow attribute
          <key>scalet</key> // Scale, e.g. size
          <real>1</real>
          <key>bump</key> // Bumpmap, if any
          <integer>0</integer>
          <key>mapping</key> // Type of mapping: scalar, planar
          <integer>0</integer>
          <key>fullbright</key> // Deprecated attribute that has a
          <boolean>0</boolean> //  similar effect to “glow”
          <key>colors</key> // Color tint applied to the face,
          <array> //  in RGB plus an alpha channel
            <real>1</real>
            <real>1</real>
            <real>1</real>
            <real>1</real>
          </array>
          <key>offsets</key> // Offset allows the image not to
          <real>0</real> //  be applied from the origin (0,0)
          <key>imagerot</key> // Possible rotation to apply to the
          <real>0</real> //  texture
          <key>offsett</key>
          <real>0</real>
          <key>shiny</key> // Attribute that renders the face
          <integer>0</integer> //  as if it reflects light
          <key>imageid</key> // UUID of any texture applied
          <uuid>453d94a9-cd91-46cf-bbd5-8344398b2c2f</uuid>
          <key>media_flags</key>
          <integer>0</integer>
          <key>scales</key>
          <real>1</real>
        </map>
      </array>[...]
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b) Existing commercial tools

The need to create content backups (partial or complete) is obviously not exclusive to 

OpenSimulator users. Furthermore, their number, estimated at around 20,00030, is very 

small when compared to the 17 million users of Linden Labʼs own grid (Linden Lab, 2009). 

Thus, we cannot ignore backup tools found among Second Life users.

i) Second Inventory

A popular choice is Second Inventory (Medialeader, 2008), which, for a small price31, 

allows the backup of an avatarʼs inventory (the tool also supports the backup of several 

avatars) to the local disk drive. Itʼs a Windows-only solution running on top of Microsoftʼs 

Figure 6. Second Inventory user interface
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.NET 2.0 framework allowing the connection to both Linden Labʼs grid and any 

OpenSimulator-based grid. Itʼs possible for a user to create content in an OpenSimulator 

grid, save it to their avatarʼs inventory, making a backup to their hard disk, connect to Lin-

den Labʼs grid, and restore the backup (thus effectively transferring content among grids 

— but only within an avatarʼs inventory, that is, without geographical positioning or geo-

metric orientation).

Second Inventory respects the complex permission system of Second Life to guaran-

tee that users can only make backups of content theyʼve created or have full permissions 

to copy and modify. Although, as said, copies are stored locally, the application employs 

128 bit encryption on those files, making them for all practical purposes impossible to tam-

per with.

The process is painfully slow for a moderately large inventory of objects, since al-

though it can make copies of a folder at a time, content restore is made item by item, thus 

making content transfer among grids a very time-consuming process. Also, there is no 

guarantee that all content will be backed up, and the reason why will be explained later on 

chapter 7 b). The version that was tested also showed some problems with linksets and 

importing textures to Linden Labʼs grid when uploading content created on OpenSimulator, 

but these might have been a problem with earlier releases.

This tool is proprietary and distributed only with a Windows binary, with no known plan 

to be ported to any other platform, in spite of its use of .NET.

ii) Inventory Backup

An alternative tool is known as Inventory Backup (Inventory Backup, n.d.), which 

works quite differently. In spite of its name, instead of relying on the inventory, it uses a 

bot: a programatically-controlled avatar that through remote control moves across a gridʼs 

region and make backups of all objects within viewing range. It thus assumes that the ob-
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jects are, indeed, visible on the 3D environment and not stored in an avatarʼs inventory. 

This tool is slightly harder to use, since it requires a user to be connected to a grid (either 

Linden Labʼs or an OpenSimulator grid) and give special commands to the bot, telling it 

which objects to store locally on hard disk — a long and painful procedure for very com-

plex builds, especially those requiring several linksets (as explained on chapter 3. c), a 

linkset is limited both in the number of elements and volume it can occupy; mid-sized or 

larger buildings are not linked together), since they require the user to walk around the 

whole region and click on each object to save individually.

Once the linksets are saved, itʼs unknown if they retain their relative orientation to each 

other, a requirement for re-assembling all the content together. There is no documentation 

on the file format used for the backups, except for textures, that are saved in TGA (higher 

quality) or JPEG2000 (same file format used internally by the grid). 

Since an earlier version of this tool was used in the past32 to make illegitimate copies 

of content without explicit permission from their creators, it acquired a bad reputation and 

was not one tool that we could explore in detail33, but just observe its operation from the 

documentation provided.
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iii)BuilderBot

The previous two tools are targeted to individual users, in one case, allowing them to 

select item by item and copying each one to disk (but losing the positional information in 

the process, thus requiring manual assembly of all content items); in the other case, by 

copying items from an avatarʼs inventory to disk, and restoring these items on the same or 

another avatarʼs inventory, possibly logged in to a different grid. They do not address the 

full requirements of professional Second Life content developers for large-scale content 

backup and transfer.

In late July 2007, as this dissertation was being completed, the British company 

Rezzable announced they had developed a new tool to copy whole regions at the time, 

and that they intended to release a basic version for free (and open source) as well as sell-

ing a “Pro” version (Himoff, 2009a), and invited the community of users to comment on 

their intentions. Three days after the public announcement they retracted the original idea 

of releasing a free and open source version (Himoff, 2009b).

At the time of writing, this tool was not yet available for evaluation or acquisition, and 

even if it were, due to having been released so closely towards the end of the writing of 

this dissertation, there was no budget foreseen for its acquisition. Therefore, its exact func-

tion and implementation is unknown to me, besides the claim that it does, indeed, copy 

whole regions to the OAR file format for later import into OpenSimulator. Itʼs important to 

point out that my technical development associated with this document was independently 

developed and not even inspired by BuilderBot.  

c) Existing open source tools

The primary source for open source tools dealing with inventory and backups is 

libOpenMetaverse itself, which includes a series of small test applications, usually at vari-

ous stages of development.
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i) TestClient.exe

The first one is a command-line, text-based utility that allows a user to login with their 

avatar name and password, and, through a text console, give several simple commands. 

The tool is meant as an example on how to use the many library functions and acts as a 

“building block” for further complex applications.

Here is a list of the available commands:

* Parcel Related Commands:
 backuptext      findsim         parceldetails   parcelinfo      primowners      se-
lectobjects  

* Appearance Related Commands:
 appearance      attachments     avatarinfo      clone           wear           

* Movement Related Commands:
 back            crouch          fly             FlyTo           follow          for-
ward         gohome          goto           
 goto_landmark   jump            left            location        moveto          
right           sethome         sit            
 siton           stand           turnto         

* Simulator Related Commands:
 downloadterrain uploadterrain   agentlocations  gridlayer       gridmap         wind            
dilation        regioninfo     
 stats          

* Communication Related Commands:
 echoMaster      im              imgroup         say             shout           
whisper        

* Inventory Related Commands:
 cd              createnotecard  deleteFolder    download        dumpoutfit      emp-
tylostandfound emptytrash      give           
 i               ls              objectinventory taskrunning     uploadimage     
uploadscript    viewnote        downloadtexture

* Objects Related Commands:
 touch           tree            changeperms     export          exportparticles 
findobjects     findtexture     import         
 priminfo        primregex              textures       

* Voice Related Commands:
 voiceaccount   

* TestClient Related Commands:
 script          primcount       uptime          debug           help            load            
login           logout         
 packetlog       quit            setmaster       setMasterKey    sleep           
waitforlogin   

* Friends Related Commands:
 friends         mapfriend      

Figure 7. Output of “help” command in TestClient.exe 
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* Groups Related Commands:
 activategroup   groups          joingroup       leavegroup     

* Other Related Commands:
 cloneprofile    who             searchevents    showevent       balance         
giveAll         md5             showeffects    
 voiceparcel    

Cache directory is currently: './'

Help [command] for usage/information

We can see that this list of commands includes the commands export and import 

under the section for “Object Related Commands”34, so I was interested in figuring out how 

this tool does the backup for a specific item. To do that, the following steps need to be 

taken:

• Find the approximate place where the object to back up is (this might require jumping 

to the appropriate region and manually telling the avatar to move close to the place 

we imagine the object is);

• Do a proximity search (giving a range) for objects using keywords;

• This search will return a list of object names that are in range and their respective 

UUIDs;

• Backup an object to disk (optionally including textures) given its UUID, using the 

export command.

Here is an example of the process:

321961 [26] INFO  - <AvatarFirstName AvatarLastName>: 
AvatarFirstName AvatarLastName (Group: , Location: <123.6268, 66.57731, 

25.2187>, UUID: 151cce6c-c403-41dd-a1a3-95beef90f469)
1 avatars online> findobjects 10 a
Warning: Unable to retrieve full properties for:
332265 [27] INFO  - <AvatarFirstName AvatarLastName>: Done searching
1 avatars online> findobjects 20 a
Object 'Splashable Water 1.5': af6116dc-9069-ce9d-c75a-e49d911b0b84
Object 'float RED.': 7f706b1c-48c2-615e-5f16-dbe6b31b486e
Object 'alex stairs': 9ab32a25-0124-7060-e893-a38863a952be
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Object 'Mist Maker  5000': 7adb2482-dc75-1d66-db83-1bea65a5536c
Object 'float RED.': ab480db6-7f6b-ae32-4ac0-05347fca7f55
Object 'LS Pool Pose Ball 006': b5ad1c11-64e8-300e-5345-b9e7df84d6b3
Object 'Couple bath animation set': b3f9f41a-2790-230d-1dc9-4af256ee2b38
Object 'alex stairs': a6a40a29-50ba-6ef8-b5b9-718946612556
339118 [28] INFO  - <AvatarFirstName AvatarLastName>: Done searching
1 avatars online> export a6a40a29-50ba-6ef8-b5b9-718946612556 

alex-stairs.xml
466163 [28] INFO  - <AvatarFirstName AvatarLastName>: Exported 1 prims to 

alex-stairs.xml
466166 [28] INFO  - <AvatarFirstName AvatarLastName>: XML exported, began 

downloading 1 textures
1 avatars online> 483023 [29] INFO  - <AvatarFirstName AvatarLastName>: Fin-

ished downloading image 8ec55df3-0560-2c73-4bbb-c23d8543c855

1 avatars online> logout
740832 [16] INFO  - <AvatarFirstName AvatarLastName>: Logging out

On the above example, the avatar was moved to a certain spot inside a region and 

then a search was done for any items containing the letter “a” in a 10-metre-radius 

(findobjects 10 a). The system didnʼt find any items matching these criteria, so the 

range was expanded to 20 metres. This time, a few objects were found, of which one was 

selected for download and local archival.

The application not only downloaded the objectʼs associated texture (this particular ob-

ject was made of a single graphic primitive with just one texture on all faces), but also 

generated a serialised version of the object using LLSD/XML35, written to disk:

Code 2. Output from TestClient.exe using the export command

<llsd>
  <map>
    <key>5082834</key>
    <map>
      <key>position</key>
      <array>
        <real>128.708251953125</real>
        <real>84.3671035766602</real>
        <real>24.5379981994629</real>
      </array>
      <key>shadows</key>
      <boolean>0</boolean>
      <key>rotation</key>
      <array>
        <real>-1.07890991785098E-05</real>
        <real>0.707117557525635</real>
        <real>-1.07889345599688E-05</real>
        <real>0.707096040248871</real>
      </array>
      <key>textures</key>
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      <array>
        <map>
          <key>glow</key>
          <real>0</real>
          <key>scalet</key>
          <real>0.300000011920929</real>
          <key>bump</key>
          <integer>0</integer>
          <key>mapping</key>
          <integer>0</integer>
          <key>fullbright</key>
          <boolean>0</boolean>
          <key>colors</key>
          <array>
            <real>0.384313762187958</real>
            <real>0.384313762187958</real>
            <real>0.384313762187958</real>
            <real>1</real>
          </array>
          <key>offsets</key>
          <real>0</real>
          <key>imagerot</key>
          <real>1.57084429264069</real>
          <key>offsett</key>
          <real>0</real>
          <key>shiny</key>
          <integer>0</integer>
          <key>imageid</key>
          <uuid>8ec55df3-0560-2c73-4bbb-c23d8543c855</uuid>
          <key>media_flags</key>
          <integer>0</integer>
          <key>scales</key>
          <real>3.09999990463257</real>
        </map>
        <map>
          <key>glow</key>
          <real>0</real>
          <key>scalet</key>
          <real>1.79768657684326</real>
          <key>bump</key>
          <integer>0</integer>
          <key>face_number</key>
          <integer>0</integer>
          <key>mapping</key>
          <integer>0</integer>
          <key>fullbright</key>
          <boolean>0</boolean>
          <key>colors</key>
          <array>
            <real>1</real>
            <real>1</real>
            <real>1</real>
            <real>1</real>
          </array>
          <key>offsets</key>
          <real>0</real>
          <key>imagerot</key>
          <real>0</real>
          <key>offsett</key>
          <real>0</real>
          <key>shiny</key>
          <integer>0</integer>
          <key>imageid</key>
          <uuid>8ec55df3-0560-2c73-4bbb-c23d8543c855</uuid>
          <key>media_flags</key>
          <integer>0</integer>
          <key>scales</key>
          <real>1.79768669605255</real>
        </map>
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and so on for all the remaining faces. The texture itself was locally saved twice, in TGA 

as well as JPEG2000.

As an alternative, this tool also allows selecting items from the avatarʼs inventory and 

save them to disk (using a similar format). The first step is to use the command “i” to get a 

local copy of the inventory, showing each inventory itemʼs name (organised in folders) and 

its UUID. Once the inventory is loaded, a further step is required: objects cannot be down-

loaded directly to disk, since the SL viewer does not have access to their structure — only 

to their names and UUIDs.

So, what this means is that any object that is to be backed up needs to be rezzed first, 

i.e., loaded into the regionʼs simulator for display. Kelly Linden (personal communication, 

June 28, 2009) explained that an objectʼs serialised representation — an asset — is stored 

at the Asset Cluster, but it cannot be directly retrieved by a client application, even if the 

client application knows its UUID (which, as said, is part of the inventoryʼs entry for every 

object). Instead, the simulator needs to retrieve the object first, and create an instance of it 

in memory — Linden Lab calls this a task (to differentiate it from the asset, which is an ob-

jectʼs persistent, serialiased version). Rezzing an item from inventory is the process of re-

trieving the objectʼs asset and turning it into a task (effectively, deserialisating it to the 

simulatorʼs memory). Once an object is instantiated as a task, it becomes accessible by 

any client application, which can instruct the simulator to retrieve its full properties; thus 

the requirement to “rez from inventory” first before attempting to retrieve an objectʼs prop-

erties.

TestClient.exe doesnʼt provide a command to create objects in the virtual world surface 

(it currently only allows objects to be created via the import command, i.e. from a file 

previously generated with the export command), but there is an alternative: attaching an 
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object from inventory to the avatar. Since the attachment action rezzes the object, so that it 

is viewable by other users, it will achieve the desired result: force the regionʼs simulator to 

download its proprieties from the Central Asset Server cluster, move it to the simulatorʼs 

memory (creating the objectʼs task from the objectʼs asset), and display it publicly. Thus, 

the command export command will work with its UUID to serialise the attached object to 

a file. 

Unfortunately, although this conceptually should work, the current iteration of 

TestClient.exe also does not include a way to attach objects from inventory to the avatar, 

although it is not very hard to do so — this is precisely what the above mentioned Second 

Inventory commercial application does, adding a nice GUI on top of everything.

The reverse process — restoring a backed up object — is initiated with the command 

import file-name. This will read a LLSD36 description of an object and generate all 

graphic primitives from it, assembling them one by one hovering over the avatarʼs head 

doing the restore, and linking them together, creating a new item from the backup file.

Itʼs important to stress the new item. Itʼs not really restoring an existing item that was 

“lost” for some reason (e.g. a system failure or an unwanted delete). Instead, a new copy 

will be created, which will have a new set of UUIDs.

However, this creates a problem with the textures. The texture references saved to the 

LLSD XML file are, obviously, UUIDs. When a backup and a restore is done on the same 

grid, this doesnʼt constitute a problem, since the copy of the item will correctly reference 

previously used textures on that grid. But if content is transferred across grids, the textures 

have to be uploaded separately from the graphic primitives, and, necessarily, they will get 

new UUIDs, so, when using TextClient.exe, it will be necessary to manually edit the LLSD 
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file to change all texture references to the set of new textures uploaded. Obviously, for 

complex linksets, a manual process is not really useful.

TextClient.exe is a very primitive (though useful!) tool, but itʼs clear that backing up a 

whole avatarʼs inventory or a whole region using this method is a time-consuming process. 

Itʼs not easy to manually locate all objects in a region without visual clues, and although 

the controlled avatar can be moved to any position, there is no easy way to know where 

the objects are in a three-dimensional space, or if we managed to save them all. So this is 

clearly not a viable solution for a full content transfer across grids, even though it gives 

certainly many clues on how to develop a solution.
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ii) Dashboard

Another example that comes with libOpenMetaverse is a small graphical application, 

with a very simple user interface, known as Dashboard.

This application does little else than allow an avatar to log in, having three panels on a 

window: the largest being the left-side one, where public chat is shown from the region the 

avatar is logged in. On the right side, at the top, there are a few tabs allowing to select a 

list of nearest avatars, a list of “friends” (other users which the current user has sent a 

“friend request”), the groups this avatar belongs to, and, finally, this avatarʼs inventory, 

Figure 8. Dashboard user interface 
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shown as a tree-like structure for the folders, which can be expanded by clicking on the 

plus sign shown on each folder.

Below the currently active tab there is a graphical representation of the current re-

gionʼs map with a dot showing the avatarʼs location in it.

Itʼs a very simple graphical interface which combines a more useful mechanism to dis-

play some information about the avatar. However, this application does little else beyond 

what was summarised above: it doesnʼt even give access to the list of commands avail-

able on TestClient.exe. There is no way to identify which objects are closest to the avatar, 

nor even move it along the region. Although Dashboard shows the list of nearest avatars 

and a list of “friends” currently online, there is no way to communicate with them. There is 

also no way to use (or display) any of the items in the inventory, move items around the 

folders, or make a backup of them. Nevertheless it gives good examples on how to de-

velop a very simple graphical interface, even though the project seems to be semi-

abandoned (there havenʼt been any new features developed for it in the past 6 months).

iii)SimExport

libOpenMetaverse used to include a very promising tool to back up a whole region, 

called SimExport. Its codebase is not based on TestClient.exe but is a completely sepa-

rate development to create a text-mode, command-line, interactive application to auto-

matically back up a whole region. As a bonus, the application saved the backup as an 

OAR file, although using a primitive form of the 0.1 specifications. It also only captured a 

limited set of the total graphic primitive parameters. And — as expected, I suppose — no 

tool existed to do a restore of the saved content. This tool is no longer available, as I ex-

plain at the end of this section, but I managed to explore it from a version I had archived 

some time ago.
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SimExport worked in the following way: the avatar would be logged in giving in the 

authentication parameters on the command line and attempted to enter the region to be 

saved. Since region simulators maintain an “interest list” on behalf of the avatar — a list of 

visible primitives and textures in sight, as opposed of presenting the whole content — this 

requires moving the avatar (and its camera) around the region to change the “interest list”, 

and, every time a new primitive or texture was “seen”, add it to a list of items to request the 

download (on separate threads). The (unknown) author of this application added a com-

mand to launch a thread to move the camera around randomly, thus increasing the 

chances that most content would be placed on the simulatorʼs “interest list” and be avail-

able for download. Some region-specific parameters — like a list of parcels and the terrain 

data — would be immediately accessible and could be saved separately. Then, interac-

tively, the user had a command to jump randomly to a different spot on the region, wait a 

bit for the interest list to be updated, and get more content, repeating this operation until 

no further content was to be found (this presumably assumed that the user previously had 

an idea on how many primitives were set in the region).

Unfortunately, development of this applet was discontinued. There are several reasons 

for it, one of which being the dramatic changes on the libOpenMetaverse classes in the 

more recent versions. libOpenMetaverse didnʼt find the OAR file archive specification in-

teresting enough to deem it worth of implementation, but a future release will have classes 

for it37. As this application did not compile any more under the more recent versions, and 

no further development was made to render it compatible with the current set of classes, it 

was quickly removed from all recent revisions.
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iv)Simian

Simian38 is a project not unlike OpenSimulator, with the purpose of creating a very 

lightweight simulator compatible with Second Life. While OpenSimulator has the goal to 

extend Second Life and support other types of virtual worlds, Simian, by comparison, just 

wishes to get the core functionality of Second Life implemented, allowing any third-party 

tools (either new SL viewers or smaller libOpenMetaverse-compiled applications) to use it 

as a testing framework. It is a very little-known project and its utter lack of documentation 

has not helped to spread its usage beyond a small set of users. Nevertheless, it includes a 

whole set of classes — often incompatible with the “mainstream” code of libOpenMetav-

erse which, allegedly through a module named “Periscope”, allows a region to be fully 

backed up and restored.

Although the code for Simian never managed to compile in my testing environment, 

and I was thus unable to confirm or deny its claims of doing backups of full regions, the 

code for “Periscope” was useful during the research part to grasp the usage of some 

classes implementing region archival, which allegedly (Hurliman, 2009a), were ported from 

the OpenSimulator code that delivers the same functionality, but adapted to work under a 

libOpenMetaverse development environment. Simianʼs author (Hurliman, n.d. and 2009b) 

claims to be working on a port of the several classes in OpenSimulator to render them 

“compatible” with libOpenMetaverse and allow archival facilities to share a common code 

base both in OpenSimulator and libOpenMetaverse. And indeed the code branch for 

libOpenMetaverse 0.7.0 does include them. Unfortunately, theyʼre still closely tied to the 

mechanisms used by Simian to generate a scene from primitives and textures sent by the 

simulator server to the client application, which are quite unlike the ones used by 
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libOpenMetaverse (at the current stage of development), and although future develop-

ments in this area might give us full content backup and restore, this functionality is not 

present yet on libOpenMetaverse as of today.
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6. Prototype development and methodology

a) Purpose of the prototype

All the tested open source applications are in several stages of development, most of it 

incomplete, or even not functional any more. Although TestClient.exe continues to be ac-

tively developed, so far, it hasnʼt seen an implementation of a region backup and restore 

module, or any direct support of the OAR archive file format popularly used by OpenSimu-

lator. Due to the ever-changing nature of libOpenMetaverse, which has no clear roadmap, 

conflict of C# classes tend to make it impossible to compile older applications, and there is 

considerable overlap of classes and library functions that pretty much do the same thing in 

slightly different ways, they are not compatible among themselves, and there isnʼt (yet) a 

fully implemented solution.

Commercial applications are restricted to inventory backups (currently a very slow 

process, taking several hours to port content over from one grid to another) or single-

linkset saving (which also takes precious time to navigate two avatars in the process — a 

“controlling” avatar and a “copying” avatar-robot commanded by the first one — around a 

region in search of the content), which allegedly do not store the linksetʼs original position 

and is thus inappropriate for backing up a whole region.

On the restore side, while restoring content to the same grid is usually easy to do, 

transferring content among grids have to deal with texture UUID substitution, as the LLSD 

format saved by the open source applications will refer to texture UUIDs of the originating 

grid only, requiring manual replacement to deal with texture UUIDs from newly uploaded 

textures. Only Second Inventory was found to deal with this issue.

Thus, the goal is to develop a prototype that performs the full backup of a single re-

gion, at least fulfilling the following requirements:
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• automated process of capturing all content (linksets, textures, and ideally the inven-

tory inside objects, like scripts);

• saving to a relatively standard archive file format that can be universally used, and 

one that can deal with all the details described on the previous requirement;

• restoring the content across grids, dealing with linkset positions and texture UUID re-

placements.

Ideally, of course, the prototype should also be as easy to use as possible and hide 

from the end user the complexities of dealing with the low-level implications of libOpenMe-

taverse.

b) Data representation

It seems now to be clear that, unless either Linden Lab or the MMOX IETF workgroup 

define otherwise, the OAR file format is a reasonable choice for keeping an archive of all 

the content in a region. It deals with almost all parameters found on individual graphic 

primitives (to the extent that libOpenMetaverse is able to retrieve them39). It aggregates 

graphic primitives on linksets. It allows a representation of an objectʼs inventory. It saves 

parcel data and terrain data. It neatly defines a standard for keeping copies of the textures. 

On the OpenMetaverse implementation, loading an OAR file will automatically take care of 

texture UUID renaming, so the format itself doesnʼt require any further changes.

Primitives and linksets are furthermore specified using a particular form of LLSD XML, 

devised by the libOpenMetaverse and OpenSimulator developers to represent a single se-

rialized object40. Although the format is not consistent among versions — the subtle differ-
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ences can make an object saved by TestClient.exe on a grid impossible to import directly 

by the content restore features implemented in OpenSimulator — it is close enough to be 

a good starting point.

Nevertheless, the full format itself is undocumented — only a very top-level approach 

has ever been documented, as seen before41. Most of the research has thus focused on 

understanding how exactly this format is supposed to look like and implement it on my own 

prototype. A description of each parameter controlling its operation is included in the an-

nexes.

c) Development cycle

The development of the prototype was intended to follow a classic approach of gather-

ing the current state-of-the-art on object archiving and restoring in the Second Life Grid 

and OpenSimulator platforms and implement, on top of it, a simple interface to automate 

the process for a full region. An ideal initial goal was to promote an extension to Dash-

board that included the “save region” and “load region” options to allow a user to simply 

select an OAR filename and let the application do the rest — visually on a graphical user 

interface.

To reach that goal, it seemed reasonable to start with TestClient.exe as the framework, 

and add the required functionality to save and restore full regions, which could be used 

from the (currently uncompilable) code from SimExport.exe. TestClient.exe is, in itself, very  

modular — each command has its own class, neatly stored on a directory with related 

commands, and adding commands doesnʼt require much interference with the existing 

ones.

Unfortunately, the set of classes used by TestClient.exe are not compatible with either 

the serialisation classes used by SimExport.exe, or the functionality to gather primitives 
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and textures from the simulator server. SimExport.exe uses a TexturePipeline class 

which runs on a different thread and basically retrieves all textures it can. To do that, a list 

of primitives in the vicinity of the avatar is captured on a different thread (corresponding 

basically to the simulatorʼs own “interest list”). Primitives are then artificially “selected” (on 

a visual Second Life client, this corresponds to the user right-clicking on them and entering  

Editing/Building Mode), which will make the simulator retrieve all its properties (un-

selected primitives will only have a limited set of proprieties sent to the client application, 

since not all are required for displaying the content; nevertheless, to fully save a primitiveʼs 

status, we need the whole set of proprieties), as well as a list of all associated textures. 

These will be pushed into the TexturePipeline queue for download in parallel. 

SimExport.exe also keeps a cache of “seen” (and downloaded) textures, so subsequent 

runs of the application will not need to download them again.

However, TestClient.exe does not implement any of those mechanisms. Since its pur-

pose is not to display anything graphically, the developers have never felt the need for sav-

ing textures to a cache, using TexturePipeline, or deal with lists of primitives and their 

properties. When saving a single linkset to its serialised form on disk, TestClient.exe just 

retrieves the associated data for that linkset only; that is, without any consideration to fur-

ther use.

Thus, two approaches have been tested. The first one was to extend TestClient.exe so 

that it starts retrieving texture data and cache it separately, while, at the same time, try to 

get a list of primitives from the simulatorʼs “interest list” and attempt to save their serialised 

form to disk.

Unfortunately, the classes used by TestClient.exe preclude this approach. The retrieval 

of primitives from the “interest list” uses a class that is utterly incompatible with the class 

that writes its serialised form, and vice-versa: the class used for serialisation is not com-
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patible with the retrieval of all primitives on the “interest list”. An attempt was made to con-

vert between classes, but the lack of documentation or any reasonable example to dem-

onstrate how the classes might be converted into each other precluded any further devel-

opment in the timeframe for this project. The final test made with a modified TestClient.exe 

did manage to get an “interest list” and all the associated textures to it, but had no way to 

save them to disk.

A second approach was then used. Instead of starting with TestClient.exe, the work 

began on making SimExport.exe compatible with the current version of libOpenMetaverse 

and add the recently ported changes to the archival modules (on an upcoming libOpenMe-

taverse 0.7.0 release) to replace the outdated ones used by SimExport.exe. 

SimExport.exe would also need a more automated and systematic process to gather all 

content — random movement, initiated by the user, has been found to be simply too lim-

ited, and take too much time, without a clear notion if all content was going ever to be 

“seen” and duly archived.

During this process, however, it was clear that this approach would not be successful. 

First, two major original libraries of SimExport.exe — OarFile.cs and 

TarArchiveWriter.cs — were out of date, and replacing them with the equivalent 

code from the libOpenMetaverse 0.7.0 release did make things worse. It became apparent 

that bringing SimExport.exe up to date with the latest releases of libOpenMetaverse would 

be a time-consuming task.

Nevertheless, SimExport.exe, surprisingly, already used a texture-download method 

that is now the new recommended way: through the TexturePipeline class,  which 

runs on a separate thread. On the libSL42 mailing list, this method of texture download was 
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to be preferred to individually downloading textures one by one on (blocking) threads. At 

the time of development of the prototype, only two libOpenMetaverse applications used 

this method: namely, Simian and SimExport.exe.

On the third approach, a lot of compromises have to be found. First and foremost, the 

requirement was set that the actual prototype would compile at all! Secondly, that it should 

avoid libOpenMetaverse classes marked for obsolescence, whenever possible, and be 

prepared for future integration of newer classes, currently half-developed, but that will 

likely be available in future versions of libOpenMetaverse. An attempt was made to use 

this approach with TestClient.exe, since itʼs one application that is being actively devel-

oped; unfortunately, TexturePipeline was deemed impossible to incorporate in the cur-

rent code base, and the future code base (0.7.0) did not work well with OarFile.cs and 

TarArchiveWriter.cs. So, this left me with two options: start from scratch or get 

SimExport.exe to compile.

The latter approach was found to be a more reasonable one, since SimExport.exe al-

ready incorporates two important functionalities: downloading textures using Tex-

turePipeline and correctly retrieving primitives “on demand” as the simulatorʼs “interest 

list” changes due to camera and avatar movement. With minor changes, mostly dealing 

with new class methods or old methods that have a different parameter list, this was made 

to compile not with 0.6.3 (stable) but with 0.6.3-trunk, where some (partial) functionality 

from 0.7.0 is already present.

The next step was to replace the original OarFile.cs and TarArchiveWriter.cs 

with the newer ones. TarArchiveWriter.cs fortunately only depends on OarFile.cs. 

The latter, however, required a lot of changes. The primary set of changes dealt mostly 

with serialisation of the primitives: it was found that the original file basically had its own 

method for dealing with primitive serialisation, which is different from what TestClient.exe 
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uses. Both use completely different classes which are mutually incompatible, although 

both sets are technically descriptions of primitives. An attempt to create a conversion 

method failed — the differences are too large, due to completely different goals. It was 

found that, indeed, most of the codebase of libOpenMetaverse suffers from this issue: as 

developers found a new goal for it, they wrote whole classes from scratch, with little rela-

tion to already existing classes, and simply continued to use the new classes, discarding 

the remaining ones. However, in cases where developers found later on that their new 

classes required functionality from previous ones, the developers forked the code once 

more, and created another set of classes that implements both the previous functionality, 

and the required new functionality. This has now been occuring for several iterations, to 

the point that a class describing a primitive — a basic requirement! — has several different 

implementations, depending on the context it is being used, and all are incompatible be-

tween themselves. A typical example is a (relatively) recent attempt to create a lot of 

classes to describe assets for the purpose of serialisation, which would have been a good 

starting point for our own development. Unfortunately, the Asset set of classes seems not 

to have any functionality for dealing with simulator “interest lists” or a method of callbacks 

to deal with retrieval of remote content — all these might be implemented in the future, but, 

right now, that code is not available.

Thus,  OarFile.cs had to become a new, independent, development. In essence, it 

deals with lists of primitives that require being saved to disk; this meant adding my own 

serialisation functions from scratch.

The next step was to make sure that my own development was producing legitimate 

OAR files. Since the full format is not documented, I decided to test the compliance of the 

format by the following method: upload a file generated by my prototype to OpenSimulator, 

and visually compare the import results with the original content. The prototype would first 
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work in the Second Life-to-OpenSimulator direction: capturing content from Second Life, 

saving it to an OAR file, and uploading it to OpenSimulator to see if the OAR file was valid. 

Again, OpenSimulatorʼs concept of what the OAR file format is supposed to be changes 

subtly across versions. I had to upgrade my own test grid for OpenSimulator to 0.6.5.9807, 

which has better handling of OAR files (namely, incorrect or missing data does not make 

the simulator crash, or abort, but it is properly handled with appropriate error catching, and 

gives enough debugging data on what went wrong to allow me to tweak the export code in 

OarFile.cs to deal with it).

The next stage of development was, thus, to save some content in Second Life (as a 

test) to OAR files, compare it to the OAR files saved by OpenSimulator as a reference, 

adapt to the changes, and import my own OAR files generated by the prototype to see 

what the result looked like. This long process went through several iterations, dealing, at 

each stage, with new functionality requiring implementation, until a sufficiently large set of 

parameters for each primitive was enough for the resulting, uploaded content to look the 

same as the original one43.

Once this stage was complete, the final development stage of the prototype was to 

automate the process of switching “interest lists” (i.e., to move the controlled avatar around 

as well as the camera) to capture as many primitives and textures as possible.

The most simple approach seemed to move the avatar in a “maze-like” pattern, start-

ing at the origin of the region (i.e. position (0, 0)), moving along one of the edges, then 

moving 50 metres to the right, making the whole path backwards, moving another 50 me-

tres to the right, and so on, following a zig-zag path to cover the whole region (finishing at 
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(255, 255)). Obviously, this would only cover structures at the ground level or slightly hov-

ering it, not high-flying structures44.

Linden Lab has implemented an useful feature to aid the development of moving ava-

tars according to a path, which they call autopilot mode. This is a relatively simple algo-

rithm that will attempt to move an avatar to a destination avoiding bumping into objects. If 

the avatar starts on the ground, the autopilot mode will try to move the avatar in walking 

mode as far as possible, but make it fly if that helps avoiding some obstacles. If the avatar 

is already hovering, it will fly to the destination, assuming there is a clear path towards it. 

All this is implemented on the region simulator.

The algorithm, however, is not perfect. Itʼs rather easy, specially inside buildings, to 

“get stuck” — manoeuvring the avatar into a position where autopilot cannot find any path 

to the destination. Thus, I opted to autopilot the avatar 25 metres in a direction, wait the 

necessary time to cover that distance (about 5 seconds), and push it to the next waypoint, 

25 metres away.

This naturally means that autopilot will sometimes get the avatar into a position where 

it cannot move to any other place... except backwards. However, due to the way the 

“sweeping” across a whole region is done, in most of the cases, it means that at some 

point the avatar will be “pushed” to a direction where it will be able to move, and get “un-

stuck” that way. Naturally enough, this depends on the layout of the region.

An alternative was implemented, which is making the avatar fly around, hovering over 

the ground, instead of walking. Although in theory this concept would mean that in most 

cases the avatar will not get stuck, there are several limitations with this approach. First 

and foremost, the higher the avatar flies, the less obstacles there will be (most buildings in 
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Second Life have relatively realistic heights). On the other hand, the region simulators are 

now very cleverly designed not to send much detail when the avatar is very distant — this 

effectively means that a lot of primitives (and associated textures) are completely invisible 

at distances around 100 metres, unless theyʼre over 1 metre in size. This optimisation im-

plemented by Linden Lab precludes flying at a great distance.

To an extent, moving the camera will allow closing up on far-away objects. However, 

some experiments have shown that at a distance of about 100 metres, “zooming in” will 

not really change the interest list for small objects. Large ones might be captured in this 

way, but not small ones. If we take into consideration that details (like furniture or some 

elements on a buildingʼs façade) are usually small — i.e. under 1 m in size — this means 

that all of these will be completely missed by a flying avatar.

Thus, the current implementation of the prototype has a “flying” mode and a “walking 

mode”. The user can start the “sweeping pattern” in either mode, and switch to flying or 

walking, while the independent sweeping thread runs. It should be clarified that my heuris-

tic approach to traversals only aims to provides an acceptable source of data for testing 

the overall content-transfer method. Researchers wishing to further this work may wish to 

pursue this specific problem and incorporate/develop traversal algorithms from specific re-

search literature to not only provide acceptable results in common cases, but indeed en-

sure entirely reliable region traversals. For the purposes of this dissertation, the focus was 

not the perfect traversal method for any region, but the actual mechanics of the process.

A few extra commands, not present on the original SimExport.exe application, were 

also added — namely, the ability to jump directly to any point inside the region, show the 

current location, switch from flying to walking, and some adjustments on the statistical 

functions that inform the user on how many primitives and textures have been captured for 

archival. The original functions call methods that are now obsolete and have different pa-
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rameters; I found that retaining these functions are useful for the user to be able to meas-

ure how much content (primitives and textures) has been transferred so far.

Not present on the original application was a small, apparently redundant, improve-

ment. The original application, as new primitives appear on the simulatorʼs “interest list”, 

uses a background “collection” thread to push these into a queue of “primitives to be 

saved”. It also “selects” them, as described before, to make sure they get saved with all 

their properties and not only a subset.

However, it was experimentally found that sometimes these properties end up never 

being retrieved, mostly due to how asynchronous communications are handled between a 

Second Life-compatible application and the regionʼs simulator server. When a timeout oc-

curs during the transfer of the “extended properties,” the client application has no way to 

know if and when these properties will ever be sent, because the server software does not 

trigger automatic resends on timeouts. Most of the applications based on libOpenMetav-

erse share the approach of dealing with “incomplete data” — they can only return a status 

of “incomplete transfer” after a timeout, but there is no way to know if a second request 

will, indeed, retrieve the information or not, because that ultimately depends if the simula-

tor will fulfil the request or not. It might simply be overloaded and unable to grant all re-

quests; or it might miss some data itself (one possibility for the latter case is that the simu-

lator itself is still waiting for information to arrive from the asset server). A similar problem 

occurs on the TexturePipeline — currently, itʼs impossible to know if a texture will ever 

fully download or not (partial downloads of image data are, of course, not useful). The cli-

ent application only knows how many bytes it is supposed to await from a transfer to con-

sider the texture “complete”, but it has no way to know if the simulator is ever going to fin-

ish (or in many cases, to start!) the texture download process. In both cases, callbacks are 

in place to deal with finished information retrieval, or a timeout.
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The existing collection thread does attempt to select whole objects (i.e. complete link-

sets) at a time. This is probably an optimisation — it is likely that the corresponding simula-

tion server code will manage whole linksets faster (and with far less communications over-

head) than by selecting individual primitives. However, when only partial linksets are 

“seen” (because the object is far away and only primitives over 1 m in size are displayed), 

it is unknown if the primitives never displayed by a graphical Second Life viewer are actu-

ally sent to it, or if the simulator itself never sends the data. In the latter case, itʼs obvious 

that, in these cases, a lot of primitives will be completely skipped. Some experiments 

showed that the prototype, if the avatar was not moved, would generate a lot of “isolated” 

primitives, and a reasonable assumption is that these came from incompletely “seen” link-

sets, where only the largest primitives were actually completely transferred with their full 

properties. Further research into the Second Life clientʼs open source (and probably on the 

corresponding code for OpenSimulator), as well as a more detailed experiment just to in-

vestigate this aspect, would certainly settle the question, but since it was just marginal to 

the development of the prototype, it was not pursued.

Thus, before saving all primitives to disk, I ran a final loop through all primitives cap-

tured by the collection thread, selecting them one by one. It is not known if primitives out-

side the viewing range (thus, outside the “interest list”) can have their properties “re-

freshed” that way or not. Nevertheless, it was found that this second “selection” loop does, 

indeed, retrieve a lot of information not previously available, and the number of “isolated 

primitives” popping up on the saved OAR file was dramatically reduced in this way. Since 

the OAR file is composed of several independent XML files, one for each linkset (named 
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after the root primitive on the linkset45), it was quite easy to see that the number of saved 

files, from thousands before the optimisation, was reduced to hundreds.

d) Deployment and Execution

For development, I used only Mono-based environments, namely, Mac OS X 10.5.7 or 

Linux CentOS. The prototype below admittedly should work under a Windows environ-

ment, running either Mono or Microsoftʼs own .NET framework, but no attempt was made 

to validate the code across non-Unix platforms.

The first step for executing the developed prototype is to actually compile it in a stable 

environment. libOpenMetaverse has its own namespace and an ad hoc methodology for 

naming the compilation tree. All the core functionality, libraries, and test applications are 

defined with its dependencies and preferences on a single XML file, prebuild.xml, 

found at the root of the source code tree. This is read by a script, runprebuild.sh, to 

generate all the appropriate references and makefiles for each component of libOpenMe-

taverse. All executable binaries are found on ~/bin. I opted to deploy SimExport.exe in 

~/Programs/SimExport, reflecting where it was originally found. Thus, the following 

lines need to be added at the end of prebuild.xml just before </Solution></

Prebuild>:

Code 3. Snippet of libOpenMetaverse dependency file

     <Project name="SimExport" path="Programs/SimExport" type="Exe">
      <Configuration name="Debug">
        <Options>
          <OutputPath>../../bin/</OutputPath>
        </Options>
      </Configuration>
      <Configuration name="Release">
        <Options>
          <OutputPath>../../bin/</OutputPath>
        </Options>
      </Configuration>

      <ReferencePath>../../bin/</ReferencePath>
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      <Reference name="System"/>
      <Reference name="System.Xml"/>
      <Reference name="OpenMetaverse"/>
      <Reference name="OpenMetaverseTypes"/>
      <Reference name="OpenMetaverse.StructuredData"/>
      
      <Files>
        <Match pattern="*.cs" recurse="true"/>
      </Files>
    </Project>

Running sh runprebuild.sh nant46 on the root for the project should deliver a 

binary for SimExport.exe on ~/bin.

As a prototype, it relies on command-line arguments to actually login an avatar to a 

specific region on a grid and telling the system the name of the OAR file to save. The full 

set of options is available by simply running mono SimExport.exe (inside the ~/bin/ 

directory) without any parameters:

Options:
  -s, --login-server=VALUE   URL of the login server (default is 

'https://login.agni.lindenlab.com/cgi-bin/login.cgi')
  -r, --region-name=VALUE    name of the region to export
  -f, --firstname=VALUE      first name of the bot to log in
  -l, --lastname=VALUE       last name of the bot to log in
  -p, --password=VALUE       password of the bot to log in
  -o, --output=VALUE         filename of the OAR to write (default is 

'simexport.tgz')
  -h, -?, --help             
  -v, --verbose

All the above parameters were already present on the original SimExport.exe applica-

tion.

For logging in to Second Lifeʼs own grid, one simply passes as parameters the region 

name, the bot avatarʼs first and last names, and its password. I recommend that one pro-
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vides a filename for the saved OAR file; the file is archived and compressed using the 

popular tar47 and gzip (Deutsch, 1996) commands48.

When launching, the prototype application will first try to connect to the specified re-

gion (all this is handled by the low-level functions of libOpenMetaverse), and, if successful, 

land the avatar in it. The avatarʼs appearance (loading all textures that will be applied to 

the avatar mesh) will be set and the prototype will allow interactive commands to be given.

Here follows a list of available commands, most of which inherited from the original 

SimExport.exe application. Commands marked * were already present on the original ap-

plication; the ones marked ** were present, but the functionality was changed (mostly be-

cause the underlying library calls might have changed parameters or return values). The 

remaining commands are new.

queue**  Shows the current number of primitives on the queue marked for selection 

and download via a background thread, as well as an (attempted) count of 

all primitives on the simulator

prims** Counts the number of primitives already selected by the background 

thread with full properties, and how many there are in total

parcels*  Request all parcel information (namely, size and layout, as well as owner-

ship)

camera** Starts the random camera movement thread (which will allow the simulator 

interest list to be updated, even though the avatar remains stationary)

stopcamera Attempts to stop the camera thread
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sweep Starts the automatic movement of the avatar using a “sweeping pattern” 

as described before. At each waypoint, information is sent to the console 

telling the user where the avatar is going to move next. The sweeping 

starts from the origin and loops over and over again until the user stops (or 

aborts the application). A full region sweep takes around 10 minutes

stopsweep Stops the automatic movement of the avatar49

movement*  Jumps to a random point inside the region

textures** Gives some statistical data on the amount of textures requested so 

far, and how many have already been saved to the cache directory

terrain* Retrieves terrain information from the region (this is mostly the isometry of 

the terrain, i.e. a height map)

saveterrain*  Saves the currently retrieved terrain to its proper place inside the OAR 

file structure; the terrain, by convention, is a 256x256 texture in RAW for-

mat, where each colour channel specifies height and other terrain parame-

ters50

save*  Actually not operational under the original SimExport.exe, this is the pro-

cedure that will create an OAR file from saved terrain and parcel data, the 

texture cache, and all primitives stored in memory

teleport simName/x/y/z Jumps the avatar to another region on the grid, named 

by simName, and tries to position it on the (x, y, z) coordinates given. The 

region might not be accessible or define a “default landing position” for the 

avatar, thus overriding the given coordinates
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goto x/y/zStarts the autopilot routine to move the avatar to the (x, y, z) coordinates 

on the current region. This might fail if there is not a clear path from the 

current location to the destination

where Displays the current region and (x, y, z) coordinates of the avatar, as well 

as if itʼs currently flying or not

fly Toggles flying mode on. If the avatar is not moving, it will remain hovering 

stationary above the ground; if it was already walking via an earlier autopi-

lot call, it will jump in the air and continue the movement to its destination 

using flight

stopfly Switches back to walking mode. This will bring down the avatar to the 

ground. If it was already moving, it will continue its autopiloted movement 

in walking mode

quit**  Closes all running threads, flags the simulator server that this avatar is 

logging out of the grid, and terminates the application

help*  Shows a short list of available commands

A “backup to disk” session will consist in manually activating the random camera 

movement, saving terrain data, and launching the sweeping pattern. Optionally, if it is felt 

that the application is not returning enough primitive/texture data, the avatarʼs movement 

state can be toggled from flying to walking (or vice-versa) in an attempt to capture more 

data that way (walking might get more detail at the ground level; while flying will avoid 

many “stuck” positions which are time-consuming for the autopilot algorithm to finally find a 

way out).

One should note that quitting the application will not delete stored textures nor terrain 

data saved from previous sessions. This effectively allows the user to do several runs of 
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the application (if the same filename is used) to collect additional textures. Primitives are 

never cached or stored to file before serialised and saved to disk.
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7. Tests and Analysis

a) Test case: moving content of a whole region

 Testing was done using a series of regions in Second Life whose copyrighted content 

has been created by the company where I work, thus avoiding potential intellectual prop-

erty issues when transferring content between grids. These are “real” examples of regions 

with a vast quantity of graphic primitives (between 8,000 and 12,000) and highly-detailed 

textures51. The region names used as examples were “Beta Technologies”, “Beta Business 

Park”, “Xerox”, and “Grundfos52”. A few other regions were occasionally used for quick 

tests (e. g. “Theatron”), mostly to confirm the output of the OAR file; but due to unknown 

status regarding intellectual property rights, these files were never used.

The usual approach was to let the prototype-controlled avatar do a few sweeping pat-

terns, both flying and walking. In some cases, a second avatar was logged to the same 

region, using a regular Second Life client application, to watch its progress. This was 

mostly to understand why certain areas of the region were incompletely saved.

Itʼs clear that the topology of the region has a large influence on the amount of data 

being transferred. Some regions with a relatively simple topology and layout (even though 

with a high amount of graphic primitives), allowing the remotely-controlled avatar not to get 

easily stuck, were usually fully downloaded after 10 or 15 minutes. Others required several 

sweeps, both in flying mode and walking mode, often requiring the avatar to teleport else-

where, or manually to fly up in the air to avoid an obstacle and resume the sweeping pat-

tern. These might have taken close to an hour to complete. Note that I am not able to pre-

dict exactly how the avatar will actually travel across the region, since the autopilot feature 
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will depend on a lot of factors, like the starting position and orientation and the state of 

moving objects in the scene (for example, doors that might be closed, preventing the ava-

tarʼs movement, vehicles crossing the street). Thus, two subsequent runs of the sweeping 

pattern will not follow exactly the same path, increasing the chance of more content to be 

“seen” and captured for download.

The next stage was to upload the saved OAR file to an OpenSimulator grid. The test 

environment53 was set up to provide 9 regions on three computers and a MySQL database 

server on a public shared hosting server54 , separate from all the computers on the grid. 

Four regions were set up on a server hosted in Phoenix, AZ (USA), a Dual-core Pentium 

IV @ 3 GHz with 512 MBytes of RAM and a 100 Mbps Ethernet card; four regions were 

hosted in Lisbon (Portugal) on a Dual-core Pentium Xeon @ 2.13 GHz with 2 GBytes of 

RAM and a 10 Mbps Ethernet card; and a last region set up at my home on a Core Duo 

Intel @ 2 GHz Apple iMac, with 2.5 GBytes of RAM, and around 1 Mbps upstreaming 

bandwidth on an ADSL link. This environment was designed to have a sufficiently different 

variety of CPU speed, available RAM, and bandwidth, to allow me to see where bottle-

necks could arise, although, of course, a more thorough testing environment with a vaster 

variety of options would be necessary in order to attain more general conclusions.

The size of OAR files is mostly dependent on the amount of available textures, since 

the LLSD XML files for serialised linksets can be efficiently compressed. Thus, the overall 

size of an OAR file, in my cases, was 17 MBytes for “Beta Business Park” (the region with 

less buildings), between 25 and 27 MBytes for “Grundfos” and “Xerox”, and 43 MBytes for 

“Beta Technologies” (a region which is close to using the limit of allowed primitives by the 

technological platform). Uploading these using OpenSimulatorʼs load oar command took 
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a surprisingly similar amount of time, although the server hosted in Lisbon was the slow-

est. On the local Apple iMac, transfer is done across the LAN and is thus very fast — but 

all objects require saving to the remote MySQL server afterwards. Nevertheless, this is not 

a synchronous process: as soon as primitive data is received, the models are displayed 

untextured, while the simulator software waits for the textures to arrive at the UGAIM serv-

ers. For the other two test servers (Arizona and Lisbon), upload speed was the same, as it 

was limited to my ADSL upstreaming bandwidth (1 Mbps); however, since the Lisbon 

server has such limited bandwidth — both to accommodate incoming connections as well 

as making its own connections to the remote MySQL server — it was by far the slowest of 

the set.

Memory also seemed to be an influential factor in the overall performance. OpenSimu-

lator seems to adopt the approach used in Linden Labʼs own server code by mostly storing 

all primitives in a region in the simulatorʼs memory, while occasionally saving them as 

needed55. Once all four regions were loaded (as well as maintaining other work currently 

been done on the same OpenSimulator grid), the UGAIM servers were managing over 

100,000+ prims spread among 9 regions, which clearly exhausted the serverʼs physical 

memory.

Although in several occasions the uploading procedure was measured, I felt that the 

results were too abnormal to present in table format: too many variables were at play that 

would condition the experiments. Network traffic to the MySQL server, which is shared with 

thousands of other users, was completely unpredictable, and often resulted in an unfore-

seen bottleneck. Similarly, during the upload of the OAR files, a lot of other information 

was simultaneously being downloaded and uploaded on the same ADSL link, and it was 
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not practical to isolate the traffic generated by several applications, as well as their local 

CPU and memory consumption, to effectively present accurate results. As a very gross 

rule of thumb, content upload can take from 10 minutes to close to an hour, depending on 

the server used for the uploading, but the time varies too much from import to import (and 

from server to server) to be able to give even a simple correlation between OAR file size 

and server specifications that would make sense for use in actual field settings. To achieve 

such specifications, an isolated grid and controlled settings for testing would have been 

necessary, but since performance measurements were not the focus of this work, this line 

of action was not pursued.

OpenSimulator has very good support for OAR file import. As soon as a new file is up-

loaded, the whole region is cleaned first — all objects are deleted from the scene — so 

every file upload starts from scratch. OpenSimulator also takes into account that texture 

references will change as they are uploaded and neatly deals with them. In fact, this ap-

proach is rather ingeniously devised, as re-importing the same OAR file will not result in 

asset duplication. This effectively allowed the content transfer from Second Lifeʼs grid to 

an OpenSimulator grid to be accomplished.

The reverse procedure — saving an OAR file from OpenSimulator and re-importing it 

in Second Lifeʼs grid — was unfortunately not finished in time for the submission of this 

dissertation, but is underway. The approach has to be quite different. Once an OAR file is 

expanded, the individual linksets with their textures can be imported using TestClient.exe56 

— but the texture references, of course, will not be correct. Also, it will be necessary for 

the application to remove all content from the region before starting the content upload. A 

user-controlled application can only do this if the regionʼs administrator has provided to 
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that user enough rights for returning existing objects. Furthermore, after each pf several 

successful imports of the same OAR file (specially during a testing phase), objects and 

textures will be duplicated, and the application will have to proceed to delete them. Unfor-

tunately, that is not instantaneous: a deletion request in Second Life will flag Second Lifeʼs 

asset servers for deletion of the asset, but that may not occur until the garbage collection 

procedures actually take place).

Import time can be roughly estimated by comparing it with the import function of 

TestClient.exe, which will take about 5 minutes to import a hundred primitives. Again, this 

is just a guideline — as with the reverse process (backing up a region to an OAR file), a lot 

of issues will interfere with the overall time of import. Also note that Second Lifeʼs grid has 

a built-in mechanism disallowing a user from creating too many prims in a short time; 

loosely known as the grey goo fence57, itʼs a series of artificial delays created on several 

actions to prevent system abuse58. This means that even under ideal conditions, there will 

be an arbitrary limit, imposed by Linden Lab, to the minimum time it takes to restore con-

tent from an OAR file into Second Life, unless the developer adopts a more complex 

method of restoring the contents in parallel through parallel actions of various bots59.

b) Limitations and shortcomings

During the many successive tests two issues were immediately apparent and ulti-

mately define the main conclusion of this document. On one hand, the description of the 

OAR file format, or, indeed, any description of the properties that objects (or other types of 
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assets) are supposed to have is incomplete60. Even though most of libOpenMetaverse is 

not documented, it is clear from the implemented code that some types of objects are not 

fully saved with all the properties they have in Second Life. More important than the lack of 

documentation, however, is the difficulty in understanding what, exactly, certain parame-

ters are supposed to contain — or to understand why some functions apparently save con-

tent as expected, but during the import phase, an error might occur, and this ultimately will 

render their visual appearance differently on the OpenSimulator grid. Itʼs also hard to iden-

tify which aspects of the properties have not been implemented at all or have just been 

partially implemented — or, worse than that, have been incorrectly implemented. During 

the many testing procedures, it was felt that all these possible cases were not easily iden-

tified, and that further research will be necessary to validate, for each case, what went 

wrong and why.

There is also some inconsistency in the way data is captured and saved. A typical ex-

ample is a primitive property known as ObjectFlags, which originally has 8 bits of infor-

mation. As Linden Lab added further parameters to their primitives, at some point, the de-

velopers of libOpenMetaverse ran out of space, and had to create an additional property 

known as ExtraParamType, to avoid breaking developed code that relied on Object-

Flags having just 8 bits. Nevertheless, this has proven to be not enough. There is a fur-

ther field, mysteriously named Flags, which is not retrieved by libOpenMetaverse at all, 

and we donʼt know what it is supposed to contain.

Some information is also inconsistently recorded. For instance, TextureEntry is a 

binary field, but clearly itʼs not the texture itself, since textures are separate assets and 

their format is very straightforward (just the image data). From looking at the way textures 
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are applied to primitives inside the Second Life client application, we assume that these 

are parameters related to the way the texture is applied, e.g. its repetition value, the angle 

itʼs rotated, and offsets. Since those parameters do not occur elsewhere, this is probably a 

correct assumption. Nevertheless, decoding the information has proven too hard. Itʼs just 

an intermediary format used for serialisation. A similar situation occurs with SculptData, 

which, again, is binary-encoded and probably just represents flags for the special kind of 

texture representing a “sculpted” primitive61.

The second aspect is a certain “handcrafted” quality of identifying content to be saved. 

On OpenSimulator, of course, saving an OAR file is straightforward: all primitives in the 

simulatorsʼ memory are simply serialised to disk, and textures retrieved from the UGAIM 

server as required (if they arenʼt already on the simulatorʼs cache).

In Second Life this is not possible. There is nothing in the messaging protocol between 

the client application and the simulator server that does something like, say, GetAll-

PrimitivesOnSimulator(). Due to the way primitives are heavily cached, and the 

many optimisation techniques used by the simulator software, primitives on a simulator 

cannot be fully retrieved in a single call, but just step by step, as an avatar moves around 

the simulator, a task requiring complex traversal approaches to find all content available 

for backup. A typical example is a very dense apartment building, an underground maze, 

or a floating city.

Aside from this issue of “finding content” there is also the problem of texture down-

loads. The current protocol is based on UDP, totally asynchronous, and lossy. Thus, itʼs 

impossible to be sure of whether a texture has fully downloaded or not (this problem has 

also bothered users of Second Life for years, since effectively some textures will never 
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download, no matter how long one waits for them). Reasonable timeouts might catch a 

texture that failed to download after a certain amount of time, but making an attempt to 

download them again (which is certainly possible!) is no guarantee of success, since there 

is no way to predict if a particular simulator storing the texture will ever transmit it. Never-

theless, insofar as 100% reliable backups is the goal, any content backup application, un-

der the current model, will fail sooner or later. My own tests showed that as much as 90% 

of the content can be effectively retrieved, given the user has some patience to do several 

sweeps of the region simulator. This may change in the near future, since in effect there 

are already some trials of using HTTP as a protocol for texture transfer from server to cli-

ent (“HTTP Texture”, 2009); it all depends on whether the HTTP transfer will take place 

with adequate headers to enable the client to detect the status of transfers, and other de-

tails still subject to change at the moment of writing.

Objects and content are not the only assets that can be retrieved. As was discussed 

on the description of Second Life, objects have an inventory that can contain further as-

sets. These, again, are just UUIDs pointing to the asset server. The current prototype 

makes no attempt to download any content inside objects (although it correctly flags a 

primitive containing items in its inventory). Typically, an interactive environment created in 

Second Life will have several scripts running inside objects to interact with avatars and 

other objects. These will not be retrieved at all using the current prototype — only 3D 

models are transferred — since a further call would be needed to retrieve firstly the UUIDs 

of all content inside the objects, and then retrieve the corresponding asset. Notecards, 

scripts, and landmarks can be directly retrieved with a libOpenMetaverse call that way, but 

additional content (linksets, clothes, sounds, animations etc.) would have to be rezzed 

first, which would add further complexity to the prototype62.
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c) Suggestions for further improvements

Continuing the development of the prototype is a personal goal of mine. It will at least 

have as the first priority finishing the import feature into the Second Life grid, so that it be-

comes automated as well. In this text I have described briefly a valid approach that should 

provide a solution in due course.

The original approach considered the use of a graphical interface, based on the 

libOpenMetaverse Dashboard. Besides ease of use — text-line commands being easily 

replaceable with buttons and similar graphical elements — another advantage would be to 

be able to list the avatarʼs exact position during the sweeping routine. This would allow the 

operator to visually identify problem areas, where the avatar gets “stuck”, and try to avoid 

them. A mechanism to choose different sweeping patterns, or starting from a different point 

in the simulator region, would also be an advantage. Although previewing the content cur-

rently being displayed might be too much work — it would require developing or incorpo-

rating a 3D rendering engine — the mere presence of a “map tile” showing an overview of 

the current region should be enough to give the user some idea of the overall layout and 

what the best approach would be to remotely navigate the avatar across the region to 

gather as much content as possible. The display could also dynamically show the number 

of primitives and textures downloaded so far; and a separate tab might even list their 

names and UUIDs. In the case of textures, generating a preview would be easy. This 

would allow a human operator to identify an incompletely downloaded texture and manu-

ally flag them for a new retrieval attempt.

A totally different approach, which is beyond my ambitions at the moment, would be to 

incorporate the whole backup/restore routines in the Second Life viewer itself. Allegedly, at 

least one developer has indeed incorporated a backup feature in a modified copy of the 
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Second Life viewer63 . Two major advantages would come from this process. First, the offi-

cial Second Life viewer is more likely to be able to find and download all content, since it 

naturally understands Linden Labʼs content transfer protocol (it may still be limited by op-

timisation strategies on the serversʼ part, requiring traversals of the virtual space). Sec-

ondly, it could allow a human-assisted navigation mode with more precise control over the 

avatar — since the client already has the 3D rendering, the user could conceivably simply 

activate a “manual” mode and traverse the most complex regions himself/herself, rather 

than rely upon any automated mechanism. Although this might conceivably take longer, 

and demands a computer that has high enough specifications to be able to run Second 

Life, overall, the time saved might be worth the additional effort.

Second Lifeʼs official client also caches textures and even some linksets on disk. Al-

though these are protected from the casual user, it uses a very simple shifting algorithm 

just to render textures unreadable by most users. Thus, the whole aspect of downloading 

content as a user browses through a region is at least partially implemented. Second Life 

limits its cache to 1 GByte of disk space, and there is no structure to it (so itʼs not possible 

to know externally where a particular linkset or texture was downloaded from), but all these 

are possible to change through rewriting the code.

Still, this latter approach suffers from an even more complex code base and a more 

limited number of people that effectively have some experience with it. Although Second 

Lifeʼs source code has been around for two years, just a few dozens of programmers are 

familiar with it — and almost all work for Linden Lab. Improvements to the client applica-

tion have been slow and focused on very specific key elements; there has not been a “full 

rewrite” of the client (or even just its user interface!) in spite of hopes of doing so. Thus, 
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one wonders if the complexity of adding content backup and restore tools to the Second 

Life client itself might not be an overwhelming task with worse results than doing it based 

on libOpenMetaverse.

Finally, it should be noted that during the development of the prototype, it was appar-

ent that there is a general lack of published documentation at all levels regarding the tech-

nology behind the Second Life Grid, libOpenMetaverse, and the OpenSimulator platform 

— from file format specifications, to protocol descriptions, to the inner workings and struc-

ture of the platform or even the developed code, which is remarkable, when one considers  

Second Lifeʼs popularity, currently being the most used general-purpose virtual world envi-

ronment, with around 17 million registered users. Even though a lot of the code involved is 

public and open source, little has been published about the low-level functioning of the 

Second Life Grid. Information is scattered across a plethora of blog posts, mailing list ar-

chives, forums, IRC chat transcripts, and sometimes the odd Wiki, but with an extremely 

high degree of volatility: the inner workings of Second Life are spread by word of mouth 

and are ephemerous in nature. Its constant change and evolution also makes information 

obsolete very quickly. And finally, the number of developers actively participating in the 

programming of the low-level functionality is also small — estimated from bug tracking 

websites, both at Linden Lab and externally, the number is probably under a hundred peo-

ple world-wide, who, to the best of our knowledge, rarely, if ever, document their develop-

ment, much less publish their results. 
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9. Annexes 

a) OAR file specification

For the purpose of the prototype, the file OarFile.cs, which saves serialised primi-

tives to disk, was mostly rewritten from scratch, namely, the SOPToXml() function which 

does the bulk of the processing. This required identifying each component of the serialisa-

tion protocol in turn and correctly assembling linksets for all objects. The overall structure 

of the OAR file, as noted before, is actually very simple and documented elsewhere65.

Each linkset is individually saved to a format called by the libOpenMetaverse develop-

ers LLSD XML2, reflecting its use of Linden Labʼs LLSD66 definition, which should give us 

the references for all data types and overall XML structure. Note that this format is sub-

stantially different from the examples given earlier for simple LLSD XML serialisation used 

by TestClient.exe.

The linkset format is named SceneObjectGroup and each separate primitive is a 

SceneObjectPart element. The first primitive is the root primitive; all other child primi-

tives (if any) will be further enclosed inside an OtherParts element. I present each ele-

ment in turn with its type in parentheses. One should note that for some reason the 

libOpenMetaverse developers defined a few new types, for instance Guid, probably 

meaning “Grid Unique Identification”, to distinguish it from an UUID that might not make 

sense outside a specific grid. A vector is a set of elements, made of three elements X, Y, 

and Z, all of them of type real.
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The following properties are XML tags that appear inside a typical LLSD XML2 seriali-

sation of a linkset (see Code 4. for an example). They are listed by order of appearance in 

the file; it is unknown if the order is important or not.

CreatorID (Guid) UUID of the user that created this object (note: the UUID for a 

user only makes sense within the context of a single grid; different grids attribute different 

UUIDs to each user, and there is no relation among them).

FolderID (Guid) Inventory folder for this object (all inventory folders are stored 

on the asset server too). Itʼs unknown if this refers to the objectʼs inventory or the folder 

where the object usually resides on an avatarʼs inventory.

InventorySerial (Integer) Unknown. Set to zero.

TaskInventory (Element) Element probably containing the objectʼs inventory (or a 

reference to it). Always set to empty since we do not retrieve the objectʼs inventory in the 

prototype. 

UUID (Guid)  UUID of this primitive.

LocalId (Integer) Uncertain. It might refer to the simulatorʼs instance of this ob-

ject in memory (since it might never been saved to an avatarʼs inventory and thus have no 

valid UUID yet).

Name (String)   Primitiveʼs name. By default, under Second Life, all primitives are 

created with the name Object; OpenSimulator uses Primitive as the default. Usually, 

content creators only give unique names to the root primitive of the object.

Material (Integer)  Each primitive can be assigned a physical material67, which 

only has relevance for the physics engine running on the simulator. The entry indexes into 

the following possibilities (starting from zero): Stone, Metal, Glass, Wood, Flesh, Plastic, 

Rubber, and Light.
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RegionHandle (Integer) Unknown purpose. Regions have internally (both on 

Second Life and OpenSimulator) region handles, which are not UUIDs, but the relevance 

to objects is unknown.

ScriptAccessPin (Integer) Four digits that are used by LSL scripts to remotely acti-

vate a script on this object68. On the Second Life official client there is no way to set this 

property except through a LSL script, but the property is stored in the primitive, not in the 

scriptʼs own memory, and is thus persistent.

GroupPosition (Vector) Relative position inside the simulator where the linkset 

is. Note that by convention the position is at the mass centre of the entire object and 

should be only set on the root primitive.

OffsetPosition (Vector) Relative position of this primitive to the root primitive. 

The root primitive will thus have (0,0,0) as offset position.

RotationOffset (Vector) Relative rotation of this primitive. Itʼs not certain if the 

values are relative to the root primitive in the case of child primitives, or always rotations 

relatively to the region.

Velocity (Vector) If the object is moving at the moment of saving, this will record 

its velocity.

AngularVelocity (Vector)  If the object is rotating at the moment of saving, this will 

record its current 3D angle.

Acceleration (Vector)If the object is accelerating (a force is applied to it) at the mo-

ment of saving, this will record its acceleration.

Description (String) All primitives also have a Description field besides its name.

Color (R, G, B, A) Textʼs colour, defined by real R, G, B values (0,0,0 is black; 

1,1,1 is white). A denotes the alpha value (transparency). 
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Text (String)  Through LSL programming, it is possible to set a primitiveʼs text at-

tribute, which will be displayed as hovering above the centre of mass of the primitive (and 

popularly known as hovertext although the LSL function to set this attribute is named 

llSetText()).

SitName (String) Short string that can be placed on the pie menu69 section for 

the special action of sitting down on the object. Default for all primitives is just Sit.

TouchName (String)  Short string that can be placed on the pie menu section for the 

special action of touching/activating the object. Default for all primitives is just Touch.

LinkNum (Integer)  Number of this primitive in the linkset. The root primitive is 

number zero, others are numbered according to the order the users have clicked on them 

when initially grouping them together in a linkset.

 ClickAction (Integer) Type of interaction with the primitive when a user left-click on it.  

Can be one of the following (numbered from zero): “Touch”, “Sit” (on object), “Purchase” 

(object or contents), “Pay” (the object), “Open” (primitiveʼs inventory), “Play” (parcel me-

dia)70, and “Open” (parcel media).

Shape (Element) Set of properties that define the primitiveʼs three-dimensional 

appearance, to which several “filters” can have been applied (from simple redimensioning 

its size to twisting it along one of the axis), as follows:

PathBegin (Real), PathCurve (Integer), PathEnd (Real), PathRadiusOffset 

(Real), PathRevolutions (Real), PathScaleX (Real), PathScaleY (Real), Path-
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ShearX (Real), PathShearY (Real), PathSkew (Real), PathTaperX (Real), 

PathTaperY (Real), PathTwist (Real), PathTwistBegin (Real)  Series of set-

tings allowing the distortion of the primitive along a path.

PCode (Integer) Identifier code for primitive types: None = 0, Primitive = 

9, Avatar = 47, Grass = 95, NewTree = 111, ParticleSystem = 143, Tree = 255. The 

classification might seem a bit odd, but trees and grass were implemented as spe-

cial types of primitives to allow easy manipulation (although within limits); the origi-

nally implemented trees, however, tend to be aesthetically little pleasing and are re-

placed by users for their own content. Nevertheless, “Linden Trees”, as they are 

nicknamed, have the huge advantage of consuming one primitive only for reasona-

bly complex trees. A “particle system” is a hook into the particle engine; it is con-

trolled by LSL programming. In some cases, avatars are considered as “primitives” 

too: this happens, for instance, when an avatar sits on an object. The system con-

siders it to be “Temporarily linked” to the same linkset as the chair, which has some 

interesting implications, like the ability to manipulate the avatarʼs position as if it was 

just another primitive.

ProfileBegin (Real), ProfileEnd (Real)  Parameters describing how the 

primitive is profiled, e.g. the way it is “sliced and cut” visually.

ProfileHollow (Real) Percentage of the object that is “hollow”. Initially, primi-

tives are created solid (i.e. 0% hollowness). A 99% hollow object will have just a 

very thing shell at the outside, and a new, extra face in the inside (this interior face 

can have its properties changed like any other regular, exterior face).

Scale (Vector) Apparently this is the size of the inside hole, since the primi-

tiveʼs size is recorded elsewhere. 
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State (Integer) Apparently it refers to the attachment point (one of 38 possible, 

including arms, legs, head, etc.) of the object if it is “worn” by (or attached to) an 

avatar. It is unknown where its position and rotation are stored when attached to an 

avatar as opposed to being rendered on the ground.

ProfileShape (String)Textual description of the objectʼs overall shape, e.g. 

Circle, Cylinder, Box, Sphere, Torus, Ring. The libOpenMetaverse library tends to 

infer that in many times this classification is heuristically determined (a very twisted 

object might have “lost” its original shape), and it is our guess that the shape is im-

portant for some optimisation techniques at the level of the underlying physics en-

gine, thus the need to store this parameter. The user can create new primitives 

starting with one of the possible shapes.

HollowShape (String)Internal shape of the hollowed-out primitive. Usually set 

to Same (i.e. the same type as the ProfileShape) but can also be set to Circle, 

Square or Triangle. These shapes appear at the geometric centre of the primi-

tive.

ProfileCurve (Integer)  Indexes into the set of Circle, Square, IsoTrian-

gle, EqualTriangle, RightTriangle, or HalfCircle. These allow non-planar shapes to 

be constructed like Torii (section is a circle) and Rings (section is a triangle).

TextureEntry (Binary) As discussed before, this seems to be a binary repre-

sentation of several parameters associated to the textures applied to the face, e.g. 

the repeat rate, the rotation, the offset, etc.
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ExtraParams (Binary)As discussed before, these are extra parameters that 

never made it into the original ObjectFlags  property. They will include a binary 

representation indicating if the primitive is Flexible, a Light, or a Sculpty 71

SculptTexture (Guid) UUID for the texture used to define a sculpted primitive.

SculptType (Integer) One of None = 0, Sphere = 1, Torus = 2, Plane = 3, Cyl-

inder = 4, Invert = 64, Mirror = 128. The latter seem to be special flags to allow the 

sculpt texture to be applied on all 4 possible orientations.

SculptData (Binary) Unknown function. Probably it describes an internal rep-

resentation of the sculpted primitiveʼs mesh after the sculpt texture is parsed. In our 

prototype, this information was probably consistently wrongly retrieved.

FlexiSoftness (Integer), FlexiTension (Real), FlexiDrag (Real), FlexiGravity 

(Real), FlexiWind (Real), FlexiForceX (Real), FlexiForceY (Real), FlexiForceZ 

(Real)Several parameters to define a flexible texture (the shape depends on exter-

nal forces applied to it, like material tension, inertial forces, gravity, wind, and a fixed 

force), corresponding exactly to the parameters with the same names as defined on 

the Edit toolbox when editing an object with the Second Life client. Surprisingly, the 

internal representation is also a binary-encoded field, but the OAR file format de-

fines them as separate parameters.

LightColorR (Real), LightColorG (Real), LightColorB (Real), LightColorA 

(Real), LightRadius (Real), LightCutOff (Real), LightFalloff (Real), LightInten-

sity (Real) These parameters define the primitive as a light source, implemented 

through the OpenGL (Khronos Group, 2009) lighting system. They correspond to 

the same settings that are available through the Edit toolbox.
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FlexiEntry (Boolean), LightEntry (Boolean), SculptEntry (Boolean) These 

seem to be mere flags to aid XML parsers understand that there might be additional 

data for each of those special types of primitives. One should note that currently 

sculpted primitives cannot yet be made flexible (although this is a foreseeable de-

velopment).

The Shape element ends here and is followed by additional parameters.

Scale (Vector) Primitive size, in metres.

UpdateFlag (Integer) Unknown function.

SitTargetOrientation (Vector), SitTargetPosition (Vector), SitTargetOrientationLL 

(Vector), SitTargetPositionLL (Vector)This property is set programatically via LSL and 

defines where an avatar sits when the user right-clicks on it and selects Sit. For simple 

shapes, an internal algorithm will try to sit the avatar on the top face, aligned with the 

geometrical centre of the primitive right-clicked by the user. For complex shapes (very 

twisted primitives, rotated primitives, non-planar primitives, or sculpted primitives) this al-

gorithm can give completely unpredictable results; also, it fails for some specific shapes 

(very thin or “pointy” primitives). The user can thus change the offset from the centre of 

mass and the rotation related to the primitiveʼs centre by using a LSL script, and these will 

become part of the primitive properties. The difference between the properties ending in 

“LL” is unknown.

 ParentID (Integer) Primitives in a linkset are numbered from 0 onwards; 0 repre-

sents the root primitive. This property will tell which 

CreationDate (Integer) When the primitive was created, in seconds since the 

Unix epoch (“Unix Time,” 2009).

Category (Integer) Obscure parameter defining a category of the object, with valid 

values being Invalid = -1, None = 0, Owner = 1, Group = 2, Other = 3, Selected = 4, Tem-
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porary = 5. Owner/Group might be related with the complex permissions system, which is 

incompletely implemented in OpenSimulator. Temporary primitives will be automatically 

deleted by the simulator server 60 seconds after their creation and do not count towards 

the parcel limits (“PRIM_TEMP_ON_REZ,” 2009). Selected primitives might just refer to 

primitives that were in a selected state during the backup snapshot. Set in our prototype 

always to zero.

SalePrice (Integer) If set to a price in Linden dollars (L$), the object (or its con-

tents) can be bought. Setting it to zero is also possible (it means that the primitive or its 

contents are free)72.

ObjectSaleType (Integer) Defines the type of sale. Although the possible options 

have not been listed, an object can either not be for sale; or a copy of it can be bought; or 

a copy of the contents (assets inside the objectʼs inventory) can be bought; or, finally, the 

original can be bought (meaning that the object effectively changes ownership). The val-

ues for each of these options are unknown.

OwnershipCost (Integer) The meaning of this parameter is obscure and unknown. 

It somehow implies that the system will charge the objectʼs owner a fixed value as long as 

it owns it. This functionality, to the best of our knowledge, was never implemented on Sec-

ond Life, but might be available under some versions of OpenSimulator.
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GroupID (Guid)  If this object is set, shared, or deeded to group 73, this parame-

ter will list the groupʼs UUID. The GroupID will apply to the whole linkset. Note that Open-

Simulator does not yet implement group ownership properly, although it allows external 

developments to integrate with the group ownership. 

OwnerID (Guid) UUID of the owner of this object (note: although a linkset might 

have different creators (one per primitive, with textures also having different creators), it 

can only have a single owner, although group ownership is also possible).

LastOwnerID (Guid)  UUID of the last owner of the object. Currently used mostly to 

determine the set of permissions to apply when the object changes ownership. A few al-

ternative Second Life clients also display this property.

BaseMask (Integer) Permissions are complex in Second Life and not completely 

implemented in OpenSimulator. See the description on permissions on the earlier chapter. 

This value bit-encodes all permission types currently available in Second Life in a single 

integer. 

OwnerMask (Integer), GroupMask (Integer), EveryoneMask (Integer), NextOwn-

erMask (Integer)  See above. These are permissions that apply under different condi-

tions.

Flags (Integer) Apparently not retrieved by libOpenMetaverse, it captures a set of 

properties inherent to the primitive, with varied uses. This is flagged in the code as depre-

cated. 
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CollisionSound (Guid)  When the physics engine detects that this object collides 

with another, it does trigger a special “collision sound” (depending on the primitiveʼs mate-

rial), but this setting can be overriden programatically, The UUID will list a sound asset to 

be played upon collision.

CollisionSoundVolume (Real) When a collision is detected, this parameter will 

tell the Second Life client what volume to use to play the above mentioned sound.

A full example of a complete file using the LLSD XML2 format, describing a Menu 

Board for the “Grundfos” region, looks like this:
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Code 4. Full example of a serialised link-

set in LLSD XML2 format

<SceneObjectGroup>
  <SceneObjectPart 

xmlns:xsi="Retrieved July 27, 2009 from 
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
xmlns:xsd="Retrieved July 27, 2009 from 
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">

    <CreatorID>
      <Guid>3e0b6b96-1b6d-ef72-609a-

318093b168c1</Guid>
    </CreatorID>
    <FolderID>
      <Guid>00000000-0000-0000-0000-

000000000000</Guid>
    </FolderID>
    <InventorySerial>0</

InventorySerial>
    <TaskInventory />
    <ObjectFlags>268568592</

ObjectFlags>
    <UUID>
      <Guid>68494feb-2b57-bab7-d687-

e296fb6e7d07</Guid>
    </UUID>
    <LocalId>45326</LocalId>
    <Name>Menu Board</Name>
    <Material>3</Material>
    <RegionHandle>925788790882560</

RegionHandle>
    <ScriptAccessPin>0</

ScriptAccessPin>
    <GroupPosition>
      <X>132.9212</X>
      <Y>121.2956</Y>
      <Z>51.05491</Z>
    </GroupPosition>
    <OffsetPosition>
      <X>0</X>
      <Y>0</Y>
      <Z>0</Z>
    </OffsetPosition>
    <RotationOffset>
      <X>1</X>
      <Y>0</Y>
      <Z>0</Z>
      <W>0</W>
    </RotationOffset>
    <Velocity>
      <X>0</X>
      <Y>0</Y>
      <Z>0</Z>
    </Velocity>
    <RotationalVelocity>
      <X>0</X>
      <Y>0</Y>
      <Z>0</Z>
    </RotationalVelocity>
    <AngularVelocity>
      <X>0</X>
      <Y>0</Y>
      <Z>0</Z>
    </AngularVelocity>
    <Acceleration>
      <X>0</X>
      <Y>0</Y>

      <Z>0</Z>
    </Acceleration>
    <Description />
    <Color>
      <R>0</R>
      <G>0</G>
      <B>0</B>
      <A>0</A>
    </Color>
    <Text />
    <SitName />
    <TouchName />
    <LinkNum>0</LinkNum>
    <ClickAction>0</ClickAction>
    <Shape>
      <PathBegin>0</PathBegin>
      <PathCurve>16</PathCurve>
      <PathEnd>0</PathEnd>
      <PathRadiusOffset>0</

PathRadiusOffset>
      <PathRevolutions>0</

PathRevolutions>
      <PathScaleX>100</PathScaleX>
      <PathScaleY>100</PathScaleY>
      <PathShearX>0</PathShearX>
      <PathShearY>0</PathShearY>
      <PathSkew>0</PathSkew>
      <PathTaperX>0</PathTaperX>
      <PathTaperY>0</PathTaperY>
      <PathTwist>0</PathTwist>
      <PathTwistBegin>0</

PathTwistBegin>
      <PCode>9</PCode>
      <ProfileBegin>0</ProfileBegin>
      <ProfileEnd>37500</ProfileEnd>
      <ProfileHollow>47490</

ProfileHollow>
      <Scale>
        <X>1.499997</X>
        <Y>1.499997</Y>
        <Z>1.499997</Z>
      </Scale>
      <State>0</State>
      <ProfileShape>Circle</

ProfileShape>
      <HollowShape>Same</HollowShape>
      <ProfileCurve>0</ProfileCurve>
      <TextureEntry />
      <ExtraParams>AA==</ExtraParams>
      <SculptTexture>
        <Guid>00000000-0000-0000-0000-

000000000000</Guid>
      </SculptTexture>
      <SculptType>0</SculptType>
      <SculptData />
      <FlexiSoftness>0</FlexiSoftness>
      <FlexiTension>0</FlexiTension>
      <FlexiDrag>0</FlexiDrag>
      <FlexiGravity>0</FlexiGravity>
      <FlexiWind>0</FlexiWind>
      <FlexiForceX>0</FlexiForceX>
      <FlexiForceY>0</FlexiForceY>
      <FlexiForceZ>0</FlexiForceZ>
      <LightColorR>0</LightColorR>
      <LightColorG>0</LightColorG>
      <LightColorB>0</LightColorB>
      <LightColorA>1</LightColorA>
      <LightRadius>0</LightRadius>
      <LightCutOff>0</LightCutOff>
      <LightFalloff>0</LightFalloff>
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      <LightIntensity>1</
LightIntensity>

      <FlexiEntry>false</FlexiEntry>
      <LightEntry>false</LightEntry>
      <SculptEntry>false</SculptEntry>
    </Shape>
    <Scale>
      <X>1.499997</X>
      <Y>1.499997</Y>
      <Z>1.499997</Z>
    </Scale>
    <UpdateFlag>0</UpdateFlag>
    <SitTargetOrientation>
      <X>0</X>
      <Y>0</Y>
      <Z>1</Z>
    </SitTargetOrientation>
    <SitTargetPosition>
      <X>0</X>
      <Y>0</Y>
      <Z>0</Z>
    </SitTargetPosition>
    <SitTargetPositionLL>
      <X>0</X>
      <Y>0</Y>
      <Z>0</Z>
    </SitTargetPositionLL>
    <SitTargetOrientationLL>
      <X>0</X>
      <Y>0</Y>
      <Z>1</Z>
      <W>0</W>
    </SitTargetOrientationLL>
    <ParentID>0</ParentID>
    <CreationDate>-1870833181</

CreationDate>
    <Category>0</Category>
    <SalePrice>10</SalePrice>
    <ObjectSaleType>0</ObjectSaleType>
    <OwnershipCost>10</OwnershipCost>
    <GroupID>
      <Guid>52c4c123-1ed5-28e4-b155-

db106e9cb077</Guid>
    </GroupID>
    <OwnerID>
      <Guid>3e0b6b96-1b6d-ef72-609a-

318093b168c1</Guid>
    </OwnerID>
    <LastOwnerID>
      <Guid>3e0b6b96-1b6d-ef72-609a-

318093b168c1</Guid>
    </LastOwnerID>
    <BaseMask>2147483647</BaseMask>
    <OwnerMask>2147483647</OwnerMask>
    <GroupMask>2147483647</GroupMask>
    <EveryoneMask>2147483647</

EveryoneMask>
    <NextOwnerMask>2147483647</

NextOwnerMask>
    <Flags>None</Flags>
    <CollisionSound>
      <Guid>00000000-0000-0000-0000-

000000000000</Guid>
    </CollisionSound>
    <CollisionSoundVolume>0</

CollisionSoundVolume>
  </SceneObjectPart>
  <OtherParts>
    <SceneObjectPart 

xmlns:xsi="Retrieved July 27, 2009 from 

http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
xmlns:xsd="Retrieved July 27, 2009 from 
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">

      <CreatorID>
        <Guid>3e0b6b96-1b6d-ef72-609a-

318093b168c1</Guid>
      </CreatorID>
      <FolderID>
        <Guid>00000000-0000-0000-0000-

000000000000</Guid>
      </FolderID>
      <InventorySerial>0</

InventorySerial>
      <TaskInventory />
      <ObjectFlags>268568592</

ObjectFlags>
      <UUID>
        <Guid>46633092-ddcf-f41f-a3eb-

98374da569a2</Guid>
      </UUID>
      <LocalId>45482</LocalId>
      <Name>Object</Name>
      <Material>3</Material>
      <RegionHandle>925788790882560</

RegionHandle>
      <ScriptAccessPin>0</

ScriptAccessPin>
      <GroupPosition>
        <X>132.9212</X>
        <Y>121.2956</Y>
        <Z>51.05491</Z>
      </GroupPosition>
      <OffsetPosition>
        <X>-1.496907</X>
        <Y>0.730452</Y>
        <Z>0.00032</Z>
      </OffsetPosition>
      <RotationOffset>
        <X>-0.499989</X>
        <Y>0.500011</Y>
        <Z>0.500011</Z>
        <W>0.499989</W>
      </RotationOffset>
      <Velocity>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>
      </Velocity>
      <RotationalVelocity>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>
      </RotationalVelocity>
      <AngularVelocity>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>
      </AngularVelocity>
      <Acceleration>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>
      </Acceleration>
      <Description />
      <Color>
        <R>0</R>
        <G>0</G>
        <B>0</B>
        <A>0</A>
      </Color>
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      <Text />
      <SitName />
      <TouchName />
      <LinkNum>0</LinkNum>
      <ClickAction>0</ClickAction>
      <Shape>
        <PathBegin>0</PathBegin>
        <PathCurve>16</PathCurve>
        <PathEnd>0</PathEnd>
        <PathRadiusOffset>0</

PathRadiusOffset>
        <PathRevolutions>0</

PathRevolutions>
        <PathScaleX>100</PathScaleX>
        <PathScaleY>100</PathScaleY>
        <PathShearX>0</PathShearX>
        <PathShearY>0</PathShearY>
        <PathSkew>0</PathSkew>
        <PathTaperX>0</PathTaperX>
        <PathTaperY>0</PathTaperY>
        <PathTwist>0</PathTwist>
        <PathTwistBegin>0</

PathTwistBegin>
        <PCode>9</PCode>
        <ProfileBegin>0</ProfileBegin>
        <ProfileEnd>0</ProfileEnd>
        <ProfileHollow>0</

ProfileHollow>
        <Scale>
          <X>1.499997</X>
          <Y>2.999993</Y>
          <Z>0.039</Z>
        </Scale>
        <State>0</State>
        <ProfileShape>Square</

ProfileShape>
        <HollowShape>Same</

HollowShape>
        <ProfileCurve>1</ProfileCurve>
        

<TextureEntry>jZA5Rip+S5tcZW0m54nsxwHNHLn0
BAyQLAk+71nxHtgRAs0cufQEDJAsCT7vWfEe2BEEzR
y59AQMkCwJPu9Z8R7YEQjNHLn0BAyQLAk+71nxHtgR
EM0cufQEDJAsCT7vWfEe2BEAAAAAAAAAAIC/AQAAgD
8CAACAPwQAAIA/CAAAgD8QAACAPwAAAIC/AQAAgD8C
AACAPwQAAIA/CAAAgD8QAACAPwAAAAAAAAAAIAEAAA
IAAAQAAAgAABAAAAAgAAAAAA==</TextureEntry>

        <ExtraParams>AA==</
ExtraParams>

        <SculptTexture>
          <Guid>00000000-0000-0000-

0000-000000000000</Guid>
        </SculptTexture>
        <SculptType>0</SculptType>
        <SculptData />
        <FlexiSoftness>0</

FlexiSoftness>
        <FlexiTension>0</FlexiTension>
        <FlexiDrag>0</FlexiDrag>
        <FlexiGravity>0</FlexiGravity>
        <FlexiWind>0</FlexiWind>
        <FlexiForceX>0</FlexiForceX>
        <FlexiForceY>0</FlexiForceY>
        <FlexiForceZ>0</FlexiForceZ>
        <LightColorR>0</LightColorR>
        <LightColorG>0</LightColorG>
        <LightColorB>0</LightColorB>
        <LightColorA>1</LightColorA>
        <LightRadius>0</LightRadius>
        <LightCutOff>0</LightCutOff>

        <LightFalloff>0</LightFalloff>
        <LightIntensity>1</

LightIntensity>
        <FlexiEntry>false</FlexiEntry>
        <LightEntry>false</LightEntry>
        <SculptEntry>false</

SculptEntry>
      </Shape>
      <Scale>
        <X>1.499997</X>
        <Y>2.999993</Y>
        <Z>0.039</Z>
      </Scale>
      <UpdateFlag>0</UpdateFlag>
      <SitTargetOrientation>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>1</Z>
      </SitTargetOrientation>
      <SitTargetPosition>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>
      </SitTargetPosition>
      <SitTargetPositionLL>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>
      </SitTargetPositionLL>
      <SitTargetOrientationLL>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>1</Z>
        <W>0</W>
      </SitTargetOrientationLL>
      <ParentID>45326</ParentID>
      <CreationDate>-1006011385</

CreationDate>
      <Category>0</Category>
      <SalePrice>10</SalePrice>
      <ObjectSaleType>0</

ObjectSaleType>
      <OwnershipCost>10</

OwnershipCost>
      <GroupID>
        <Guid>52c4c123-1ed5-28e4-b155-

db106e9cb077</Guid>
      </GroupID>
      <OwnerID>
        <Guid>3e0b6b96-1b6d-ef72-609a-

318093b168c1</Guid>
      </OwnerID>
      <LastOwnerID>
        <Guid>3e0b6b96-1b6d-ef72-609a-

318093b168c1</Guid>
      </LastOwnerID>
      <BaseMask>2147483647</BaseMask>
      <OwnerMask>2147483647</

OwnerMask>
      <GroupMask>2147483647</

GroupMask>
      <EveryoneMask>2147483647</

EveryoneMask>
      <NextOwnerMask>2147483647</

NextOwnerMask>
      <Flags>None</Flags>
      <CollisionSound>
        <Guid>00000000-0000-0000-0000-

000000000000</Guid>
      </CollisionSound>
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      <CollisionSoundVolume>0</
CollisionSoundVolume>

    </SceneObjectPart>
    <SceneObjectPart 

xmlns:xsi="Retrieved July 27, 2009 from 
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
xmlns:xsd="Retrieved July 27, 2009 from 
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">

      <CreatorID>
        <Guid>3e0b6b96-1b6d-ef72-609a-

318093b168c1</Guid>
      </CreatorID>
      <FolderID>
        <Guid>00000000-0000-0000-0000-

000000000000</Guid>
      </FolderID>
      <InventorySerial>0</

InventorySerial>
      <TaskInventory />
      <ObjectFlags>268568592</

ObjectFlags>
      <UUID>
        <Guid>40ed0568-b2f7-3fed-c36d-

97e13bb3c002</Guid>
      </UUID>
      <LocalId>45456</LocalId>
      <Name>Object</Name>
      <Material>3</Material>
      <RegionHandle>925788790882560</

RegionHandle>
      <ScriptAccessPin>0</

ScriptAccessPin>
      <GroupPosition>
        <X>132.9212</X>
        <Y>121.2956</Y>
        <Z>51.05491</Z>
      </GroupPosition>
      <OffsetPosition>
        <X>-2.996675</X>
        <Y>0.730406</Y>
        <Z>0.75096</Z>
      </OffsetPosition>
      <RotationOffset>
        <X>-0.50014</X>
        <Y>-0.499881</Y>
        <Z>-0.499978</Z>
        <W>0.5</W>
      </RotationOffset>
      <Velocity>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>
      </Velocity>
      <RotationalVelocity>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>
      </RotationalVelocity>
      <AngularVelocity>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>
      </AngularVelocity>
      <Acceleration>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>
      </Acceleration>
      <Description />
      <Color>

        <R>0</R>
        <G>0</G>
        <B>0</B>
        <A>0</A>
      </Color>
      <Text />
      <SitName />
      <TouchName />
      <LinkNum>0</LinkNum>
      <ClickAction>0</ClickAction>
      <Shape>
        <PathBegin>0</PathBegin>
        <PathCurve>16</PathCurve>
        <PathEnd>0</PathEnd>
        <PathRadiusOffset>0</

PathRadiusOffset>
        <PathRevolutions>0</

PathRevolutions>
        <PathScaleX>100</PathScaleX>
        <PathScaleY>100</PathScaleY>
        <PathShearX>0</PathShearX>
        <PathShearY>0</PathShearY>
        <PathSkew>0</PathSkew>
        <PathTaperX>0</PathTaperX>
        <PathTaperY>0</PathTaperY>
        <PathTwist>0</PathTwist>
        <PathTwistBegin>0</

PathTwistBegin>
        <PCode>9</PCode>
        <ProfileBegin>25000</

ProfileBegin>
        <ProfileEnd>17501</ProfileEnd>
        <ProfileHollow>0</

ProfileHollow>
        <Scale>
          <X>2.999993</X>
          <Y>2.999993</Y>
          <Z>0.039</Z>
        </Scale>
        <State>0</State>
        <ProfileShape>Circle</

ProfileShape>
        <HollowShape>Same</

HollowShape>
        <ProfileCurve>0</ProfileCurve>
        

<TextureEntry>zRy59AQMkCwJPu9Z8R7YEQT0BAK2
9k1y2l58W5xTWjheAAAAAAAAAACAPwQAACBAAAAAgD
8EMzOzPwAAAARBQAAAAARA5QAAAAQAIAAgAAAAAA==
</TextureEntry>

        <ExtraParams>AA==</
ExtraParams>

        <SculptTexture>
          <Guid>00000000-0000-0000-

0000-000000000000</Guid>
        </SculptTexture>
        <SculptType>0</SculptType>
        <SculptData />
        <FlexiSoftness>0</

FlexiSoftness>
        <FlexiTension>0</FlexiTension>
        <FlexiDrag>0</FlexiDrag>
        <FlexiGravity>0</FlexiGravity>
        <FlexiWind>0</FlexiWind>
        <FlexiForceX>0</FlexiForceX>
        <FlexiForceY>0</FlexiForceY>
        <FlexiForceZ>0</FlexiForceZ>
        <LightColorR>0</LightColorR>
        <LightColorG>0</LightColorG>
        <LightColorB>0</LightColorB>
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        <LightColorA>1</LightColorA>
        <LightRadius>0</LightRadius>
        <LightCutOff>0</LightCutOff>
        <LightFalloff>0</LightFalloff>
        <LightIntensity>1</

LightIntensity>
        <FlexiEntry>false</FlexiEntry>
        <LightEntry>false</LightEntry>
        <SculptEntry>false</

SculptEntry>
      </Shape>
      <Scale>
        <X>2.999993</X>
        <Y>2.999993</Y>
        <Z>0.039</Z>
      </Scale>
      <UpdateFlag>0</UpdateFlag>
      <SitTargetOrientation>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>1</Z>
      </SitTargetOrientation>
      <SitTargetPosition>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>
      </SitTargetPosition>
      <SitTargetPositionLL>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>
      </SitTargetPositionLL>
      <SitTargetOrientationLL>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>1</Z>
        <W>0</W>
      </SitTargetOrientationLL>
      <ParentID>45326</ParentID>
      <CreationDate>-1272695366</

CreationDate>
      <Category>0</Category>
      <SalePrice>10</SalePrice>
      <ObjectSaleType>0</

ObjectSaleType>
      <OwnershipCost>10</

OwnershipCost>
      <GroupID>
        <Guid>52c4c123-1ed5-28e4-b155-

db106e9cb077</Guid>
      </GroupID>
      <OwnerID>
        <Guid>3e0b6b96-1b6d-ef72-609a-

318093b168c1</Guid>
      </OwnerID>
      <LastOwnerID>
        <Guid>3e0b6b96-1b6d-ef72-609a-

318093b168c1</Guid>
      </LastOwnerID>
      <BaseMask>2147483647</BaseMask>
      <OwnerMask>2147483647</

OwnerMask>
      <GroupMask>2147483647</

GroupMask>
      <EveryoneMask>2147483647</

EveryoneMask>
      <NextOwnerMask>2147483647</

NextOwnerMask>
      <Flags>None</Flags>
      <CollisionSound>

        <Guid>00000000-0000-0000-0000-
000000000000</Guid>

      </CollisionSound>
      <CollisionSoundVolume>0</

CollisionSoundVolume>
    </SceneObjectPart>
    <SceneObjectPart 

xmlns:xsi="Retrieved July 27, 2009 from 
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
xmlns:xsd="Retrieved July 27, 2009 from 
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">

      <CreatorID>
        <Guid>3e0b6b96-1b6d-ef72-609a-

318093b168c1</Guid>
      </CreatorID>
      <FolderID>
        <Guid>00000000-0000-0000-0000-

000000000000</Guid>
      </FolderID>
      <InventorySerial>0</

InventorySerial>
      <TaskInventory />
      <ObjectFlags>268568592</

ObjectFlags>
      <UUID>
        <Guid>e4ccb8b5-3b55-d903-75ac-

9c710058907b</Guid>
      </UUID>
      <LocalId>45457</LocalId>
      <Name>Object</Name>
      <Material>3</Material>
      <RegionHandle>925788790882560</

RegionHandle>
      <ScriptAccessPin>0</

ScriptAccessPin>
      <GroupPosition>
        <X>132.9212</X>
        <Y>121.2956</Y>
        <Z>51.05491</Z>
      </GroupPosition>
      <OffsetPosition>
        <X>-4.201094</X>
        <Y>0.730452</Y>
        <Z>-0.124225</Z>
      </OffsetPosition>
      <RotationOffset>
        <X>-0.499989</X>
        <Y>0.500011</Y>
        <Z>0.500011</Z>
        <W>0.499989</W>
      </RotationOffset>
      <Velocity>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>
      </Velocity>
      <RotationalVelocity>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>
      </RotationalVelocity>
      <AngularVelocity>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>
      </AngularVelocity>
      <Acceleration>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>
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      </Acceleration>
      <Description />
      <Color>
        <R>0</R>
        <G>0</G>
        <B>0</B>
        <A>0</A>
      </Color>
      <Text />
      <SitName />
      <TouchName />
      <LinkNum>0</LinkNum>
      <ClickAction>0</ClickAction>
      <Shape>
        <PathBegin>0</PathBegin>
        <PathCurve>16</PathCurve>
        <PathEnd>0</PathEnd>
        <PathRadiusOffset>0</

PathRadiusOffset>
        <PathRevolutions>0</

PathRevolutions>
        <PathScaleX>100</PathScaleX>
        <PathScaleY>100</PathScaleY>
        <PathShearX>0</PathShearX>
        <PathShearY>0</PathShearY>
        <PathSkew>0</PathSkew>
        <PathTaperX>0</PathTaperX>
        <PathTaperY>0</PathTaperY>
        <PathTwist>0</PathTwist>
        <PathTwistBegin>0</

PathTwistBegin>
        <PCode>9</PCode>
        <ProfileBegin>25000</

ProfileBegin>
        <ProfileEnd>17501</ProfileEnd>
        <ProfileHollow>0</

ProfileHollow>
        <Scale>
          <X>2.999993</X>
          <Y>2.999993</Y>
          <Z>0.039</Z>
        </Scale>
        <State>0</State>
        <ProfileShape>Circle</

ProfileShape>
        <HollowShape>Same</

HollowShape>
        <ProfileCurve>0</ProfileCurve>
        

<TextureEntry>zRy59AQMkCwJPu9Z8R7YEQT0BAK2
9k1y2l58W5xTWjheAAAAAAAAAACAPwQAACDAAAAAgD
8EMzOzvwAAAAS/vwAAAASZGQAAAAQAIAAgAAAAAA==
</TextureEntry>

        <ExtraParams>AA==</
ExtraParams>

        <SculptTexture>
          <Guid>00000000-0000-0000-

0000-000000000000</Guid>
        </SculptTexture>
        <SculptType>0</SculptType>
        <SculptData />
        <FlexiSoftness>0</

FlexiSoftness>
        <FlexiTension>0</FlexiTension>
        <FlexiDrag>0</FlexiDrag>
        <FlexiGravity>0</FlexiGravity>
        <FlexiWind>0</FlexiWind>
        <FlexiForceX>0</FlexiForceX>
        <FlexiForceY>0</FlexiForceY>
        <FlexiForceZ>0</FlexiForceZ>

        <LightColorR>0</LightColorR>
        <LightColorG>0</LightColorG>
        <LightColorB>0</LightColorB>
        <LightColorA>1</LightColorA>
        <LightRadius>0</LightRadius>
        <LightCutOff>0</LightCutOff>
        <LightFalloff>0</LightFalloff>
        <LightIntensity>1</

LightIntensity>
        <FlexiEntry>false</FlexiEntry>
        <LightEntry>false</LightEntry>
        <SculptEntry>false</

SculptEntry>
      </Shape>
      <Scale>
        <X>2.999993</X>
        <Y>2.999993</Y>
        <Z>0.039</Z>
      </Scale>
      <UpdateFlag>0</UpdateFlag>
      <SitTargetOrientation>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>1</Z>
      </SitTargetOrientation>
      <SitTargetPosition>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>
      </SitTargetPosition>
      <SitTargetPositionLL>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>
      </SitTargetPositionLL>
      <SitTargetOrientationLL>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>1</Z>
        <W>0</W>
      </SitTargetOrientationLL>
      <ParentID>45326</ParentID>
      <CreationDate>-1272694909</

CreationDate>
      <Category>0</Category>
      <SalePrice>10</SalePrice>
      <ObjectSaleType>0</

ObjectSaleType>
      <OwnershipCost>10</

OwnershipCost>
      <GroupID>
        <Guid>52c4c123-1ed5-28e4-b155-

db106e9cb077</Guid>
      </GroupID>
      <OwnerID>
        <Guid>3e0b6b96-1b6d-ef72-609a-

318093b168c1</Guid>
      </OwnerID>
      <LastOwnerID>
        <Guid>3e0b6b96-1b6d-ef72-609a-

318093b168c1</Guid>
      </LastOwnerID>
      <BaseMask>2147483647</BaseMask>
      <OwnerMask>2147483647</

OwnerMask>
      <GroupMask>2147483647</

GroupMask>
      <EveryoneMask>2147483647</

EveryoneMask>
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      <NextOwnerMask>2147483647</
NextOwnerMask>

      <Flags>None</Flags>
      <CollisionSound>
        <Guid>00000000-0000-0000-0000-

000000000000</Guid>
      </CollisionSound>
      <CollisionSoundVolume>0</

CollisionSoundVolume>
    </SceneObjectPart>
    <SceneObjectPart 

xmlns:xsi="Retrieved July 27, 2009 from 
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
xmlns:xsd="Retrieved July 27, 2009 from 
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">

      <CreatorID>
        <Guid>c89b204e-6c8e-4979-b21d-

1ae62d767053</Guid>
      </CreatorID>
      <FolderID>
        <Guid>fa58d9c6-7229-4e1f-8b6b-

f13254c7deb6</Guid>
      </FolderID>
      <InventorySerial>0</

InventorySerial>
      <TaskInventory />
      <ObjectFlags>268568592</

ObjectFlags>
      <UUID>
        <Guid>2b3eb303-9cba-1413-03f5-

acd36a08db86</Guid>
      </UUID>
      <LocalId>45481</LocalId>
      <Name>45481</Name>
      <Material>3</Material>
      <RegionHandle>0</RegionHandle>
      <ScriptAccessPin>0</

ScriptAccessPin>
      <GroupPosition>
        <X>132.9212</X>
        <Y>121.2956</Y>
        <Z>51.05491</Z>
      </GroupPosition>
      <OffsetPosition>
        <X>-5.701067</X>
        <Y>0.730406</Y>
        <Z>0.625842</Z>
      </OffsetPosition>
      <RotationOffset>
        <X>-0.499989</X>
        <Y>0.500011</Y>
        <Z>0.500011</Z>
        <W>0.499989</W>
      </RotationOffset>
      <Velocity>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>
      </Velocity>
      <RotationalVelocity>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>
      </RotationalVelocity>
      <AngularVelocity>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>
      </AngularVelocity>
      <Acceleration>

        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>
      </Acceleration>
      <Description />
      <Color>
        <R>0</R>
        <G>0</G>
        <B>0</B>
        <A>0</A>
      </Color>
      <Text />
      <SitName />
      <TouchName />
      <LinkNum>0</LinkNum>
      <ClickAction>0</ClickAction>
      <Shape>
        <PathBegin>0</PathBegin>
        <PathCurve>16</PathCurve>
        <PathEnd>0</PathEnd>
        <PathRadiusOffset>0</

PathRadiusOffset>
        <PathRevolutions>0</

PathRevolutions>
        <PathScaleX>100</PathScaleX>
        <PathScaleY>100</PathScaleY>
        <PathShearX>0</PathShearX>
        <PathShearY>0</PathShearY>
        <PathSkew>0</PathSkew>
        <PathTaperX>0</PathTaperX>
        <PathTaperY>0</PathTaperY>
        <PathTwist>0</PathTwist>
        <PathTwistBegin>0</

PathTwistBegin>
        <PCode>9</PCode>
        <ProfileBegin>0</ProfileBegin>
        <ProfileEnd>0</ProfileEnd>
        <ProfileHollow>0</

ProfileHollow>
        <Scale>
          <X>1.499997</X>
          <Y>2.999993</Y>
          <Z>0.039</Z>
        </Scale>
        <State>0</State>
        <ProfileShape>Square</

ProfileShape>
        <HollowShape>Same</

HollowShape>
        <ProfileCurve>1</ProfileCurve>
        

<TextureEntry>ozksMCKe5acrItblmJv1bQHNHLn0
BAyQLAk+71nxHtgRAs0cufQEDJAsCT7vWfEe2BEEzR
y59AQMkCwJPu9Z8R7YEQjNHLn0BAyQLAk+71nxHtgR
EM0cufQEDJAsCT7vWfEe2BEAAAAAAAAAAIC/AQAAgD
8CAACAPwQAAIA/CAAAgD8QAACAPwAAAIC/AQAAgD8C
AACAPwQAAIA/CAAAgD8QAACAPwAAAAAAAAAAIAEAAA
IAAAQAAAgAABAAAAAgAAAAAA==</TextureEntry>

        <ExtraParams>AA==</
ExtraParams>

        <SculptTexture>
          <Guid>00000000-0000-0000-

0000-000000000000</Guid>
        </SculptTexture>
        <SculptType>0</SculptType>
        <SculptData />
        <FlexiSoftness>0</

FlexiSoftness>
        <FlexiTension>0</FlexiTension>
        <FlexiDrag>0</FlexiDrag>
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        <FlexiGravity>0</FlexiGravity>
        <FlexiWind>0</FlexiWind>
        <FlexiForceX>0</FlexiForceX>
        <FlexiForceY>0</FlexiForceY>
        <FlexiForceZ>0</FlexiForceZ>
        <LightColorR>0</LightColorR>
        <LightColorG>0</LightColorG>
        <LightColorB>0</LightColorB>
        <LightColorA>1</LightColorA>
        <LightRadius>0</LightRadius>
        <LightCutOff>0</LightCutOff>
        <LightFalloff>0</LightFalloff>
        <LightIntensity>1</

LightIntensity>
        <FlexiEntry>false</FlexiEntry>
        <LightEntry>false</LightEntry>
        <SculptEntry>false</

SculptEntry>
      </Shape>
      <Scale>
        <X>1.499997</X>
        <Y>2.999993</Y>
        <Z>0.039</Z>
      </Scale>
      <UpdateFlag>0</UpdateFlag>
      <SitTargetOrientation>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>1</Z>
      </SitTargetOrientation>
      <SitTargetPosition>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>
      </SitTargetPosition>
      <SitTargetPositionLL>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>
      </SitTargetPositionLL>
      <SitTargetOrientationLL>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>1</Z>
        <W>0</W>
      </SitTargetOrientationLL>
      <ParentID>45326</ParentID>
      <CreationDate>1244397299</

CreationDate>
      <Category>0</Category>
      <SalePrice>0</SalePrice>
      <ObjectSaleType>0</

ObjectSaleType>
      <OwnershipCost>0</OwnershipCost>
      <GroupID>
        <Guid>00000000-0000-0000-0000-

000000000000</Guid>
      </GroupID>
      <OwnerID>
        <Guid>c89b204e-6c8e-4979-b21d-

1ae62d767053</Guid>
      </OwnerID>
      <LastOwnerID>
        <Guid>c89b204e-6c8e-4979-b21d-

1ae62d767053</Guid>
      </LastOwnerID>
      <BaseMask>2147483647</BaseMask>
      <OwnerMask>2147483647</

OwnerMask>

      <GroupMask>2147483647</
GroupMask>

      <EveryoneMask>2147483647</
EveryoneMask>

      <NextOwnerMask>2147483647</
NextOwnerMask>

      <Flags>None</Flags>
      <CollisionSound>
        <Guid>00000000-0000-0000-0000-

000000000000</Guid>
      </CollisionSound>
      <CollisionSoundVolume>0</

CollisionSoundVolume>
    </SceneObjectPart>
    <SceneObjectPart 

xmlns:xsi="Retrieved July 27, 2009 from 
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
xmlns:xsd="Retrieved July 27, 2009 from 
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">

      <CreatorID>
        <Guid>c89b204e-6c8e-4979-b21d-

1ae62d767053</Guid>
      </CreatorID>
      <FolderID>
        <Guid>fa58d9c6-7229-4e1f-8b6b-

f13254c7deb6</Guid>
      </FolderID>
      <InventorySerial>0</

InventorySerial>
      <TaskInventory />
      <ObjectFlags>268568592</

ObjectFlags>
      <UUID>
        <Guid>5e6d6f5d-b7a1-95fe-e3de-

47299458dcee</Guid>
      </UUID>
      <LocalId>45552</LocalId>
      <Name>45552</Name>
      <Material>3</Material>
      <RegionHandle>0</RegionHandle>
      <ScriptAccessPin>0</

ScriptAccessPin>
      <GroupPosition>
        <X>132.9212</X>
        <Y>121.2956</Y>
        <Z>51.05491</Z>
      </GroupPosition>
      <OffsetPosition>
        <X>0.730956</X>
        <Y>-1.499997</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>
      </OffsetPosition>
      <RotationOffset>
        <X>0.707107</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>-0.707107</Z>
        <W>0</W>
      </RotationOffset>
      <Velocity>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>
      </Velocity>
      <RotationalVelocity>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>
      </RotationalVelocity>
      <AngularVelocity>
        <X>0</X>
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        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>
      </AngularVelocity>
      <Acceleration>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>
      </Acceleration>
      <Description />
      <Color>
        <R>0</R>
        <G>0</G>
        <B>0</B>
        <A>0</A>
      </Color>
      <Text />
      <SitName />
      <TouchName />
      <LinkNum>0</LinkNum>
      <ClickAction>0</ClickAction>
      <Shape>
        <PathBegin>0</PathBegin>
        <PathCurve>16</PathCurve>
        <PathEnd>0</PathEnd>
        <PathRadiusOffset>0</

PathRadiusOffset>
        <PathRevolutions>0</

PathRevolutions>
        <PathScaleX>100</PathScaleX>
        <PathScaleY>100</PathScaleY>
        <PathShearX>0</PathShearX>
        <PathShearY>0</PathShearY>
        <PathSkew>0</PathSkew>
        <PathTaperX>0</PathTaperX>
        <PathTaperY>0</PathTaperY>
        <PathTwist>0</PathTwist>
        <PathTwistBegin>0</

PathTwistBegin>
        <PCode>9</PCode>
        <ProfileBegin>0</ProfileBegin>
        <ProfileEnd>0</ProfileEnd>
        <ProfileHollow>0</

ProfileHollow>
        <Scale>
          <X>1.499997</X>
          <Y>2.999993</Y>
          <Z>0.039</Z>
        </Scale>
        <State>0</State>
        <ProfileShape>Square</

ProfileShape>
        <HollowShape>Same</

HollowShape>
        <ProfileCurve>1</ProfileCurve>
        

<TextureEntry>zRy59AQMkCwJPu9Z8R7YEQGNkDlG
Kn5Lm1xlbSbniezHAAAAAAAAAACAPwEAAIC/AAAAgD
8BAACAvwAAAAAAAAAAAAEAIAAgAAAAAA==</Textur
eEntry>

        <ExtraParams>AA==</
ExtraParams>

        <SculptTexture>
          <Guid>00000000-0000-0000-

0000-000000000000</Guid>
        </SculptTexture>
        <SculptType>0</SculptType>
        <SculptData />
        <FlexiSoftness>0</

FlexiSoftness>
        <FlexiTension>0</FlexiTension>

        <FlexiDrag>0</FlexiDrag>
        <FlexiGravity>0</FlexiGravity>
        <FlexiWind>0</FlexiWind>
        <FlexiForceX>0</FlexiForceX>
        <FlexiForceY>0</FlexiForceY>
        <FlexiForceZ>0</FlexiForceZ>
        <LightColorR>0</LightColorR>
        <LightColorG>0</LightColorG>
        <LightColorB>0</LightColorB>
        <LightColorA>1</LightColorA>
        <LightRadius>0</LightRadius>
        <LightCutOff>0</LightCutOff>
        <LightFalloff>0</LightFalloff>
        <LightIntensity>1</

LightIntensity>
        <FlexiEntry>false</FlexiEntry>
        <LightEntry>false</LightEntry>
        <SculptEntry>false</

SculptEntry>
      </Shape>
      <Scale>
        <X>1.499997</X>
        <Y>2.999993</Y>
        <Z>0.039</Z>
      </Scale>
      <UpdateFlag>0</UpdateFlag>
      <SitTargetOrientation>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>1</Z>
      </SitTargetOrientation>
      <SitTargetPosition>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>
      </SitTargetPosition>
      <SitTargetPositionLL>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>
      </SitTargetPositionLL>
      <SitTargetOrientationLL>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>1</Z>
        <W>0</W>
      </SitTargetOrientationLL>
      <ParentID>45326</ParentID>
      <CreationDate>1244397299</

CreationDate>
      <Category>0</Category>
      <SalePrice>0</SalePrice>
      <ObjectSaleType>0</

ObjectSaleType>
      <OwnershipCost>0</OwnershipCost>
      <GroupID>
        <Guid>00000000-0000-0000-0000-

000000000000</Guid>
      </GroupID>
      <OwnerID>
        <Guid>c89b204e-6c8e-4979-b21d-

1ae62d767053</Guid>
      </OwnerID>
      <LastOwnerID>
        <Guid>c89b204e-6c8e-4979-b21d-

1ae62d767053</Guid>
      </LastOwnerID>
      <BaseMask>2147483647</BaseMask>
      <OwnerMask>2147483647</

OwnerMask>
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      <GroupMask>2147483647</
GroupMask>

      <EveryoneMask>2147483647</
EveryoneMask>

      <NextOwnerMask>2147483647</
NextOwnerMask>

      <Flags>None</Flags>
      <CollisionSound>
        <Guid>00000000-0000-0000-0000-

000000000000</Guid>
      </CollisionSound>
      <CollisionSoundVolume>0</

CollisionSoundVolume>
    </SceneObjectPart>
    <SceneObjectPart 

xmlns:xsi="Retrieved July 27, 2009 from 
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
xmlns:xsd="Retrieved July 27, 2009 from 
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">

      <CreatorID>
        <Guid>c89b204e-6c8e-4979-b21d-

1ae62d767053</Guid>
      </CreatorID>
      <FolderID>
        <Guid>fa58d9c6-7229-4e1f-8b6b-

f13254c7deb6</Guid>
      </FolderID>
      <InventorySerial>0</

InventorySerial>
      <TaskInventory />
      <ObjectFlags>268568592</

ObjectFlags>
      <UUID>
        <Guid>e8c77101-00da-44bd-9056-

e4f9e5ad3c35</Guid>
      </UUID>
      <LocalId>45553</LocalId>
      <Name>45553</Name>
      <Material>3</Material>
      <RegionHandle>0</RegionHandle>
      <ScriptAccessPin>0</

ScriptAccessPin>
      <GroupPosition>
        <X>132.9212</X>
        <Y>121.2956</Y>
        <Z>51.05491</Z>
      </GroupPosition>
      <OffsetPosition>
        <X>0.731001</X>
        <Y>-2.999764</Y>
        <Z>0.750571</Z>
      </OffsetPosition>
      <RotationOffset>
        <X>-0.000184</X>
        <Y>-0.707092</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>
        <W>0.707122</W>
      </RotationOffset>
      <Velocity>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>
      </Velocity>
      <RotationalVelocity>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>
      </RotationalVelocity>
      <AngularVelocity>
        <X>0</X>

        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>
      </AngularVelocity>
      <Acceleration>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>
      </Acceleration>
      <Description />
      <Color>
        <R>0</R>
        <G>0</G>
        <B>0</B>
        <A>0</A>
      </Color>
      <Text />
      <SitName />
      <TouchName />
      <LinkNum>0</LinkNum>
      <ClickAction>0</ClickAction>
      <Shape>
        <PathBegin>0</PathBegin>
        <PathCurve>16</PathCurve>
        <PathEnd>0</PathEnd>
        <PathRadiusOffset>0</

PathRadiusOffset>
        <PathRevolutions>0</

PathRevolutions>
        <PathScaleX>100</PathScaleX>
        <PathScaleY>100</PathScaleY>
        <PathShearX>0</PathShearX>
        <PathShearY>0</PathShearY>
        <PathSkew>0</PathSkew>
        <PathTaperX>0</PathTaperX>
        <PathTaperY>0</PathTaperY>
        <PathTwist>0</PathTwist>
        <PathTwistBegin>0</

PathTwistBegin>
        <PCode>9</PCode>
        <ProfileBegin>25000</

ProfileBegin>
        <ProfileEnd>17501</ProfileEnd>
        <ProfileHollow>0</

ProfileHollow>
        <Scale>
          <X>2.999993</X>
          <Y>2.999993</Y>
          <Z>0.039</Z>
        </Scale>
        <State>0</State>
        <ProfileShape>Circle</

ProfileShape>
        <HollowShape>Same</

HollowShape>
        <ProfileCurve>0</ProfileCurve>
        

<TextureEntry>zRy59AQMkCwJPu9Z8R7YEQFP1TO2
7veU0fbQre5pN/tkAAAAAAAAAACAPwEAACBAAAAAgD
8BMzOzPwAAAAFBQAAAAAFA5QAAAAEAIAAgAAAAAA==
</TextureEntry>

        <ExtraParams>AA==</
ExtraParams>

        <SculptTexture>
          <Guid>00000000-0000-0000-

0000-000000000000</Guid>
        </SculptTexture>
        <SculptType>0</SculptType>
        <SculptData />
        <FlexiSoftness>0</

FlexiSoftness>
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        <FlexiTension>0</FlexiTension>
        <FlexiDrag>0</FlexiDrag>
        <FlexiGravity>0</FlexiGravity>
        <FlexiWind>0</FlexiWind>
        <FlexiForceX>0</FlexiForceX>
        <FlexiForceY>0</FlexiForceY>
        <FlexiForceZ>0</FlexiForceZ>
        <LightColorR>0</LightColorR>
        <LightColorG>0</LightColorG>
        <LightColorB>0</LightColorB>
        <LightColorA>1</LightColorA>
        <LightRadius>0</LightRadius>
        <LightCutOff>0</LightCutOff>
        <LightFalloff>0</LightFalloff>
        <LightIntensity>1</

LightIntensity>
        <FlexiEntry>false</FlexiEntry>
        <LightEntry>false</LightEntry>
        <SculptEntry>false</

SculptEntry>
      </Shape>
      <Scale>
        <X>2.999993</X>
        <Y>2.999993</Y>
        <Z>0.039</Z>
      </Scale>
      <UpdateFlag>0</UpdateFlag>
      <SitTargetOrientation>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>1</Z>
      </SitTargetOrientation>
      <SitTargetPosition>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>
      </SitTargetPosition>
      <SitTargetPositionLL>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>
      </SitTargetPositionLL>
      <SitTargetOrientationLL>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>1</Z>
        <W>0</W>
      </SitTargetOrientationLL>
      <ParentID>45326</ParentID>
      <CreationDate>1244397299</

CreationDate>
      <Category>0</Category>
      <SalePrice>0</SalePrice>
      <ObjectSaleType>0</

ObjectSaleType>
      <OwnershipCost>0</OwnershipCost>
      <GroupID>
        <Guid>00000000-0000-0000-0000-

000000000000</Guid>
      </GroupID>
      <OwnerID>
        <Guid>c89b204e-6c8e-4979-b21d-

1ae62d767053</Guid>
      </OwnerID>
      <LastOwnerID>
        <Guid>c89b204e-6c8e-4979-b21d-

1ae62d767053</Guid>
      </LastOwnerID>
      <BaseMask>2147483647</BaseMask>

      <OwnerMask>2147483647</
OwnerMask>

      <GroupMask>2147483647</
GroupMask>

      <EveryoneMask>2147483647</
EveryoneMask>

      <NextOwnerMask>2147483647</
NextOwnerMask>

      <Flags>None</Flags>
      <CollisionSound>
        <Guid>00000000-0000-0000-0000-

000000000000</Guid>
      </CollisionSound>
      <CollisionSoundVolume>0</

CollisionSoundVolume>
    </SceneObjectPart>
    <SceneObjectPart 

xmlns:xsi="Retrieved July 27, 2009 from 
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
xmlns:xsd="Retrieved July 27, 2009 from 
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">

      <CreatorID>
        <Guid>c89b204e-6c8e-4979-b21d-

1ae62d767053</Guid>
      </CreatorID>
      <FolderID>
        <Guid>fa58d9c6-7229-4e1f-8b6b-

f13254c7deb6</Guid>
      </FolderID>
      <InventorySerial>0</

InventorySerial>
      <TaskInventory />
      <ObjectFlags>268568592</

ObjectFlags>
      <UUID>
        <Guid>0cf890d7-3b26-d679-8e76-

cbbff4392671</Guid>
      </UUID>
      <LocalId>45554</LocalId>
      <Name>45554</Name>
      <Material>3</Material>
      <RegionHandle>0</RegionHandle>
      <ScriptAccessPin>0</

ScriptAccessPin>
      <GroupPosition>
        <X>132.9212</X>
        <Y>121.2956</Y>
        <Z>51.05491</Z>
      </GroupPosition>
      <OffsetPosition>
        <X>0.730956</X>
        <Y>-4.204184</Y>
        <Z>-0.12466</Z>
      </OffsetPosition>
      <RotationOffset>
        <X>0.707107</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>-0.707107</Z>
        <W>0</W>
      </RotationOffset>
      <Velocity>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>
      </Velocity>
      <RotationalVelocity>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>
      </RotationalVelocity>
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      <AngularVelocity>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>
      </AngularVelocity>
      <Acceleration>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>
      </Acceleration>
      <Description />
      <Color>
        <R>0</R>
        <G>0</G>
        <B>0</B>
        <A>0</A>
      </Color>
      <Text />
      <SitName />
      <TouchName />
      <LinkNum>0</LinkNum>
      <ClickAction>0</ClickAction>
      <Shape>
        <PathBegin>0</PathBegin>
        <PathCurve>16</PathCurve>
        <PathEnd>0</PathEnd>
        <PathRadiusOffset>0</

PathRadiusOffset>
        <PathRevolutions>0</

PathRevolutions>
        <PathScaleX>100</PathScaleX>
        <PathScaleY>100</PathScaleY>
        <PathShearX>0</PathShearX>
        <PathShearY>0</PathShearY>
        <PathSkew>0</PathSkew>
        <PathTaperX>0</PathTaperX>
        <PathTaperY>0</PathTaperY>
        <PathTwist>0</PathTwist>
        <PathTwistBegin>0</

PathTwistBegin>
        <PCode>9</PCode>
        <ProfileBegin>25000</

ProfileBegin>
        <ProfileEnd>17501</ProfileEnd>
        <ProfileHollow>0</

ProfileHollow>
        <Scale>
          <X>2.999993</X>
          <Y>2.999993</Y>
          <Z>0.039</Z>
        </Scale>
        <State>0</State>
        <ProfileShape>Circle</

ProfileShape>
        <HollowShape>Same</

HollowShape>
        <ProfileCurve>0</ProfileCurve>
        

<TextureEntry>zRy59AQMkCwJPu9Z8R7YEQFP1TO2
7veU0fbQre5pN/tkAAAAAAAAAACAPwEAACDAAAAAgD
8BMzOzvwAAAAG/vwAAAAGZGQAAAAEAIAAgAAAAAA==
</TextureEntry>

        <ExtraParams>AA==</
ExtraParams>

        <SculptTexture>
          <Guid>00000000-0000-0000-

0000-000000000000</Guid>
        </SculptTexture>
        <SculptType>0</SculptType>
        <SculptData />

        <FlexiSoftness>0</
FlexiSoftness>

        <FlexiTension>0</FlexiTension>
        <FlexiDrag>0</FlexiDrag>
        <FlexiGravity>0</FlexiGravity>
        <FlexiWind>0</FlexiWind>
        <FlexiForceX>0</FlexiForceX>
        <FlexiForceY>0</FlexiForceY>
        <FlexiForceZ>0</FlexiForceZ>
        <LightColorR>0</LightColorR>
        <LightColorG>0</LightColorG>
        <LightColorB>0</LightColorB>
        <LightColorA>1</LightColorA>
        <LightRadius>0</LightRadius>
        <LightCutOff>0</LightCutOff>
        <LightFalloff>0</LightFalloff>
        <LightIntensity>1</

LightIntensity>
        <FlexiEntry>false</FlexiEntry>
        <LightEntry>false</LightEntry>
        <SculptEntry>false</

SculptEntry>
      </Shape>
      <Scale>
        <X>2.999993</X>
        <Y>2.999993</Y>
        <Z>0.039</Z>
      </Scale>
      <UpdateFlag>0</UpdateFlag>
      <SitTargetOrientation>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>1</Z>
      </SitTargetOrientation>
      <SitTargetPosition>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>
      </SitTargetPosition>
      <SitTargetPositionLL>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>
      </SitTargetPositionLL>
      <SitTargetOrientationLL>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>1</Z>
        <W>0</W>
      </SitTargetOrientationLL>
      <ParentID>45326</ParentID>
      <CreationDate>1244397299</

CreationDate>
      <Category>0</Category>
      <SalePrice>0</SalePrice>
      <ObjectSaleType>0</

ObjectSaleType>
      <OwnershipCost>0</OwnershipCost>
      <GroupID>
        <Guid>00000000-0000-0000-0000-

000000000000</Guid>
      </GroupID>
      <OwnerID>
        <Guid>c89b204e-6c8e-4979-b21d-

1ae62d767053</Guid>
      </OwnerID>
      <LastOwnerID>
        <Guid>c89b204e-6c8e-4979-b21d-

1ae62d767053</Guid>
      </LastOwnerID>
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      <BaseMask>2147483647</BaseMask>
      <OwnerMask>2147483647</

OwnerMask>
      <GroupMask>2147483647</

GroupMask>
      <EveryoneMask>2147483647</

EveryoneMask>
      <NextOwnerMask>2147483647</

NextOwnerMask>
      <Flags>None</Flags>
      <CollisionSound>
        <Guid>00000000-0000-0000-0000-

000000000000</Guid>
      </CollisionSound>
      <CollisionSoundVolume>0</

CollisionSoundVolume>
    </SceneObjectPart>
    <SceneObjectPart 

xmlns:xsi="Retrieved July 27, 2009 from 
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
xmlns:xsd="Retrieved July 27, 2009 from 
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">

      <CreatorID>
        <Guid>c89b204e-6c8e-4979-b21d-

1ae62d767053</Guid>
      </CreatorID>
      <FolderID>
        <Guid>fa58d9c6-7229-4e1f-8b6b-

f13254c7deb6</Guid>
      </FolderID>
      <InventorySerial>0</

InventorySerial>
      <TaskInventory />
      <ObjectFlags>268568592</

ObjectFlags>
      <UUID>
        <Guid>534d671e-807d-40eb-1896-

fc146d2d3203</Guid>
      </UUID>
      <LocalId>45555</LocalId>
      <Name>45555</Name>
      <Material>3</Material>
      <RegionHandle>0</RegionHandle>
      <ScriptAccessPin>0</

ScriptAccessPin>
      <GroupPosition>
        <X>132.9212</X>
        <Y>121.2956</Y>
        <Z>51.05491</Z>
      </GroupPosition>
      <OffsetPosition>
        <X>0.731002</X>
        <Y>-5.70418</Y>
        <Z>0.625338</Z>
      </OffsetPosition>
      <RotationOffset>
        <X>0.707107</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>-0.707107</Z>
        <W>0</W>
      </RotationOffset>
      <Velocity>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>
      </Velocity>
      <RotationalVelocity>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>

      </RotationalVelocity>
      <AngularVelocity>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>
      </AngularVelocity>
      <Acceleration>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>
      </Acceleration>
      <Description />
      <Color>
        <R>0</R>
        <G>0</G>
        <B>0</B>
        <A>0</A>
      </Color>
      <Text />
      <SitName />
      <TouchName />
      <LinkNum>0</LinkNum>
      <ClickAction>0</ClickAction>
      <Shape>
        <PathBegin>0</PathBegin>
        <PathCurve>16</PathCurve>
        <PathEnd>0</PathEnd>
        <PathRadiusOffset>0</

PathRadiusOffset>
        <PathRevolutions>0</

PathRevolutions>
        <PathScaleX>100</PathScaleX>
        <PathScaleY>100</PathScaleY>
        <PathShearX>0</PathShearX>
        <PathShearY>0</PathShearY>
        <PathSkew>0</PathSkew>
        <PathTaperX>0</PathTaperX>
        <PathTaperY>0</PathTaperY>
        <PathTwist>0</PathTwist>
        <PathTwistBegin>0</

PathTwistBegin>
        <PCode>9</PCode>
        <ProfileBegin>0</ProfileBegin>
        <ProfileEnd>0</ProfileEnd>
        <ProfileHollow>0</

ProfileHollow>
        <Scale>
          <X>1.499997</X>
          <Y>2.999993</Y>
          <Z>0.039</Z>
        </Scale>
        <State>0</State>
        <ProfileShape>Square</

ProfileShape>
        <HollowShape>Same</

HollowShape>
        <ProfileCurve>1</ProfileCurve>
        

<TextureEntry>zRy59AQMkCwJPu9Z8R7YEQFxsynQ
qK7/xUaZg7bAJXzqAAAAAAAAAACAPwEAAIC/AAAAgD
8BAACAvwAAAAAAAAAAAAEAIAAgAAAAAA==</Textur
eEntry>

        <ExtraParams>AA==</
ExtraParams>

        <SculptTexture>
          <Guid>00000000-0000-0000-

0000-000000000000</Guid>
        </SculptTexture>
        <SculptType>0</SculptType>
        <SculptData />
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        <FlexiSoftness>0</
FlexiSoftness>

        <FlexiTension>0</FlexiTension>
        <FlexiDrag>0</FlexiDrag>
        <FlexiGravity>0</FlexiGravity>
        <FlexiWind>0</FlexiWind>
        <FlexiForceX>0</FlexiForceX>
        <FlexiForceY>0</FlexiForceY>
        <FlexiForceZ>0</FlexiForceZ>
        <LightColorR>0</LightColorR>
        <LightColorG>0</LightColorG>
        <LightColorB>0</LightColorB>
        <LightColorA>1</LightColorA>
        <LightRadius>0</LightRadius>
        <LightCutOff>0</LightCutOff>
        <LightFalloff>0</LightFalloff>
        <LightIntensity>1</

LightIntensity>
        <FlexiEntry>false</FlexiEntry>
        <LightEntry>false</LightEntry>
        <SculptEntry>false</

SculptEntry>
      </Shape>
      <Scale>
        <X>1.499997</X>
        <Y>2.999993</Y>
        <Z>0.039</Z>
      </Scale>
      <UpdateFlag>0</UpdateFlag>
      <SitTargetOrientation>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>1</Z>
      </SitTargetOrientation>
      <SitTargetPosition>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>
      </SitTargetPosition>
      <SitTargetPositionLL>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>0</Z>
      </SitTargetPositionLL>
      <SitTargetOrientationLL>
        <X>0</X>
        <Y>0</Y>
        <Z>1</Z>
        <W>0</W>
      </SitTargetOrientationLL>
      <ParentID>45326</ParentID>
      <CreationDate>1244397299</

CreationDate>
      <Category>0</Category>
      <SalePrice>0</SalePrice>
      <ObjectSaleType>0</

ObjectSaleType>
      <OwnershipCost>0</OwnershipCost>
      <GroupID>
        <Guid>00000000-0000-0000-0000-

000000000000</Guid>
      </GroupID>
      <OwnerID>
        <Guid>c89b204e-6c8e-4979-b21d-

1ae62d767053</Guid>
      </OwnerID>
      <LastOwnerID>
        <Guid>c89b204e-6c8e-4979-b21d-

1ae62d767053</Guid>
      </LastOwnerID>

      <BaseMask>2147483647</BaseMask>
      <OwnerMask>2147483647</

OwnerMask>
      <GroupMask>2147483647</

GroupMask>
      <EveryoneMask>2147483647</

EveryoneMask>
      <NextOwnerMask>2147483647</

NextOwnerMask>
      <Flags>None</Flags>
      <CollisionSound>
        <Guid>00000000-0000-0000-0000-

000000000000</Guid>
      </CollisionSound>
      <CollisionSoundVolume>0</

CollisionSoundVolume>
    </SceneObjectPart>
  </OtherParts>
</SceneObjectGroup>
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b)       Source Code

Since from the original SimExport application, only two files were changed, I just pre-

sent those two. The original application can still be downloaded from 

http://www.openmetaverse.org/viewvc/index.cgi/omf/libopenmetaverse/trunk/Programs/?p

athrev=2374 (after revision 2374, libOpenMetaverse dropped this application). 

The full source code for the modified SimExport.exe can alternatively be downloaded 

from http://code.google.com/p/simexport1/.
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Code 5. Source code for SimExport.cs

using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.IO;
using System.Threading;
using System.Xml;
using OpenMetaverse;
using OpenMetaverse.StructuredData;
using OpenMetaverse.Assets;

namespace SimExport
{
 public class SimExport
 {
  GridClient client;
  TexturePipeline texturePipeline;
  volatile bool running; // for ran-

domised camera thread
  volatile bool sweeping; // when mov-

ing around, which comes from a separate 
thread

  volatile bool sweepingRestart; // 
Trying to break lose on this thread

  volatile bool isFlying; // checks 
flying mode

  int totalPrims = -1;
  object totalPrimsLock = new ob-

ject();
  DoubleDictionary<uint, UUID, Primi-

tive> prims = new DoubleDictionary<uint, 
UUID, Primitive>();

  // Dictionary<uint, uint> selected-
Prims = new Dictionary<uint, uint>();

  Dictionary<UUID, UUID> texturesFin-
ished = new Dictionary<UUID, UUID>();

  BlockingQueue<Primitive> primsAwait-
ingSelect = new BlockingQueue<Primi-
tive>();

  string filename;
  string directoryname;

  public SimExport(string firstName, 
string lastName, string password, string 
loginServer, string regionName, string 
filename)

  {
   this.filename = filename;
   directoryname = 

Path.GetFileNameWithoutExtension(filename)
;

   try
   {
    if 

(!Directory.Exists(directoryname)) 
Directory.CreateDirectory(directoryname);

    if 
(!Directory.Exists(directoryname + "/as-
sets")) 
Directory.CreateDirectory(directoryname + 
"/assets");

    if 
(!Directory.Exists(directoryname + "/ob-
jects")) 
Directory.CreateDirectory(directoryname + 
"/objects");

    if 
(!Directory.Exists(directoryname + "/ter-
rains")) 
Directory.CreateDirectory(directoryname + 
"/terrains");

    if 
(!Directory.Exists(directoryname + "/set-
tings")) 
Directory.CreateDirectory(directoryname + 
"/settings");

    CheckTextures();
   }
   catch (Exception ex) { 

Logger.Log(ex.Message, 
Helpers.LogLevel.Error); return; }

   running = true; // camera
   sweeping = false; // sweep in a 

pattern
   sweepingRestart = true; // don't 

restart the sweep yet; set it to restart

   client = new GridClient();
   texturePipeline = new TexturePipe-

line(client);
   // 

texturePipeline.OnDownloadFinished += new 
TexturePipeline.RegisterCallback(texturePi
peline_OnDownloadFinished); // not needed, 
called below

   
   //Settings.LOG_LEVEL = 

Helpers.LogLevel.Info;
   client.Settings.MULTIPLE_SIMS = 

false;
   client.Settings.PARCEL_TRACKING = 

true;
   

client.Settings.ALWAYS_REQUEST_PARCEL_ACL 
= true;

   
client.Settings.ALWAYS_REQUEST_PARCEL_DWEL
L = false;

   
client.Settings.ALWAYS_REQUEST_OBJECTS = 
true;

   client.Settings.STORE_LAND_PATCHES 
= true;

   client.Settings.SEND_AGENT_UPDATES 
= true;

   
client.Settings.DISABLE_AGENT_UPDATE_DUPLI
CATE_CHECK = true;

   client.Network.OnCurrentSimChanged 
+= Network_OnCurrentSimChanged;

   client.Objects.OnNewPrim += Ob-
jects_OnNewPrim;

   client.Objects.OnObjectKilled += 
Objects_OnObjectKilled;

   client.Objects.OnObjectProperties 
+= Objects_OnObjectProperties;

   client.Objects.OnObjectUpdated += 
Objects_OnObjectUpdated;

   
client.Parcels.OnSimParcelsDownloaded += 
new 
ParcelManager.SimParcelsDownloaded(Parcels
_OnSimParcelsDownloaded);
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   LoginParams loginParams = 
client.Network.DefaultLoginParams(firstNam
e, lastName, password, "SimExport", 
"0.0.1");

   loginParams.URI = loginServer;
   loginParams.Start = 

NetworkManager.StartLocation(regionName, 
128, 128, 40);

   if 
(client.Network.Login(loginParams))

   {
    Run();
   }
   else
   {
    Logger.Log(String.Format("Login 

failed ({0}: {1}", 
client.Network.LoginErrorKey, 
client.Network.LoginMessage),

     Helpers.LogLevel.Error);
   }
  }

  void CheckTextures()
  {
   lock (texturesFinished)
   {
    string[] files = 

Directory.GetFiles(directoryname + "/as-
sets", "*.jp2");

    foreach (string file in files)
    {
     // Parse the UUID out of the 

filename
     UUID id;
     if 

(UUID.TryParse(Path.GetFileNameWithoutExte
nsion(file).Substring(0, 36), out id))

      texturesFinished[id] = id;
    }
   }

   Logger.Log(String.Format("Found {0} 
previously downloaded texture assets", 
texturesFinished.Count),

    Helpers.LogLevel.Info);
  }

  //void texturePipeline_OnDownload-
Finished(UUID id, bool success)

  void 
texturePipeline_OnDownloadFinished(Texture
RequestState state, AssetTexture id)

  {
   if (state == 

TextureRequestState.Finished)
   {
    // Save this texture to the hard 

drive
    // ImageDownload image = 

texturePipeline.GetTextureToRender(id);
    try
    {
     File.WriteAllBytes(directoryname 

+ "/assets/" + id.AssetID.ToString() + 
"_texture.jp2", id.AssetData);

     lock (texturesFinished) 
texturesFinished[id.AssetID] = id.AssetID;

    }
    catch (Exception ex)
    {
     Logger.Log("Failed to save tex-

ture: " + ex.Message, 
Helpers.LogLevel.Error);

    }
   }
   else if (state == 

TextureRequestState.Timeout)
   {
    Logger.Log(String.Format("Texture 

{0} timed out", id.AssetID.ToString()), 
Helpers.LogLevel.Warning);

    
   }
   else
   {
    Logger.Log(String.Format("Texture 

{0} download status: {1}", 
id.AssetID.ToString(), state.ToString()), 
Helpers.LogLevel.Warning);

   }
  }

  void Run()
  {
   // Start the thread that monitors 

the queue of prims that need ObjectSelect 
packets sent

   Thread thread = new Thread(new 
ThreadStart(MonitorPrimsAwaitingSelect));

   thread.Start();

   // prepare the thread for random 
camera movement

   Thread cameraThread = new 
Thread(new ThreadStart(MoveCamera));

   
   // prepare the thread for syn-

cronised movement
   Thread sweepThread = new 

Thread(Sweep);
   
   // try to set appearance
   
   try
   {
    Logger.Log("Attempting to set ap-

pearance", Helpers.LogLevel.Info);
    AppearanceManager showMe = new Ap-

pearanceManager(client, client.Assets);
    
    

showMe.SetPreviousAppearance(true);
   }
   catch (Exception ex)
   {
    Logger.Log(String.Format("Setting 

appearance failed: {0}", ex.Message), 
Helpers.LogLevel.Warning);

   }
  
   while (running)
   {
    string readLine = 

Console.ReadLine();
    
    int splitPoint = 

readLine.IndexOf(' ');
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    string command;
    string arguments = "";
    
    if (splitPoint > 1)
    {
     command   = readLine.Substring(0, 

splitPoint);
     arguments = 

readLine.Substring(splitPoint + 1);
    }
    else command = readLine;
    
    switch (command)
    {
     case "queue":
      Logger.Log(String.Format("Client 

Outbox contains {0} packets, ObjectSelect 
queue contains {1} prims",

       client.Network.OutboxCount, 
primsAwaitingSelect.Count), 
Helpers.LogLevel.Info);

      break;
     case "prims":
      Logger.Log(String.Format("Prims 

captured: {0}, Total: {1}", prims.Count, 
totalPrims), Helpers.LogLevel.Info);

      break;
     case "parcels":
      if 

(!client.Network.CurrentSim.IsParcelMapFul
l())

      {
       Logger.Log("Downloading sim 

parcel information and prim totals", 
Helpers.LogLevel.Info);

       
client.Parcels.RequestAllSimParcels(client
.Network.CurrentSim, false, 10);

      }
      else
      {
       Logger.Log("Sim parcel informa-

tion has been retrieved", 
Helpers.LogLevel.Info);

      }
      break;
     case "camera":
      running = true;
         Logger.Log("Started random 

camera movement thread", 
Helpers.LogLevel.Info);

      break;
     case "stopcamera":
      running = false;
      Logger.Log("Tried to abort cam-

era thread", Helpers.LogLevel.Info);
      break;
     case "sweep":
      sweepingRestart = false;
      try
      {
       if (!sweeping) 
       {  
        sweeping = true;
        sweepThread.Start();
       }
       else sweeping = true;
       

Logger.Log(String.Format("Started sweeping 

pattern movement thread (sweeping = {0}, 
sweepingRestart = {1}", sweeping, sweepin-
gRestart), Helpers.LogLevel.Info);

      }
      catch (Exception ex)
      {
       Logger.Log(String.Format("Tried 

to start sweeping thread but aborted with: 
{0}", ex.Message), 
Helpers.LogLevel.Error);  
 

      }
      
      break;
     case "stopsweep":
      sweeping = false;
      sweepingRestart = true;
      try
      {
       sweepThread.Abort();
       Logger.Log("Tried to abort 

sweeping pattern thread", 
Helpers.LogLevel.Info);

      }
      catch (Exception ex)
      {
       Logger.Log(String.Format("Tried 

to stop sweeping thread but aborted with: 
{0}", ex.Message), 
Helpers.LogLevel.Error);  
 

      }
      break;
     case "movement":
      Vector3 destination = RandomPo-

sition();
      Logger.Log("Teleporting to " + 

destination.ToString(), 
Helpers.LogLevel.Info);

      
client.Self.Teleport(client.Network.Curren
tSim.Handle, destination, RandomPosi-
tion());

      break;
     case "textures":
      

Logger.Log(String.Format("Current texture 
requests: {0}, completed textures: {1}",

       texturePipeline.TransferCount, 
texturesFinished.Count), 
Helpers.LogLevel.Info);

      break;
     case "terrain":
      TerrainPatch[] patches;
      if 

(client.Terrain.SimPatches.TryGetValue(cli
ent.Network.CurrentSim.Handle, out 
patches))

      {
       int count = 0;
       for (int i = 0; i < 

patches.Length; i++)
       {
        if (patches[i] != null)
         ++count;
       }

       Logger.Log(count + " terrain 
patches have been received for the current 
simulator", Helpers.LogLevel.Info);
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      }
      else
      {
       Logger.Log("No terrain informa-

tion received for the current simulator", 
Helpers.LogLevel.Info);

      }
      break;
     case "saveterrain":
      if 

(client.Terrain.SimPatches.TryGetValue(cli
ent.Network.CurrentSim.Handle, out 
patches))

      {
       try
       {
        using (FileStream stream = new 

FileStream(directoryname + 
"/terrains/heightmap.r32", 
FileMode.Create, FileAccess.Write))

        {
         for (int y = 0; y < 256; y++)
         {
          for (int x = 0; x < 256; 

x++)
          {
           int xBlock = x / 16;
           int yBlock = y / 16;
           int xOff = x - (xBlock * 

16);
           int yOff = y - (yBlock * 

16);

           TerrainPatch patch = 
patches[yBlock * 16 + xBlock];

           float t = 0f;

           if (patch != null)
            t = patch.Data[yOff * 16 + 

xOff];
           else
            

Logger.Log(String.Format("Skipping missing 
patch at {0},{1}", xBlock, yBlock),

             
Helpers.LogLevel.Warning);

           
stream.Write(BitConverter.GetBytes(t), 0, 
4);

          }
         }
        }
       }
       catch (Exception ex)
       {
        Logger.Log("Failed saving ter-

rain: " + ex.Message, 
Helpers.LogLevel.Error);

       }
      }
      else
      {
       Logger.Log("No terrain informa-

tion received for the current simulator", 
Helpers.LogLevel.Info);

      }
      break;
     case "save":

      // Don't trust selection, select 
all prims again to get their Properties, 
or saving will fail

      // Cycle through the prims dic-
tionary

      
      prims.ForEach(delegate(Primitive 

prim)
      {
       try
       {
        

client.Objects.SelectObject(client.Network
.CurrentSim, prim.LocalID, true);

       }
       catch (Exception ex)
       {
        Logger.Log("Failed selecting 

prim: " + ex.Message, 
Helpers.LogLevel.Error);

        return;
       }
      });
      
      

Logger.Log(String.Format("Preparing to se-
rialize {0} objects", prims.Count), 
Helpers.LogLevel.Info);

      OarFile.SavePrims(prims, direc-
toryname + "/objects");

      Logger.Log("Saving " + directo-
ryname + "; now saving region info", 
Helpers.LogLevel.Info);

      
OarFile.SaveRegionInfo(client.Network.Curr
entSim, directoryname, "/settings");

      Logger.Log("Packaging into 
OAR...", Helpers.LogLevel.Info);

      
OarFile.PackageArchive(directoryname, 
filename);

      Logger.Log("Done", 
Helpers.LogLevel.Info);

      break;
     case "teleport":
      string[] simCoords = 

arguments.Split('/');
      
      if (simCoords.Length < 4)
      {
       

Logger.Log(String.Format("Command \"{0}\" 
needs coordinates in simName/x/y/z for-
mat", command), Helpers.LogLevel.Warning);

      }
      else 
      {
       try
       {
        if 

(client.Self.Teleport(simCoords[0], new 
Vector3(uint.Parse(simCoords[1]), 
uint.Parse(simCoords[2]), 
uint.Parse(simCoords[3]))))

         Logger.Log("Teleported to " + 
client.Network.CurrentSim, 
Helpers.LogLevel.Info);

        else
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         Logger.Log("Teleport failed: 
" + client.Self.TeleportMessage, 
Helpers.LogLevel.Warning);

       }
       catch(Exception ex)
       {
        

Logger.Log(String.Format("Command \"{0}\" 
was given coordinates in wrong format; 
agent not moved", command), 
Helpers.LogLevel.Warning);

       }
      }
      break;
     case "goto":
      string[] localSimCoords = 

arguments.Split('/');
      
      if (localSimCoords.Length < 3)
      {
       

Logger.Log(String.Format("Command \"{0}\" 
needs coordinates in x/y/z format", com-
mand), Helpers.LogLevel.Warning);

      }
      else 
      {
       try
       {
        

client.Self.AutoPilotLocal(int.Parse(local
SimCoords[0]), 
int.Parse(localSimCoords[1]), 
float.Parse(localSimCoords[2]));

        
Logger.Log(String.Format("Moving to {0}/
{1}/{2}", localSimCoords[0], localSimCo-
ords[1], localSimCoords[2]), 
Helpers.LogLevel.Info);

       }
       catch (Exception ex)
       {
        

Logger.Log(String.Format("Command \"{0}\" 
was given coordinates in wrong format; 
agent not moved", command), 
Helpers.LogLevel.Warning);

       }
      }
      break;
     case "where":
        
      Logger.Log(String.Format("Avatar 

is at {0}/{1} {2}", 
client.Network.CurrentSim, 
client.Self.SimPosition.ToString(), 
(client.Self.Movement.Fly == true ? "(fly-
ing)" : "")), Helpers.LogLevel.Info);

      break;
     case "fly":
      Logger.Log("Avatar Flying", 

Helpers.LogLevel.Info);
      client.Self.Fly(true);
      isFlying = true;
      break;
     case "stopfly":
      Logger.Log("Moving avatar back 

to the ground", Helpers.LogLevel.Info);
      client.Self.Fly(false);
      isFlying = false;

      break;
     case "quit":
      End();
      break;
     case "help":
      Logger.Log("Commands accepted: 

queue | prims | parcels | camera | stop-
camera | sweep | stopsweep | movement | 
textures | terrain | saveterrain | save | 
teleport simName/x/y/z | goto x/y/z | 
where | fly | stopfly | quit | help", 
Helpers.LogLevel.Info);

      break;
     default:
      

Logger.Log(String.Format("Command \"{0}\" 
not understood; see \"help\"", command), 
Helpers.LogLevel.Warning);

      break;
    }
   }
  }

  Random random = new Random();

  Vector3 RandomPosition()
  {
   float x = 

(float)(random.NextDouble() * 256d);
   float y = 

(float)(random.NextDouble() * 128d);
   float z = 

(float)(random.NextDouble() * 256d);

   return new Vector3(x, y, z);
  }

  void MoveCamera()
  {
   while (running)
   {
    if (client.Network.Connected)
    {
     // TWEAK: Randomize far distance 

to force an interest list recomputation
     float far = 

(float)(random.NextDouble() * 252d + 4d);

     // Random small movements
     AgentManager.ControlFlags flags = 

AgentManager.ControlFlags.NONE;
     if (far < 96f)
      flags |= 

AgentManager.ControlFlags.AGENT_CONTROL_TU
RN_LEFT;

     else if (far < 196f)
      flags |= 

AgentManager.ControlFlags.AGENT_CONTROL_TU
RN_RIGHT;

     else if (far < 212f)
      flags |= 

AgentManager.ControlFlags.AGENT_CONTROL_UP
_POS;

     else
      flags |= 

AgentManager.ControlFlags.AGENT_CONTROL_UP
_NEG;
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     // Randomly change the camera po-
sition

     Vector3 pos = RandomPosition();

     
client.Self.Movement.SendManualUpdate(

      flags, pos, Vector3.UnitZ, 
Vector3.UnitX, Vector3.UnitY, 
Quaternion.Identity, Quaternion.Identity, 
far,

      AgentFlags.None, 
AgentState.None, false);

    }

    // 
Logger.Log(String.Format("Camera looking 
at {0}/{1}/{2}", Vector3.UnitX, 
Vector3.UnitY, Vector3.UnitZ), 
Helpers.LogLevel.Info);

    Thread.Sleep(500);
   }
      Logger.Log("Random camera thread 

stopped", Helpers.LogLevel.Info);
  }
  
  /*
   *  Sweep thread: criss-cross the 

whole sim in search of prims
   */
  void Sweep()
  {
   if (sweeping && !sweepingRestart)
   {
    // launch camera thread if it's 

stopped
    if (!running)
    {
     running = true;
     // cameraThread.Start();
    }
    
    client.Self.Fly(true);

    
    Random random = new Random();
    
    int i, j, step = 25;
    bool evenodd = true;
    
    while (!sweepingRestart)
    {
     

client.Self.AutoPilotLocal((int)client.Sel
f.SimPosition.X, 
(int)client.Self.SimPosition.Y, 120f);

     Logger.Log("[SWEEPING] Flying up 
10 seconds in the air to avoid hitting ob-
stacles", Helpers.LogLevel.Info);

     Thread.Sleep(10000);     
     
     for (i = 0; i < 256; i+=step)
     {
      if (evenodd)
      {
       // increase j
       for (j = 0; j < 256; j+=step)
       {
        client.Self.AutoPilotLocal(i, 

j, (float)(100.0 + random.NextDouble() * 
20.0));

       
        

Logger.Log(String.Format("[SWEEPING] Ava-
tar is at {0} ({1}, {2})", 
client.Self.SimPosition.ToString(), i, j), 
Helpers.LogLevel.Info);

        if (sweepingRestart)
         break;
        Thread.Sleep(5000);
        if (!isFlying) 
        {
         client.Self.Fly(false);
         Thread.Sleep(500);
        }
       }
      }
      else
      {
       // decrease j
       for (j = 255; j >= 0; j-=step)
       {
        client.Self.AutoPilotLocal(i, 

j, (float)(100.0 + random.NextDouble() * 
20.0));

       
        

Logger.Log(String.Format("[SWEEPING] Ava-
tar is at {0} ({1}, {2})", 
client.Self.SimPosition.ToString(), i, j), 
Helpers.LogLevel.Info);

        if (sweepingRestart)
         break;
        Thread.Sleep(5000);
        if (!isFlying) 
        {
         client.Self.Fly(false);
         Thread.Sleep(500);
        }
       }      
      }
      evenodd = !evenodd;
      if (sweepingRestart)
       break;
     }
     if (sweepingRestart)
      break;
    }
    
    if (!isFlying) 
    {
      client.Self.Fly(false);
      Thread.Sleep(500);
    }
   }
   Logger.Log("Sweeping thread 

stopped", Helpers.LogLevel.Info);
  }
  

  void End()
  {
   // texturePipeline.Shutdown(); // 

probably useless; method cannot be called 
directly (protected)

   if (client.Network.Connected)
   {
    if (Program.Verbosity > 0)
     Logger.Log("Logging out", 

Helpers.LogLevel.Info);
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    client.Network.Logout();
   }
   
   running = false;
   sweeping = false;
  }

  void MonitorPrimsAwaitingSelect()
  {
   while (running)
   {
    try
    {
     Primitive prim = 

primsAwaitingSelect.Dequeue(/* 250 */);

     if 
(!prims.ContainsKey(prim.LocalID) && prim 
!= null)

     {
      

client.Objects.SelectObject(client.Network
.CurrentSim, prim.LocalID, true);

      Thread.Sleep(20); // Hacky rate 
limiting

     }
    }
    catch (InvalidOperationException)
    {
    }
   }
  }

  void Network_OnCurrentSim-
Changed(Simulator PreviousSimulator)

  {
   if (Program.Verbosity > 0)
    Logger.Log("Moved into simulator " 

+ client.Network.CurrentSim.ToString(), 
Helpers.LogLevel.Info);

  }

  void Parcels_OnSimParcelsDownload-
ed(Simulator simulator, InternalDiction-
ary<int, Parcel> simParcels, int[,] par-
celMap)

  {
   lock (totalPrimsLock)
   {
    totalPrims = 0;
    simParcels.ForEach(
     delegate(Parcel parcel) { total-

Prims += parcel.TotalPrims; });

    if (Program.Verbosity > 0)
     Logger.Log(String.Format("Counted 

{0} total prims in this simulator", total-
Prims), Helpers.LogLevel.Info);

   }
  }

  void Objects_OnNewPrim(Simulator 
simulator, Primitive prim, ulong region-
Handle, ushort timeDilation)

  {
   prims.Add(prim.LocalID, prim.ID, 

prim);
   primsAwaitingSelect.Enqueue(prim);
   UpdateTextureQueue(prim.Textures);
  }

  void 
UpdateTextureQueue(Primitive.TextureEntry 
te)

  {
   if (te != null)
   {
    for (int i = 0; i < 

te.FaceTextures.Length; i++)
    {
     if (te.FaceTextures[i] != null && 

!texturesFinished.ContainsKey(te.FaceTextu
res[i].TextureID))

      
//texturePipeline.RequestTexture(te.FaceTe
xtures[i].TextureID, ImageType.Normal);

      
texturePipeline.RequestTexture(te.FaceText
ures[i].TextureID, ImageType.Normal, 
100000.0f, 0, 0, texturePipeline_OnDown-
loadFinished, false);

    }
   }
  }

  void Objects_OnObjectUpdated(Simula-
tor simulator, ObjectUpdate update, ulong 
regionHandle, ushort timeDilation)

  {
   if (!update.Avatar)
   {
    Primitive prim;

    if 
(prims.TryGetValue(update.LocalID, out 
prim))

    {
     lock (prim)
     {
      if (Program.Verbosity > 1)
       Logger.Log("Updating state for 

" + prim.ID.ToString(), 
Helpers.LogLevel.Info);

      prim.Acceleration = 
update.Acceleration;

      prim.AngularVelocity = 
update.AngularVelocity;

      prim.CollisionPlane = 
update.CollisionPlane;

      prim.Position = update.Position;
      prim.Rotation = update.Rotation;
      prim.PrimData.State = 

update.State;
      prim.Textures = update.Textures;
      prim.Velocity = update.Velocity;
     }

     
UpdateTextureQueue(prim.Textures);

    }
   }
  }

  void Objects_OnObjectProperti-
es(Simulator simulator, 
Primitive.ObjectProperties props)

  {
   Primitive prim;
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   if 
(prims.TryGetValue(props.ObjectID, out 
prim))

   {
    if (Program.Verbosity > 2)
     Logger.Log("Received properties 

for " + props.ObjectID.ToString(), 
Helpers.LogLevel.Info);

    lock (prim)
     prim.Properties = props;
   }
   else
   {
    Logger.Log("Received object prop-

erties for untracked object " + 
props.ObjectID.ToString(),

     Helpers.LogLevel.Warning);
   }
  }

  void Objects_OnObjectKilled(Simula-
tor simulator, uint objectID)

  {
   ;
  }
 }

 public class Program
 {
  public static int Verbosity = 0;

  static void Main(string[] args)
  {
   string loginServer = 

Settings.AGNI_LOGIN_SERVER;
   string filename = "simexport.tgz";
   string regionName = null, firstName 

= null, lastName = null, password = null;
   bool showhelp = false;

   NDesk.Options.OptionSet argParser = 
new NDesk.Options.OptionSet()

    .Add("s|login-server=", "URL of 
the login server (default is '" + login-
Server + "')", delegate(string v) { login-
Server = v; })

    .Add("r|region-name=", "name of 
the region to export", delegate(string v) 
{ regionName = v; })

    .Add("f|firstname=", "first name 
of the bot to log in", delegate(string v) 
{ firstName = v; })

    .Add("l|lastname=", "last name of 
the bot to log in", delegate(string v) { 
lastName = v; })

    .Add("p|password=", "password of 
the bot to log in", delegate(string v) { 
password = v; })

    .Add("o|output=", "filename of the 
OAR to write (default is 
'simexport.tgz')", delegate(string v) { 
filename = v; })

    .Add("h|?|help", delegate(string 
v) { showhelp = (v != null); })

    .Add("v|verbose", delegate(string 
v) { if (v != null) ++Verbosity; });

   argParser.Parse(args);

   if (!showhelp && 
!String.IsNullOrEmpty(regionName) &&

    !String.IsNullOrEmpty(firstName) 
&& !String.IsNullOrEmpty(lastName) && 
!String.IsNullOrEmpty(password))

   {
    SimExport exporter = new SimEx-

port(firstName, lastName, password, login-
Server, regionName, filename);

   }
   else
   {
    Console.WriteLine("Usage: 

SimExport.exe [OPTION]...");
    Console.WriteLine("An interactive 

client for exporting assets");
    Console.WriteLine("Options:");
    

argParser.WriteOptionDescriptions(Console.
Out);

   }
  }
 }
}
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Code 6. Source code for OarFile.cs

using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.IO;
using System.IO.Compression;
using System.Text;
using System.Xml;
using System.Globalisation;
using OpenMetaverse;
using OpenMetaverse.Assets;
using OpenMetaverse.StructuredData;

namespace SimExport
{
 public class Linkset
 {
  public Primitive Parent;
  public List<Primitive> Children = 

new List<Primitive>();
 }

 public class OarFile
 {
  enum ProfileShape : byte
  {
   Circle = 0,
   Square = 1,
   IsometricTriangle = 2,
   EquilateralTriangle = 3,
   RightTriangle = 4,
   HalfCircle = 5
  }

  public static void PackageArchive(s-
tring directoryName, string filename)

  {
   const string ARCHIVE_XML = "<?xml 

version=\"1.0\" encoding=\"utf-
16\"?>\n<archive major_version=\"0\" mi-
nor_version=\"2\" />";

   TarArchiveWriter archive = new Ta-
rArchiveWriter();

   // Create the archive.xml file
   archive.AddFile("archive.xml", AR-

CHIVE_XML);

   // Add the assets
   string[] files = 

Directory.GetFiles(directoryName + "/as-
sets");

   foreach (string file in files)
    archive.AddFile("assets/" + 

Path.GetFileName(file), 
File.ReadAllBytes(file));

   // Add the objects
   files = 

Directory.GetFiles(directoryName + "/ob-
jects");

   foreach (string file in files)
    archive.AddFile("objects/" + 

Path.GetFileName(file), 
File.ReadAllBytes(file));

   // Add the terrain(s)

   files = 
Directory.GetFiles(directoryName + "/ter-
rains");

   foreach (string file in files)
    archive.AddFile("terrains/" + 

Path.GetFileName(file), 
File.ReadAllBytes(file));

   // Add the settings (region info)
   files = 

Directory.GetFiles(directoryName + "/set-
tings");

   foreach (string file in files)
    archive.AddFile("settings/" + 

Path.GetFileName(file), 
File.ReadAllBytes(file));

   archive.WriteTar(new GZipStream(new 
FileStream(filename, FileMode.Create), 
CompressionMode.Compress));

  }

  public static void SavePrims(Double-
Dictionary<uint, UUID, Primitive> prims, 
string path)

  {
   // Delete all of the old linkset 

files
   try
   {
    Directory.Delete(path, true);
    Directory.CreateDirectory(path);
   }
   catch (Exception ex)
   {
    Logger.Log("Failed saving prims: " 

+ ex.Message, Helpers.LogLevel.Error);
    return;
   }

   // Copy the double dictionary to a 
temporary list for iterating

   List<Primitive> primList = new 
List<Primitive>();

   prims.ForEach(delegate(Primitive 
prim)

   {
    try
    {
     primList.Add(prim);
    }
    catch (Exception ex)
    {
     Logger.Log("Failed adding prims: 

" + ex.Message, Helpers.LogLevel.Error);
     return;
    }
   });

   Logger.Log("Total prims added: " + 
primList.Count, Helpers.LogLevel.Info);

   int counter = 0;

   foreach (Primitive p in primList)
   {
    counter++;
    if ((counter % 100) == 0)
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      Logger.Log(String.Format("Cycled 
through {0} of {1} prims ", counter, 
primList.Count), Helpers.LogLevel.Info);

    // Now run through the linkset and 
saeve it

    if (p.ParentID == 0)
    {
     Linkset linkset = new Linkset();
     linkset.Parent = p;

     prims.ForEach(delegate(Primitive 
q)

     {
      if (q.ParentID == p.LocalID)
      {
       try
       {
        linkset.Children.Add(q);
       }
       catch
       {
       }
      }
     });

     string primName = "Primitive";

     try
     {
      if (p.Properties != null)
       // may fail if we don't have 

the properties
       primName = p.Properties.Name;
     }
     catch(Exception ex)
     {
     }

     int x = (int)p.Position.X;
     int y = (int)p.Position.Y;
     int z = (int)p.Position.Z;

     if (linkset != null && 
linkset.Parent != null)

      SaveLinkset(linkset, path + "/" 
+ SanitizePath(primName, '-') + "_" +

       x.ToString() + "-" +
       y.ToString() + "-" +
       z.ToString() + "-" +
       "__" + 

linkset.Parent.ID.ToString() + ".xml");
    }
   }
  }

  static void SaveLinkset(Linkset 
linkset, string filename)

  {
   try
   {
    using (StreamWriter stream = new 

StreamWriter(filename))
    {
     XmlTextWriter writer = new 

XmlTextWriter(stream);
     writer.Formatting = 

Formatting.Indented;
     SOGToXml2(writer, linkset);
     writer.Flush();

    }
     }
   catch (Exception ex)
   {
    Logger.Log(String.Format("Failed 

saving linkset to {0}: {1}", filename, 
ex.Message), Helpers.LogLevel.Error);

   }
  }

  static void SOGToXml2(XmlTextWriter 
writer, Linkset linkset)

  {
   if (linkset.Parent == null)
   {
    // seriously borked! exit
    return;
   }

   
writer.WriteStartElement(String.Empty, 
"SceneObjectGroup", String.Empty);

   SOPToXml(writer, linkset.Parent, 
null);

   
writer.WriteStartElement(String.Empty, 
"OtherParts", String.Empty);

   if (linkset.Children != null)
   {
    foreach (Primitive child in 

linkset.Children)
    {
     try
     {
      if (child != null) // exception 

should catch here, avoiding to write gar-
bage

       SOPToXml(writer, child, 
linkset.Parent);

     }
     catch (Exception ex)
     {
      Logger.Log(String.Format("Failed 

writing prim {0} in a linkset: {1}", 
child.ID.ToString(), ex.Message), 
Helpers.LogLevel.Error);

      writer.WriteEndElement();
      continue;
     }
    }
   }

   writer.WriteEndElement();
   writer.WriteEndElement();
  }

  static void SOPToXml(XmlTextWriter 
writer, Primitive prim, Primitive parent)

  {
   

writer.WriteStartElement("SceneObjectPart"
);

   
writer.WriteAttributeString("xmlns:xsi", 
"Retrieved July 27, 2009 from 
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
);

   
writer.WriteAttributeString("xmlns:xsd", 
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"Retrieved July 27, 2009 from 
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema");

   try
   {
    WriteUUIDGuid(writer, "CreatorID", 

prim.Properties.CreatorID);
    WriteUUIDGuid(writer, "FolderID", 

prim.Properties.FolderID);
    

writer.WriteElementString("InventorySerial
", 
prim.Properties.InventorySerial.ToString(U
tils.EnUsCulture));

   }
   catch (Exception ex)
   {
    WriteUUIDGuid(writer, "CreatorID", 

new UUID("c89b204e-6c8e-4979-b21d-
1ae62d767053")); 
// BetaMaster Avatar

    WriteUUIDGuid(writer, "FolderID", 
new UUID("fa58d9c6-7229-4e1f-8b6b-
f13254c7deb6")); 
// Objects

    
writer.WriteElementString("InventorySerial
", "0");

   }

   
writer.WriteStartElement("TaskInventory"); 
writer.WriteEndElement();

   
writer.WriteElementString("ObjectFlags", 
((int)prim.Flags).ToString(Utils.EnUsCultu
re));

   WriteUUIDGuid(writer, "UUID", 
prim.ID);

   
writer.WriteElementString("LocalId", 
prim.LocalID.ToString(Utils.EnUsCulture));

   try
   {
    writer.WriteElementString("Name", 

prim.Properties.Name);
   }
   catch (Exception ex)
   {
    writer.WriteElementString("Name", 

prim.LocalID.ToString(Utils.EnUsCulture));
   }
   

writer.WriteElementString("Material", 
((int)prim.PrimData.Material).ToString(Uti
ls.EnUsCulture));

   
writer.WriteElementString("RegionHandle", 
prim.RegionHandle.ToString(Utils.EnUsCultu
re));

   
writer.WriteElementString("ScriptAccessPin
", "0");

   Vector3 groupPosition;
   if (parent == null)
    groupPosition = prim.Position;
   else
    groupPosition = parent.Position;

   WriteVector(writer, "GroupPosi-
tion", groupPosition);

   if (prim.ParentID == 0)
    WriteVector(writer, "OffsetPosi-

tion", Vector3.Zero);
   else
    WriteVector(writer, "OffsetPosi-

tion", prim.Position);
   WriteQuaternion(writer, "Rotation-

Offset", prim.Rotation);
   WriteVector(writer, "Velocity", 

Vector3.Zero);
   WriteVector(writer, "RotationalVe-

locity", Vector3.Zero);
   WriteVector(writer, "AngularVeloc-

ity", prim.AngularVelocity);
   WriteVector(writer, "Acceleration", 

Vector3.Zero);
   try
   {
    

writer.WriteElementString("Description", 
prim.Properties.Description);

   }
   catch(Exception ex)
   {
    

writer.WriteElementString("Description", 
"");

   }
   writer.WriteStartElement("Color");
   writer.WriteElementString("R", 

String.Format(CultureInfo.InvariantCulture
, "{0:0.######}", prim.TextColor.R));

   writer.WriteElementString("G", 
String.Format(CultureInfo.InvariantCulture
, "{0:0.######}",prim.TextColor.G));

   writer.WriteElementString("B", 
String.Format(CultureInfo.InvariantCulture
, "{0:0.######}",prim.TextColor.B));

   writer.WriteElementString("A", 
String.Format(CultureInfo.InvariantCulture
, "{0:0.######}",prim.TextColor.G));

   writer.WriteEndElement();
   writer.WriteElementString("Text", 

prim.Text);
   try
   {
    

writer.WriteElementString("SitName", 
prim.Properties.SitName);

    
writer.WriteElementString("TouchName", 
prim.Properties.TouchName);

   }
   catch(Exception ex)
   {
    

writer.WriteElementString("SitName", "");
    

writer.WriteElementString("TouchName", 
"");

   }
   uint linknum = 0;
   //if (parent != null)
   // linknum = prim.LocalID - 

parent.LocalID;
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writer.WriteElementString("LinkNum", 
linknum.ToString(Utils.EnUsCulture));

   
writer.WriteElementString("ClickAction", 
((int)prim.ClickAction).ToString(Utils.EnU
sCulture));

   writer.WriteStartElement("Shape");

   
writer.WriteElementString("PathBegin", 
String.Format(CultureInfo.InvariantCulture
, "{0:0.######}", 
Primitive.PackBeginCut(prim.PrimData.PathB
egin)));

   
writer.WriteElementString("PathCurve", 
String.Format(CultureInfo.InvariantCulture
, 
"{0:0.######}",((byte)prim.PrimData.PathCu
rve)));

   
writer.WriteElementString("PathEnd", 
String.Format(CultureInfo.InvariantCulture
, "{0:0.######}", 
Primitive.PackEndCut(prim.PrimData.PathEnd
)));

   
writer.WriteElementString("PathRadiusOffse
t", 
String.Format(CultureInfo.InvariantCulture
, "{0:0.######}", 
Primitive.PackPathTwist(prim.PrimData.Path
RadiusOffset)));

   
writer.WriteElementString("PathRevolutions
", 
String.Format(CultureInfo.InvariantCulture
, "{0:0.######}", 
Primitive.PackPathRevolutions(prim.PrimDat
a.PathRevolutions)));

   
writer.WriteElementString("PathScaleX", 
String.Format(CultureInfo.InvariantCulture
, "{0:0.######}", 
Primitive.PackPathScale(prim.PrimData.Path
ScaleX)));

   
writer.WriteElementString("PathScaleY", 
String.Format(CultureInfo.InvariantCulture
, "{0:0.######}", 
Primitive.PackPathScale(prim.PrimData.Path
ScaleY)));

   
writer.WriteElementString("PathShearX", 
String.Format(CultureInfo.InvariantCulture
, 
"{0:0.######}",((byte)Primitive.PackPathSh
ear(prim.PrimData.PathShearX))));

   
writer.WriteElementString("PathShearY", 
String.Format(CultureInfo.InvariantCulture
, 
"{0:0.######}",((byte)Primitive.PackPathSh
ear(prim.PrimData.PathShearY))));

   
writer.WriteElementString("PathSkew", 
String.Format(CultureInfo.InvariantCulture
, "{0:0.######}", 

Primitive.PackPathTwist(prim.PrimData.Path
Skew)));

   
writer.WriteElementString("PathTaperX", 
String.Format(CultureInfo.InvariantCulture
, "{0:0.######}", 
Primitive.PackPathTaper(prim.PrimData.Path
TaperX)));

   
writer.WriteElementString("PathTaperY", 
String.Format(CultureInfo.InvariantCulture
, "{0:0.######}", 
Primitive.PackPathTaper(prim.PrimData.Path
TaperY)));

   
writer.WriteElementString("PathTwist", 
String.Format(CultureInfo.InvariantCulture
, "{0:0.######}", 
Primitive.PackPathTwist(prim.PrimData.Path
Twist)));

   
writer.WriteElementString("PathTwistBegin"
, 
String.Format(CultureInfo.InvariantCulture
, "{0:0.######}", 
Primitive.PackPathTwist(prim.PrimData.Path
TwistBegin)));

   writer.WriteElementString("PCode", 
((byte)prim.PrimData.PCode).ToString(Utils
.EnUsCulture));

   
writer.WriteElementString("ProfileBegin", 
String.Format(CultureInfo.InvariantCulture
, "{0:0.######}", 
Primitive.PackBeginCut(prim.PrimData.Profi
leBegin)));

   
writer.WriteElementString("ProfileEnd", 
String.Format(CultureInfo.InvariantCulture
, "{0:0.######}", 
Primitive.PackEndCut(prim.PrimData.Profile
End)));

   
writer.WriteElementString("ProfileHollow", 
String.Format(CultureInfo.InvariantCulture
, "{0:0.######}", 
Primitive.PackProfileHollow(prim.PrimData.
ProfileHollow)));

   WriteVector(writer, "Scale", 
prim.Scale);

   writer.WriteElementString("State", 
prim.PrimData.State.ToString(Utils.EnUsCul
ture));

   ProfileShape shape = 
(ProfileShape)prim.PrimData.ProfileCurve;

   
writer.WriteElementString("ProfileShape", 
shape.ToString(Utils.EnUsCulture));

   
writer.WriteElementString("HollowShape", 
prim.PrimData.ProfileHole.ToString(Utils.E
nUsCulture));

   
writer.WriteElementString("ProfileCurve", 
String.Format(CultureInfo.InvariantCulture
, "{0:0.######}", 
prim.PrimData.profileCurve));
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writer.WriteStartElement("TextureEntry");

   byte[] te;
   if (prim.Textures != null)
    te = prim.Textures.GetBytes();
   else
    te = new byte[0];
    
   if (te.Length == 0) te = new by-

te[0];

   writer.WriteBase64(te, 0, 
te.Length);

   writer.WriteEndElement();

   // FIXME: ExtraParams // Attempt by 
Gwyn

   
writer.WriteStartElement("ExtraParams");

   try
   {
    byte[] ep = 

prim.GetExtraParamsBytes();
    writer.WriteBase64(ep, 0, 

ep.Length);
   }
   catch
   {
   }
   writer.WriteEndElement(); // end 

ExtraParams

   // Sculpts
   if (prim.Sculpt != null)
   {
    WriteUUIDGuid(writer, "SculptTex-

ture", prim.Sculpt.SculptTexture);
    

writer.WriteElementString("SculptType", 
prim.Sculpt.Type.ToString());

   }
   else
   {
    WriteUUIDGuid(writer, "SculptTex-

ture", UUID.Zero);
    

writer.WriteElementString("SculptType", 
"0");

   }

   
writer.WriteStartElement("SculptData");

   try
   {
    byte[] sd = 

prim.Sculpt.GetBytes();
    writer.WriteBase64(sd, 0, 

sd.Length);
   }
   catch
   {
   }
   writer.WriteEndElement();
   // end SculptData

   // Flexies
   try
   {

    
writer.WriteElementString("FlexiSoftness", 
String.Format(CultureInfo.InvariantCulture
, "{0:0.######}", 
prim.Flexible.Softness));

    
writer.WriteElementString("FlexiTension", 
String.Format(CultureInfo.InvariantCulture
, "{0:0.######}", prim.Flexible.Tension));

    
writer.WriteElementString("FlexiDrag", 
String.Format(CultureInfo.InvariantCulture
, "{0:0.######}", prim.Flexible.Drag));

    
writer.WriteElementString("FlexiGravity", 
String.Format(CultureInfo.InvariantCulture
, "{0:0.######}", prim.Flexible.Gravity));

    
writer.WriteElementString("FlexiWind", 
String.Format(CultureInfo.InvariantCulture
, "{0:0.######}", prim.Flexible.Wind));

    
writer.WriteElementString("FlexiForceX", 
String.Format(CultureInfo.InvariantCulture
, "{0:0.######}", prim.Flexible.Force.X));

    
writer.WriteElementString("FlexiForceY", 
String.Format(CultureInfo.InvariantCulture
, "{0:0.######}", prim.Flexible.Force.Y));

    
writer.WriteElementString("FlexiForceZ", 
String.Format(CultureInfo.InvariantCulture
, "{0:0.######}",  
prim.Flexible.Force.Z));

   }
   catch
   {
    

writer.WriteElementString("FlexiSoftness", 
"0");

    
writer.WriteElementString("FlexiTension", 
"0");

    
writer.WriteElementString("FlexiDrag", 
"0");

    
writer.WriteElementString("FlexiGravity", 
"0");

    
writer.WriteElementString("FlexiWind", 
"0");

    
writer.WriteElementString("FlexiForceX", 
"0");

    
writer.WriteElementString("FlexiForceY", 
"0");

    
writer.WriteElementString("FlexiForceZ", 
"0");

   }
   // end Flexies

   // Light
   try
   {
    

writer.WriteElementString("LightColorR", 
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String.Format(CultureInfo.InvariantCulture
, "{0:0.######}", prim.Light.Color.R));

    
writer.WriteElementString("LightColorG", 
String.Format(CultureInfo.InvariantCulture
, "{0:0.######}", prim.Light.Color.G));

    
writer.WriteElementString("LightColorB", 
String.Format(CultureInfo.InvariantCulture
, "{0:0.######}", prim.Light.Color.B));

    
writer.WriteElementString("LightColorA", 
String.Format(CultureInfo.InvariantCulture
, "{0:0.######}", prim.Light.Color.A));

    
writer.WriteElementString("LightRadius", 
String.Format(CultureInfo.InvariantCulture
, "{0:0.######}", prim.Light.Radius));

    
writer.WriteElementString("LightCutOff", 
String.Format(CultureInfo.InvariantCulture
, "{0:0.######}", prim.Light.Cutoff));

    
writer.WriteElementString("LightFalloff", 
String.Format(CultureInfo.InvariantCulture
, "{0:0.######}", prim.Light.Falloff));

    
writer.WriteElementString("LightIntensity"
, 
String.Format(CultureInfo.InvariantCulture
, "{0:0.######}", prim.Light.Intensity));

   }
   catch
   {
    

writer.WriteElementString("LightColorR", 
"0");

    
writer.WriteElementString("LightColorG", 
"0");

    
writer.WriteElementString("LightColorB", 
"0");

    
writer.WriteElementString("LightColorA", 
"1");

    
writer.WriteElementString("LightRadius", 
"0");

    
writer.WriteElementString("LightCutOff", 
"0");

    
writer.WriteElementString("LightFalloff", 
"0");

    
writer.WriteElementString("LightIntensity"
, "1");

   }
   //end Light

   if (prim.Flexible != null)
   {
    

writer.WriteElementString("FlexiEntry", 
"true");

   }
   else
   {

    
writer.WriteElementString("FlexiEntry", 
"false");

   }

   if (prim.Light != null)
   {
    

writer.WriteElementString("LightEntry", 
"true");

   }
   else
   {
    

writer.WriteElementString("LightEntry", 
"false");

   }

   if (prim.Sculpt != null)
   {
    

writer.WriteElementString("SculptEntry", 
"true");

   }
   else
   {
    

writer.WriteElementString("SculptEntry", 
"false");

   }

   writer.WriteEndElement(); // end 
Shape

   WriteVector(writer, "Scale", 
prim.Scale);

   
writer.WriteElementString("UpdateFlag", 
"0");

   WriteVector(writer, "SitTargetOri-
entation", Vector3.UnitZ);

   WriteVector(writer, "SitTargetPosi-
tion", Vector3.Zero);

   WriteVector(writer, "SitTargetPosi-
tionLL", Vector3.Zero);

   WriteQuaternion(writer, "SitTarge-
tOrientationLL", new Quaternion(0f, 0f, 
1f, 0f));

   
writer.WriteElementString("ParentID", 
prim.ParentID.ToString(Utils.EnUsCulture))
;

   try
   {
    

writer.WriteElementString("CreationDate", 
((int)Utils.DateTimeToUnixTime(prim.Proper
ties.CreationDate)).ToString(Utils.EnUsCul
ture));

    
writer.WriteElementString("Category", 
((int)prim.Properties.Category).ToString(U
tils.EnUsCulture));

    
writer.WriteElementString("SalePrice", 
prim.Properties.SalePrice.ToString(Utils.E
nUsCulture));

    
writer.WriteElementString("ObjectSaleType"
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, 
((int)prim.Properties.SaleType).ToString(U
tils.EnUsCulture));

    
writer.WriteElementString("OwnershipCost", 
prim.Properties.OwnershipCost.ToString(Uti
ls.EnUsCulture));

    WriteUUIDGuid(writer, "GroupID", 
prim.Properties.GroupID);

    WriteUUIDGuid(writer, "OwnerID", 
prim.Properties.OwnerID);

    WriteUUIDGuid(writer, "LastOwn-
erID", prim.Properties.LastOwnerID);

   }
   catch(Exception ex)
   {
    long timeSinceEpoch = GetEpo-

chTime();
    if (timeSinceEpoch < 0) timeSin-

ceEpoch = 0;
    

writer.WriteElementString("CreationDate", 
timeSinceEpoch.ToString());

    
writer.WriteElementString("Category", 
"0");

    
writer.WriteElementString("SalePrice", 
"0");

    
writer.WriteElementString("ObjectSaleType"
, "0");

    
writer.WriteElementString("OwnershipCost", 
"0");

    WriteUUIDGuid(writer, "GroupID", 
UUID.Zero);

    WriteUUIDGuid(writer, "OwnerID",  
new UUID("c89b204e-6c8e-4979-b21d-
1ae62d767053"));

    WriteUUIDGuid(writer, "LastOwn-
erID",  new UUID("c89b204e-6c8e-4979-b21d-
1ae62d767053"));

   }
   try
   {
    

writer.WriteElementString("BaseMask", 
((uint)prim.Properties.Permissions.BaseMas
k).ToString(Utils.EnUsCulture));

    
writer.WriteElementString("OwnerMask", 
((uint)prim.Properties.Permissions.OwnerMa
sk).ToString(Utils.EnUsCulture));

    
writer.WriteElementString("GroupMask", 
((uint)prim.Properties.Permissions.GroupMa
sk).ToString(Utils.EnUsCulture));

    
writer.WriteElementString("EveryoneMask", 
((uint)prim.Properties.Permissions.Everyon
eMask).ToString(Utils.EnUsCulture));

    
writer.WriteElementString("NextOwnerMask", 
((uint)prim.Properties.Permissions.NextOwn
erMask).ToString(Utils.EnUsCulture));

   }
   catch
   {

    
writer.WriteElementString("BaseMask", 
((uint)PermissionMask.All).ToString(Utils.
EnUsCulture));

    
writer.WriteElementString("OwnerMask", 
((uint)PermissionMask.All).ToString(Utils.
EnUsCulture));

    
writer.WriteElementString("GroupMask", 
((uint)PermissionMask.All).ToString(Utils.
EnUsCulture));

    
writer.WriteElementString("EveryoneMask", 
((uint)PermissionMask.All).ToString(Utils.
EnUsCulture));

    
writer.WriteElementString("NextOwnerMask", 
((uint)PermissionMask.All).ToString(Utils.
EnUsCulture));

   }
   writer.WriteElementString("Flags", 

"None");  
  
// not retrieved by libopenmetaverse

   WriteUUIDGuid(writer, "Collision-
Sound", UUID.Zero);  
// not retrieved by libopenmetaverse

   
writer.WriteElementString("CollisionSoundV
olume", "0"); 
// not retrieved by libopenmetaverse

   // WriteUUID(writer, "SitTargetAva-
tar", UUID.Zero);  
// obsolete?

   writer.WriteEndElement();
  }

  static void WriteUUID(XmlTextWriter 
writer, string name, UUID id)

  {
   writer.WriteStartElement(name);
   writer.WriteElementString("UUID", 

id.ToString());
   writer.WriteEndElement();
  }

  static void WriteUUIDGuid(XmlText-
Writer writer, string name, UUID id)

  {
   writer.WriteStartElement(name);
   writer.WriteElementString("Guid", 

id.ToString());
   writer.WriteEndElement();
  }

  static void WriteVector(XmlText-
Writer writer, string name, Vector3 vec)

  {
   writer.WriteStartElement(name);
   writer.WriteElementString("X", 

String.Format(CultureInfo.InvariantCulture
, "{0:0.######}", vec.X));

   writer.WriteElementString("Y", 
String.Format(CultureInfo.InvariantCulture
, "{0:0.######}", vec.Y));

   writer.WriteElementString("Z", 
String.Format(CultureInfo.InvariantCulture
, "{0:0.######}", vec.Z));
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   writer.WriteEndElement();
  }

  static void WriteQuaternion(XmlText-
Writer writer, string name, Quaternion 
quat)

  {
   writer.WriteStartElement(name);
   writer.WriteElementString("X", 

String.Format(CultureInfo.InvariantCulture
, "{0:0.######}", quat.X));

   writer.WriteElementString("Y", 
String.Format(CultureInfo.InvariantCulture
, "{0:0.######}", quat.Y));

   writer.WriteElementString("Z", 
String.Format(CultureInfo.InvariantCulture
, "{0:0.######}", quat.Z));

   writer.WriteElementString("W", 
String.Format(CultureInfo.InvariantCulture
, "{0:0.######}", quat.W));

   writer.WriteEndElement();
  }

  public static string Sanitize-
Path(string filename, char replaceChar)

  {  
   var sb = new 

System.Text.StringBuilder();
   
   // add '/' as invalid char, appar-

ently it was left here
   char[] InvalidFileNameChars = new 

char[] {'/', '\'', '"', '<', '>', '|', 
',', '.'}; 

   
   for (int i = 0; i < 

filename.Length; i++)
   {
    char filenameChar = filename[i];
    foreach (char c in InvalidFile-

NameChars)
     if (filenameChar.Equals(c))
     {
      filenameChar = replaceChar;
      break;
     }

    sb.Append(filenameChar);
   }

   return sb.ToString();
  }
  
  public static long GetEpochTime() 
  { 
   DateTime dtCurTime = DateTime.Now; 
   DateTime dtEpochStartTime = 

Convert.ToDateTime("1/1/1970 8:00:00 AM"); 
   TimeSpan ts = 

dtCurTime.Subtract(dtEpochStartTime); 
   
   long epochtime; 
   epochtime = ((((((ts.Days * 24) + 

ts.Hours) * 60) + ts.Minutes) * 60) + 
ts.Seconds); 

   return epochtime; 
  } 

  /* Compliance with OAR format 0.2
     Saving region info

  */
  public static void SaveRegionIn-

fo(Simulator sim, string path, string dir)
  {
   // Delete all of the old linkset 

files
   try
   {
    Directory.Delete(path + dir, 

true);
    Directory.CreateDirectory(path + 

dir);
   }
   catch (Exception ex)
   {
    Logger.Log("Failed creating " + 

path + dir + " directory: " + ex.Message, 
Helpers.LogLevel.Error);

    return;
   }

   string simName = path;
   if (sim.Name != null)
    simName = sim.Name;

   try
   {
    using (StreamWriter stream = new 

StreamWriter(path + dir + "/" + Sanitize-
Path(simName, '-') + ".xml"))

    {
     XmlTextWriter writer = new 

XmlTextWriter(stream);
     writer.Formatting = 

Formatting.Indented;
     writer.WriteStartDocument();
     

writer.WriteStartElement("RegionSettings")
;

     
writer.WriteStartElement("General");

     
writer.WriteElementString("AllowDamage", 
"False");

     
writer.WriteElementString("AllowLandResell
", "True");

     
writer.WriteElementString("AllowLandJoinDi
vide", "True");

     
writer.WriteElementString("BlockFly", 
"False");

     
writer.WriteElementString("BlockLandShowIn
Search", "True");

     
writer.WriteElementString("BlockTerraform"
, "False");  
  

     
writer.WriteElementString("DisableCollisio
ns", "False");

     
writer.WriteElementString("DisablePhysics"
, "False");

     
writer.WriteElementString("DisableScripts"
, "False");
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     // to do - we need a list of ma-
turity ratings

     
writer.WriteElementString("MaturityRating"
, (string)(sim.Access == SimAccess.PG ? 
"0" : "1"));

     
writer.WriteElementString("RestrictPushing
", "True");

     
writer.WriteElementString("AgentLimit", 
"40");

     
writer.WriteElementString("ObjectBonus", 
"1");

     writer.WriteEndElement(); // Gen-
eral

     
writer.WriteStartElement("GroundTextures")
;

     
writer.WriteElementString("Texture1", 
sim.TerrainBase0.ToString());

     
writer.WriteElementString("Texture2", 
sim.TerrainBase1.ToString());

     
writer.WriteElementString("Texture3", 
sim.TerrainBase2.ToString());

     
writer.WriteElementString("Texture4", 
sim.TerrainBase3.ToString());

     
writer.WriteElementString("ElevationLowSW"
, sim.TerrainHeightRange00.ToString());  

     
writer.WriteElementString("ElevationLowNW"
, sim.TerrainHeightRange01.ToString());

     
writer.WriteElementString("ElevationLowSE"
, sim.TerrainHeightRange10.ToString());

     
writer.WriteElementString("ElevationLowNE"
, sim.TerrainHeightRange11.ToString());

     
writer.WriteElementString("ElevationHighSW
", sim.TerrainStartHeight00.ToString());

     
writer.WriteElementString("ElevationHighNW
", sim.TerrainStartHeight01.ToString());

     
writer.WriteElementString("ElevationHighSE
", sim.TerrainStartHeight10.ToString());

     
writer.WriteElementString("ElevationHighNE
", sim.TerrainStartHeight11.ToString());

     writer.WriteEndElement(); // 
GroundTextures

     
writer.WriteStartElement("Terrain");

     
writer.WriteElementString("WaterHeight", 
String.Format(CultureInfo.InvariantCulture
, "{0:0.######}", sim.WaterHeight));

     
writer.WriteElementString("TerrainRaiseLim
it", "100");

     
writer.WriteElementString("TerrainLowerLim
it", "-100");

     
writer.WriteElementString("UseEstateSun", 
"True");

     
writer.WriteElementString("FixedSun", 
"False");

     writer.WriteEndElement(); // Ter-
rain

     writer.WriteEndElement(); // Re-
gionSettings

     writer.Flush();
    }
     }
   catch (Exception ex)
   {
    Logger.Log(String.Format("Failed 

saving region info to {0}.xml: {1}", sim-
Name, ex.Message), 
Helpers.LogLevel.Error);

   }
  }
 }
}
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